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Harbor. This is discussed in part A of this Section. In addition, die group asks the Board to 

grant NS tracKage rights to ran through trains from 65th Street to Bronx Oak Point and the 

Hunts Point Market: to grant tr < i e rights to NS allowing it to serve the NEC to Connecticut 

and Massachusetts; to iransfer to NS Comail freight righte ihrough the Pennsylvania Railroad 

Tunnels through midtown Manhattan, and to require CSX to esublish an intermodal terminal 

at Harlem River Hard, Additional conditions which the group requested in a November 24 filing 

addressing \pplicants' North Jersey Shared Assets Operating Plans are largely embellishments 

of the earlier requested condiiions. They add a deniand that the '̂'.ared Assets Area Operator 

cooperate with NJ Transit and Metropolitan Transit .Authority to allow for the introductioi and 

expansion of passenger routes and services. 

The Tri-State Transportation Campaign's requests for condiiions are not supported by 

evidence, are not related to a consequence of die Transaction, and consequently should be 

denied, 

6, Re;̂ ou-ce Warehousing & Consolidation Services, inc, (RW ĈS-3) 

Resources Warehousing & Consolidation Services, Inc, (RWCS) has intermodal facilities 

located on the southem terminus of a north/soudi rail line ow\ied and served by the New York 

Susquehanna & Western Railroad (NYS&W). which is owned by die Delaware Ostego 

Corporalion. 

While supporting the Transaciion and not anticipating "difficulty in ultimately achieving 

satisfactory service options or commitments", RWCS demands use the conditioning power of 

die Board to require what it claims should be equal access to bodi NS and CSX rail service to 

and trom its terminal faeilities RV CS-3 at 2. In fact, however. RWCS wUl be provided the 
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dual access it seeks, Orrison RVS at 128. It can only be served now. and in the fumre, by 

NYS&W, It will be able to comiect to NS via Passaic Junction oft' die Soudiera Tier on die 

Conrail lines allocated to NS; and to CSX via a connection to be built from North Bergen to 

Little Ferry. Id. at 128. 

C. Private Holdmgs In 7'he Shared Assets Areas 

Eich of the three Shared Asseis Arec Agreements conuins a Section 6, which, together 

with the definitions provided in the Agreemeni, defines the responsibility for making and 

financing shared capital improvements. See CSX/NS-25, Vol. 8C at 82-85, 121-24, 162-65. 

These provisions also permit, i " rertain carefully defined cases, one or die odier of CSX and 

NS to make capital improvementc on their ô vn and have them as their private property , in the 

same cases subject to a right of die odier to "buy-in" and in other cases ("Operator Facilities") 

widiout such right. The provisions aic a balanced set of rales which provide for die making 

of capiul improvements on jointiy shared facilities on an equiuble basis, while preserving 

opportunities for private investtnent and use. Sharing of essentia) facilities and competition to 

provide additional facilities to serve shippers are tlius bodi promoted. There also are certain 

existing facilities in Shared Assets Areas whic i are to be set aside for use by one or the other 

of CSX or NS, See CSX/.NS-20. Ex, 13. CSX Operating Plan, Sec. 4.5.1.. Vol. 3A at 213-33; 

Section 6(j) of Nordi Jersey S.A.A Operating Agreement, CSX/NS-25, Vol. 8C at 85; Items 

1(C) and 2(C) to Schedule 1 to Transaction Agreemem. CSX/NS-25, Vol. 8B at 85-86, 88-90. 

In an astounding suomission, CMA proposes diat a condiiion be imposed to the effect that 

withm Shared .Assets Areas no private facilities may exist and that all facilities must be shared 
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by die two cartiers. CMA-10 at 34-35. CMA seeks die imposition of such conditions widi 

respect to all preexisting bulk facilities as well as any and all fumre facilities to be consttucted 

in the Shared Assets Areas: 

Lest there be any doubt, it is necessary for the Board to 
make clear that facilities cc-tracted in the fumre in the 
shared asset areas will be open t^ both CSX and NS. 
Otherwise, the benefu of joint access in the SAAs will 
diminish over lime as existing facilities are retired and 
new facilities are constracted. 

CMA-10 at 24. 

While put forward in tiie name of competition, die proposal is sc anti-competitive that 

it is hard to imagine its suggestion by a group ostensibl> devoted to free-market principles."-

The proposi.1 ettibodies die following notions: Fiist, dial by creating Shared /vssets Areas die 

parties, like it or not, bring it about that everything in diem mu.-! be held in common by die two 

carriers. Second, thai neither CSX nor NS should, using its private funds, build a new facility, 

not interfering widi die joint use of shared assets, to serve customers in a Shared Assets Area 

without permitting the other to use. Adopting those notions would prevent CSX and NS from 

executing dieir operaiing plans, would stifle innovative and progressive initiatives by CSX and 

NS, and would reduce service to the lowest common denominator. The Applicants have 

carefully adjusted die balance between what must be done collectively and what may be done 

individually. There is no reason to destroy that balance and every reason to mainuin it. The 

condition should be rejected as baseless and itself anti-compeiutve. 

*' A similar proposal is made by Congressman Kucinich who proposes to "nationalize' all raU 
facilities in and around Cleveland, apparentlv to meet environmenul objectives. Submission of 
Congressman Dennis J Kucinich (unnumbered). 
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D. PuLiic Input and Goveraance 

A few parties have proposed that the Board impose as a condition the requirement diat 

ceruin public entities or officials participate in the goveraance o. Shared Assets Area. For 

example, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission ("DVRPC"), advocates, without 

providing 3' deuils, tĥ .t the Board prescribe "an official mechanism" for public inpiu into the 

manage.nent of the shared asseis area. DVRPC-2 at 4. Similarly, die South Jersey 

Transporution Planning Organization, while supporting the Transaction, "urges the STB and the 

railroads to consider . . . that a public voice should be prescribed in the goveraance and 

maintenance of the Shared Assets Areas." SJTPO-1 at 2. Congressman Robert Menendez of 

New Jersey would go further and have the Board designate "an impartial party to represent the 

public interest in the Shared Asseis Areas and act as an arbitrator' in managing the Shared 

Assets Area. Comments of Congressman Robert Menendez (umiumbered) at 6. 

All these requests should be rejected. Public authorities w ill be listened to and consulted, 

of course, and CSX and NS expect to have significant outreach to, and communications with, 

the public authonties and officials as appropriate.̂ - The precise fo.Tn and content, however, 

of these communications and interfaces can hardly be prescribed or formatted by die Board. In 

some cjses, informal oi formal, advisory roles may be appropriate, although cerumly not 

goveraance roles. The proposals that the Board designate public officials to undertake 

"' For example. CSX and NS have proposed procedures for meetings and cooperation with the 
New Jersey Departtnent of Transponation ana the New Jersey Transit Corporation to discuss 
m;<jor issues. See discussion in Section XVIl. The liming, debignaiion of represenutives, etc., 
in coordinating with such public bodies, however, must necessarily be left to the parties 
involved. 
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management deci.ions as to operations in the Shared Assets Areas, or be involved in tie-breaking 

or other deadlock mechanisms, wou!':' neither contribute to the sate and efficient operation of 

the new rail systems, nor accord widi Board policy and Precedent. 

E. Operations 

Seveird parties in theii comments on Uie Primary Application expressed cot.cern that the 

Shared Assets Areas concept is "novel" and "untried" and dial the CSX and NS Operating Plans 

did not provide sufficient detail on how the Applicants would operate in the SAA's. The Port 

Authority of New York and N.*w Jersey (Port Auihority). seeking assurance that CSX and NS 

could operate efficientiy anr. meet Ui,. Fon Autiiority's needs in die North Jersey SAA, filed 

a motion (NYNJ-13) asking die Board to require Applicants to file deuiled operating plans for 

d;e NJSA.A. in response, the Board ordered die Applicants (individually or collectively) to file 

a more detailed plan for the NJS.A.A in order lo demonstrate ihat their proposed operations were 

feasible and would not unduly impact passenger and comi luter operations. Decision No. 44. 

Accordingly, on October 29. 1997. CSX and NS jointly filed a coordinated operating 

plan for the NJSAA (CSX/.' S-119).̂  That plan set forth more fully die CSX and NS train 

service that vvould be available on Day One of operations and explained the role of the CSAO 

in the NJSAA (and other SAA s). The plan described the traffic flows to and from die NJSAA, 

New York/New Jersey Foreign Freighi Forwarders & Brokers Association, Inc. asks the 
Board lo require Applicants to provide a detailed statement of die managemem and operations 
plan for the assets located within the New York/New Jersey Shired Assets Area. Because 
Applicants have already complied widi die Board's Decision No 44. served October 15, 1997, 
requiring detailed operating plans for the North Jersey Shared Assets Area, die association's 
requesi has already been complied with and is therefore moot. 
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die major blocking patteras that would affect the NJSAA, and die proposed capital improvements 

bodi widiin die NJSAA and du-oi gi.out the CSX and NS systems di.-̂ f would benefit customers 

shipping to and from the NJSAA. Yard operations and local yard assignments, including service 

of local customers, were also included. The submission provided a ftiller explanation of die 

purpose of die CSAO, idemified die operating rales (NORAC) diat would apply in die SAA's, 

mcluding die NJSAA, and specified that diere would be one dispatcher for die emire NJSAA 

area, located in Mt. Laurel, NJ. The plan also idemified all freight trains scheduled to operate 

over Amttak and NJT lines and provided existing passenger tram schedules to den. rsttate dial 

proposed freight operations in die NJSAA would not unduly imerfere widi passenger service. 

The plan also provided deuils on die implemenution processes dial CSX and NS have ;aderway 

to assure a smoodi transition. The sponsors of die Plan submitted to depositions on 

November 19, 1997. 

On November 24. 1997. five parties responded to die NJSAA pkm - die Port Audiority, 

APL, Amtrak, NJT and Tri-Sute Transportation, Inc. '̂ Significantly, die Amtrak and NJT 

comments are mostly positive, .A .attak acknowledges dial most of its concertis are adequately 

addressed in the plan and that the only remaining concera - die scheduling of certain freight 

trams outside Amtrak's currem window for freight operations - is curtendv die subject of 

negotiations betwee:; Amtrak and die Applicants, and will not require STB intervemion. 

On die basis of Applicants' submission. NJT has wididrawn two of its previously filed 

requests for conditiors. Its remaining requests basically seek reassurar.ee or clarification of 

45 
Se_e NYNJ-18; APL-8; NRPC-9; NJT-12; Submission of Tri-Sute Transportation Inc 

(umiumbered). 
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committnents conuined in die plan. Applicants affirm that two of NJT's remaining conceras 

will be met: (1) locomotives operating over NJT lines will be equipped with ATC/PTS 

equipment compatible with NJT requirements (see CSX/NS-119 at 11, 125; Ortison/Mohan 

Dep., Nov. 19, 1997, at 116-17; see also Ortison RVS at 154), and (2) NORAC operating rales 

will govern dirough the foreseeable fumre (see Response to NJT's Third Set of Intertogaiories, 

CSX/NS-112 at 6; Ortison RVS at 154). NJT's fmal concera - dial diere be close coordination 

of die implementation o*" die plan -does not require imposition of any condition by the Board. 

Applicants' recently filed Safety Integration Plan for tiie SAA's, and various odier submissions 

explain the close coordination and careful steps being taken in the implementation p ninf, 

process to assure smooth ttansition. 

Tri-State's conunent reiterates its requesi for shared access east of die Hudson River ~ 

which issiie has been addressed above - and further seeks assurances ihat CSX and NS wUl 

pursue carload freight and not abandon such traffic in the interests of developing intermodal 

traffic As carload freight is die lifeblood of the railroad industry, no co: lition for the cartiers 

to pursue such traffic is needed, Orrison RVS at 156-57. However. Tri-State's request dial 

CSX and NS be required to conduct a study for the Stale of New Jersey to discover "unuppea 

potential" for carload traffic and that the Board "assign" CSX and NS specific target levels for 

developing carload freight traffic is beyond the scope of this proceeding. While CSX and NS 

seek to attract ar.d compete for additional carload freight iraffic in die New Jersey area in the 

normal course of business, dicre is no justification for the Board to impose such a requirement 

on diem. Business develop.nent is appropriately conducted through private mdustry j,nd not 

administrative order 
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The Port Authoritv comment is an extraord nary effort to find fault for the sake of 

finding fa.'.lt. The verified sutement of its witness consisted of a list of insignificant "flaws" and 

"discrepancies" including criticism dial the schematic drawings of die area (used to indicate yard 

usage and not to depict line ownership) did not accurately refiect trackage rights and die term 

"high quality" was not defined. Many of tY-M points raised are basically objections to any 

deviation from existing ComaU practices. For example, several of die Pm Authority 's points 

concera changes in operations at Oak IsLmd Yard and the CSX and NS blocking strategies. As 

explained more ftilly in Mr. Orrison's statement, when Comail previously downsized Oak Island 

as a cost-cutting measure, cars were sent out of route, resulting in added transit time for 

customers' traffic. Orrison RVS at 159. CSX's and NS' proposed operations, which include 

restoration of the use of the Oak Island hump processor to ftill capacity and new blocki--

strategies. will be more customer-oriented and will reduce car days for a significant amount cf 

traffic. Id. 

APL/s comment basically boils down to two issues. First, APL is dissatisfied widi 

section 2.2(c) of the Transaction Agreement providing for the assumpiion of Com-ail's rail 

transportation contracts by CSX and NS. APL would prefer renegotiating its existing comract. 

That issue is addressed elsewhere in this Narrative (Pan LX). 

APL's second issue is dial it questions whether CSX and NS will provide the same 

"tightly coordinated" service for APL that Comail does today. Under the guise of concera dial 

die railroads are not aware of die complexity of operations in die congested NJSAA area. APL 

suggests diaf CSX and NS would not be able to prov ide the same service v iihout further 

congestion and delay. The idea dial CSX and NS cannot coordinate operations in die NJSAA 
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is nonsense. Applications are experienced rail cartiers well versed in operating in areas equally 

or more congested and complex than die NJSAA - Chicago, for example. 

Moreover, die premises of many of APL's anticipated problems are unfounded. For 

example, although the proposed CSX service between APL and CSX's proposed new 59th " eel 

intermodal facility in Chicago will be bettt than existing Comail service, APL complains diat 

this service is speculative because the terminal is not now completed. The terminal will be 

completed iu pl:""7 of time for Day One operations, and even if it were not, CSX has a fully 

adequate backup plan via the 63rd Street facility. Orrison RVS at 170-71. SimUarly, APL frets 

widiout cause that CSX will not be able to perform the "filet and toupee" operation dial Comail 

currently performs. CSX is well versed in that operation (although it calls it "suck hubbing") 

and already has included it in its intermodal operating plan. Ortison RVS at 172. Finally, APL 

complains dial CSX and NS did not heed APL's prior input in preparing the NJSAA operating 

plan; but the fact of the matter is lhat at meetings between APL and CSX. APL wanted to 

discuss rates, not operations, and did not respond to operational proposals made by CSX. 

.«̂ ection IX; Rutsk. RVS at 20-23. 

F. Summary and Conclusions 

As the foregoing discussion makes abundantiy clear, neither Board precedent nor policy 

supports lhe numerous comments and/or inconsistent and/or responsive applications seeking, as 

a condition to Board approval of the primary application, that CSX and NS reshape or create 

new shared Asseis Areas and other shared artangements, in addition to those voluntarily 

negotiated and carefully crafted by them The protestants in this group have blithely ignored 
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die clear directive of the Board in diis case in its Decision No. 40 (decided October 1, 1997) 

that requests for conditions must meet the "specific criteria" esublished by Board precedent, and 

that petitioners must present substantial evidence to esublish that "without imposition of Uie 

condiiions [approval of the primary application] will harm their abUity to piovide essential 

services and/or competition." Decision Ni. 40 at 2. 

As noted earlier, if requests of du namre were to be granted, rail mergers and 

consolidations would be prohil itively complex and expensive. Indeed, if the Board were to 

require extensions of, or addition to, Shared Assets Areas as proposed by several of the parties, 

the economics of the Comail acquisition would be so dramatically and drastically changed, and 

so undermine die pro competitive stracmre contemplated by die Transaction Agreemem, dial the 

stracmre could well be rendfed commercially impracticable and/or operationally infeasible. 

The Shared Assets Area:, as negotiated by CSX and NS will affumatively promote the 

public interest. These Shared Asse's Areas are an integral part of the overall Transaciion set 

forth in the Application, and are part and parcel of the creation of numerous new single-line 

routes beiween the Northeast and Southeast and the Northeast and Midwest. As the previous 

discussion reviewing these comments and/or inconsistent and/or responsive applications on an 

area by area basis demonstrates, the CSX/NS acquisition - and indeed the voluntary Shared 

Assets Areas diemselves - are likely to improve the competitive positions of most, if not all, 

of these complainants by affording new rail transporution options, and providing better, more 

reliable, and more competitive transportation services There has been no evidence offered that 

in any way justifies restmcturing the underlying Transaction oy imposing die conditions sought 

by these protestants. 
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IX THE BOARD SHOULD NOT IMPOSE ANY CONDmON DIS APPROVING 
SECTION 2.2(c) OF THE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT RELATING TO 
CONRAIL'S RAIL TRANSPORTATION CONTRACTS OR ANT OTHER 
PROVISION OF THE DOCUMENTATION AND CORPORATE 
STRUCTURE OF THE "CONTINUING CONTRAIL." 

A. Section 2.2(c) of die Transaction A. eement Provides a Logical 
Mediod for Ensuring Continued Service Punuant to die Term? of 
the Existing Contracts. _ _ 

Section 2.2(c) of die Transaction Agrec?nent provides an orderly and logical 

mediod for aUocating die existing RaU Transportation Conttacts of Conraii. It tteats die 

conttacts as equally binding upon die raU carrier and upon die shipper; sim.plifies die task of 

assimUating parts of a single raUroad into die systems of two odier railroads; and facUiutes 

die process of implemenution and smoodi fransition from a separate, unitary ConraU into a 

ConraU die operation of wrose routes are aUocated between the rwo railroads. 

The system of allocation prescribed by Section 2.2(c) is logical. 'Where only CSX 

can perform single line service to fulfUl a conttact, CSX will provide it. CSX/NS-25, 

Vol. 8B at 26, § 2.2(c)(iii)(C)(bb). 'Where only NS can provide single Une service to fulfill 

a contract, NS wiU provide ".i. Jd- § 2.2(c)(iii)(C)(aa). 'Where neidier ca-. provide single 

line service (die so-c?lIed 'one to two" simations) die shipper's conuact price is protected 

even diougn die connact becomes a joint Une conttact, and a pre-agreed division is applied. 

All non-price provisions of die conttact are to be observed as weU. (Subsection (x) of die 

sections just ciî d.) See also id. at 27, § 2.2(c:)(iv\ 

"Where bodi CSX and NS can provide single line service, performance of die 

contracts will be, as a totality, divided 50-50 between diem. Id. at 27-28, 
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§§ 2.2(c)(iii)(C)(cc)(z), (dd) (z), (ee), (z), and (f). There is, hov.-cver, a presumption against 

dividing performance of any conttact between a sing.'e ori.̂ ination and destination between 

die two carriers. Id- at 28, § (c)(ivj. Performance of diose conttacts wUl be aUocated by 

mumal agreement between CSX and NS, conttact by contract, or, in appropriate cases, by 

allocating performance of a portion of a conttact dial involves the entirety of all movements 

from one particular origination point to a particular destination point' to one carrier, aiid 

odier such portions to the otiier canier. In die case of multi-origination/destination contracts, 

all special provisio s - e.g., volume incentives, commitments, etc., based on total moves 

berween all pairs covered by die conttact - wUl be preserved for die benefit of die customer. 

Id. at 28, § 2.2(c)(v).2 

It is this last aspect of the ttansaction, dealing witii contracts where both carriers 

can provide single Une service, diat has given rise to most of die specific shipper 

comments.̂  Some of these comments have to do with uncertainty; shippers do not know 

which of die two railroads will pert'orm dieii conttact.'' Other commentors want die Board 

to allow tiiem to terminate dieir existing contracts immediately upon the commencement of 

separate operations by CSX and NS. 

' Sometimes called a "lane." There is a presumption diat service responsibility on such a 
lane will not be divided between the two carriers. Id- at 28, § 2.2(c)(iv). 

- Revenues and expenses from diese contracts will be pooled so tiiat a faUure to divide die 
responsibUiU' for oerformance perfecdy equally will not affect die 50-50 solit. Id. at 26, 28, 
§§ 2.2(c)(iii)(C) and 2.2(c)(iy). 

CNLA-10 at 35-36; lSRl-6 at 12; NTrL-7 at 38. 

' ISRI-6 a. 12; NTYL-l at 38. 
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At die moment, of course, it would be inappropriate for CSX's and NS's 

marketing departments to see die conttacts in ' eir totality widiout die consent of die shippers 

subject to any confidentiality provisions in die conttacts. So die shippers must eidier show 

dieir conttacts voluntarUy to CSX and NS (obuining any necessary consent of ConraU) or 

await die Confrol Date when Comail's books and records wUl become avaUable to CSX and 

NS. As a practical matter, however, since a rough 50-50 division of aU of die conttacts for 

which single-hne service may be provided by eidier of die two carriers must be made b- ore 

an operational division of any can be made, it is hard to give any of die shippers an 

assurance as lo which conttacts wUl be aUocated for perfonnance to v '.ich canier. An 

operational division wUl have to await die Conttol Date and some time thereafter, until CSX 

and NS have smdied at least die great buUc of die conttacts. 

B. Applicant's Setdement Agreement widi NTTL 
Reasonably Addresses die Claims of Parties 
Concerning Section 2.2(c). 

Applicants' settlement agreement witii NITL contains a provision diat reasonably 

addresses and accommodates die conceras expressed by parties witii respect to Section 

2.2(c). The agreement provides a remedy to shippers diat have contracts diat could be 

aUocated to eitiier NS or CSX ander Section 2.2(c) and tiiat are dissatisfied widi die service 

provided to diem by die carri ;r to whom tiie contract was aUocated. Such shippers, of 

course, may at any time express dieir service complaints directiy to die carrier, and can seek 

tiiat carrier's agreement to improving die service or ttansferring perfomiance of tiie conttact 

to the otiier canier. In addmon, under die agreement, if diose shippers remain dissatisfied 

afte: six montiis' experience with tiiat carrier's service, tiiey may submit tiiose complair.ts to 
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expedited binding arbitration, and if die arbitrator fmds sufficient ment to die complaint, die 

arbittator may require performance of the contract to be transferted to die otiier carrier. 

This provision is a reasonable accommodation of the concems of shippers 

regarding die aUocation of existing transportation contracts to one carrier ratiier dian die 

odier. Even without diis provision, AppUcants beUeve dial the fact dial shippers in tiiis 

category can switch to die otiier carrier after dieir contracts expire wiU give die carrier 

having the contract sttong Ir'-p.ntive to provide good service - certainly more tiian exists 

today. This provision wiT enhance dial incentive powerftiUy. Even if uie arbittation is not 

invoked, die fact diat it can be invoked should provide am.pie assurance to shippers tiiat NS 

and CSX wiU service their needs more than adequately. 

Having negotiated this provision for shippers, NTTL now supports / 'plicant's plan 

for tiie aUocation of contracts under Section 2.2(c) in aU respects, including price aspects of 

conttacts as weU as service aspects. There is no reason for the Board to go beyond tiiis 

agreement and grant various otiier requests for overmming tiiat plan. Those requests are not 

justified on va-ious grounds we will discuss below. The fact tiiat tiiey go beyond an 

agreement Applicants' have reached widi the country's leading association of shippers, 

however, makes them problematic as a dtteshold matter. This kind of private settiement by 

raUroads and shipper represenutives of matters of concera to shippers is sometiting die Board 

and the ICC have frequentiy encouraged. I f it reasonably accommodates tiiose conceras, as 

.At̂ plicants submit, the Boaid should be satisfied. 
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C. The Rationale for Contract Opening in UP/SP 
Provides a Reason for Upholding Section 2.2(c). 

There is no occasion to open up the contracts on tiie basis f tiie Board's opinion 

in UP/SP. In UP/SP. in its original August 6, 1996 order approving the ttansaction, and in 

a later order clarifying and laying down particular procedural rales for the appUcation of die 

conoact opemng order in die August 6, 1996 order, the STB provided that half of a defined 

group of the SP contracts should be opened up to competition from BNSF. UP/SP, Decision 

No. 44, Fmance Docket No. 32760 (decided August 6, 1996), shp op. at 106, 146 (original 

order); Id-, Decision No. 57. But die purpose of diat action was to help rectify a massive 

two-to-one situation, one covering thousands of mUes of SP's routes upon which trackage-

rights were awarded to BNSF. In order to make BNSF a credible and viable source of 

competition to UP/SP on those ttackage-righls routes, it was necessary to afford it an 

oppormnity tn compete for substantial densities of traffic on these essential routes. UP/SP, 

Decision No. 44, Finance Docket No. 32760 (decided August 6, 1996), sUp op. at 106. 

Accordingly the Board, in effect, released a number of shippers from their Sl̂  contracts so 

tiiat BNSF could compete witii UP/SP and seek by soUciution to esublish a core of 

customers to give adequate density to support its trackage rights service.* 

' The City of Indianapolis (CI-5 at 14); (CI-6 at 14) urges tiiat ttansportation contracts 
relating to the shippers in IndianapoUs, where a 2-to-l "fix" is being effected through 
trackage rights be opened up, for reasons sinular, the City contends, to those which led t)-ie 
Board to open up the contracts on the trackage rights routes which were created in favor of 
BNSF in the UP/S? case. This is, of course, an ennxely different argument and tiieory from 
that of the parties whose positions we analyze m this part. The AppUcants do not beheve, 
hcwever, that such an action is necessary in IndianapoUs, and reply to the City's arguments 
in that regard m Section IV. 
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Here, there wiU be no simUar reason for opening up die contracts. If anydiing, die 

effect of Section 2.2(c) affirmatively accompUshes the purposes tiiat the Board was pursuing 

in UP/SP. It wUl do diis by starting up CSX's and NS's separate operations of die ConraU 

routes each with its own inventory of existing contracts aUocated for perfonnance between 

CSX and NS in a way that (a) promotes single-iine service wherever possible; (b) provides 

for an efficient and economical joint line service where single-Une service is not available; 

and (c) provides each raUroad with an equal density of movements from die stock of ConraU 

ĉ n̂tiacts diat can be performed on a joint Une basis by tiiem. This wUl promote an orderiy 

start of their operations. 

D. Efforts By Shippers to be Released 

From Price Terms Should be Rejected. 

The basic argument made by most of the shippers and organizations cha'aenging 

Section 2.2(c) is that they wish to have CSX and NS competitively bid on new coattacts 

eft'ective on "Day One" of the separate operations.' Those efforts of shippers to revisit the 

price and other terms of theu- conttacts should be rejected. A number of the Conrail 

shippers ask that the railroads be released from tiieir commitments to the shippers and that 

the shippers generally be released from their committnents under the contracts. CMA and 

otiier shippers go ftirther and urge that the raUroads be bound by their pait of the 

agreements but that die shippers be free to esc^ from theirs.'' 

* Comme-•. rs making this argumeat include .APL Limited (APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 2); NYK 
Lme (Nort-i .America) Inc. (unnumbered at 1-2); and Eastman Kodak Company (EKC-2 
at 8). 

Commentors proposing this extreme remedy include, APL Limited (APL-4, Rhein V.S. 
a: 7); Chemical Manufacmrers Association, and Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. 
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These requests should be denied on a number of bases: 

1. The Shippers Sought and Obtained Contract 
Terms Which Were .Mutuallv .Acceptable. 

Tne shippers gave ConraU a commitment to pay certain prices for specific 

transporution services over a neriod of time. Those rates and the length of time they were 

to remain binding were satisfactory to the shippers, or they would not have made such an 

agreement. The shippers gave up their rights to obtain a ower price; ConraU gave up its 

right to seek a higher price during the time period and within tiie bounds of the commitment 

specified in die contracts. Presumably, if ConraU remained independent and unitary the 

shippers would be pert'ectiy willing to pay die prices as agreed upon. The shippers should be 

held to their bargains; CSX and NS are wUling to fulfJl ConraU's pan of the bargain. 

Anotiier issue whicn should be consicered concems otiier agieements related to, 

incorporated in, or made in conjunction witii, -.aU transporution concacis: [[[ 

]]] By and large, rail transporution 

contracts are Umited to a few arrangemenLs on pnce, service and volume. However, some 

are part and parcel of some broader understanding. Tne overall arrangement may include 

capital investtnent by die carrier, up-front incenuve payments to the shipper, concessions on 

disputes over performance by the shipper of earUer commitments, volume commitments in 

"or.t years," and so on. The variauons are legion. In many cases, the rate and volume 

commitments are memorialized in the raU transporution contract, with die other 

(CMA-10 a: 35-36); E.I. Dupont De .Ne...ours and Company, Lnc. (DUP.X-10 at 6); NYK 
Lim (North America) Inc. (unnumbered at i-2); National Industrial Transporution League. 
U.S. Clay Producers Trafnc Association, Inc. and the Fertilizer Insnrj-e (NTrL-7 a; 38, 
fn . l l ) . 
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arrangements uicluded in otiier documents, yet tiie> are aU part and parcel of die same 

busmess deal. [[[ 

J]] 

AUowing customers to walk away from long term business commitments that 

compensated Con'aU for investment;; made in consideration for those commitments is plainly 

unfair. In short, giving any party a unilateral right to wclk away from its part of a complex, 

stracmred bUateral deal woi:ld prv'-sent particular aspecL5 of unfairaess. 

2. The Application Provides Benefits to Conrail's 
Custon ers But Does Not Justify Benefits of a 
Windfall Namre. 

The Application provides numerous pubhc benefits. As the contracts which can be 

performed by NS or CSX expire, there wiU be direct competition for renewals or new 

conttacts. Single Une service wUl be inttoduced throughout most the Nora;eastem Uruted 

Sutes in connection with movements to and from tiie Southeastem United Sute,s. The 

shipping public wUl be reUeved from ConraU's historic concentration on east-west 

movemenis as its preferted traffic base. Direct raU competition between Class I carriers wiU 

be inttoduced into a broad area in Pennsylvarua, New York and New Jersey and between a 

number of city pairs where such competition had not existed m years. The indirect efr'ects of 

this new competition wiU be felt even more broadly. Kalt R.V.S. at 14-15. 

However, the oenefits that the AppUcants have agreed to provide do not include 

windfalls. Releasing ConraU customers from iheir agreements would be just that. Just as all 

Coruail contracts wUl be performed by one or both of CSX or NS or by the continuing 

Conrail - be they transportation contracts or other agreemer ts — lhe Applicants expect 
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ConraU's contractual counterparties to do the same. There is, of course, no proposal to let 

other parttes who have done busmess with ConraU and made commitments to it to escape 

from their contracts. As among the raU transportation contracts themselves, the effect of 

letting ConraU's counterparties to i t i contracts out of their agreements would be random, 

dependmg on the expiration date of the contract. Those whose contracts were deUberately 

written over a longer time horizon would have a larger windfaU. Under the CMA':; one-way 

Stteet approach, they would have protected themselves against rate increases but pi'f 

themselves in a position to see if they could negotiate the rates downward. 

3. Contract Shippers WUl Realize Competitive 
Benefits Immediately Upon Consummation of the 
Transaction. 

It is misleading to say that the inttoduction of competition by the two carriers for 

moves that either can handle is unduly postponed by Section 2.2(c). Some of the traffic will 

not be under contract or wiU be under contracts expiring close to the Closing Date and wiU 

be immediately available to move under the service of the winner of a competitive 

negotiation process. The remainder of the contracts wiU be performed by the carrier to 

which eacn is aUocated under Section 2.2(c) in a competitive atmosphere; each carrier wiU 

be performing the service knowing fiiU weU that it is not the only Class 1 carrier to which die 

customer may look at the end of the contract. During the rem.-'ining term of the contract, the 

customer may propose an extension of the contract to be awarded to the present service 

provider subject to a competitive propwsal from that provider; or some simUar transaction; 

and the competitive response from the other carrier wiU influence the outcome of that 

proposal. To the extent that contracts do not cover the entirety of the shipper's needs for raU 
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ttansporution, each of the two carriers is free to bid for it if it can perform the movements. 

CSX/NS-25, Vol. 8B at 29, § 2.2(c)(vi). The attnosphere wiU become competitive after the 

Board's approval and Section 2.2(c) wiU not postpone fuU competition materiaUy. 

E. Section 2.2(c) Assists die Carriers in Their Implemenution 
of the Integration of tiieir Allocated Portions of Conrail. 

It would unaccepubly and dangerously compUcate the irutial operations of the 

portions of ConraU aUocated to the two systems for die Board to impose a condition making 

Section 2.2(c) unenforceable or giving die shippers carte blanche to terminate tiieii contracts. 

The task of integrating the allocated portions of ConraU into die two carriers' systems, whUe 

not to be viewed in the "Chicken Littie" spirit of the CMA and some other fUings, is stiU a 

daunting and serious one. The two carriers are devoting substant al efforts, ant' wiU continue 

to devote them on a continuing basis through and after die Closing Date, toward effecting as 

smootii a transition as possible. They do not propose to have diis tiansaction result in the 

difficulties experienced by the Union Pacific Raiiroad rn die last half of . ''97, whetiier one 

beUeves that tiiose difficulties are traceable to the SP merger or not. 

The Rebuna! Verified Sutements of John Orrison, Christopher Jenkins and L.L 

PriUman make it plain that foreknowledge of the aUocation of the major contracts of ConraU 

for raU transportation services, so that a viable detaUed "Day One" operating plan can be 

worked out, is essential to a smooth transition. After that, as the contracts one by one come 

to an end, and one by one potennal new rail shippers are attracted to the new service and 

old ones chose competitive altematives. op̂ r̂ating adjustments reflecting shifts in business 

can be made on an incremental basis over time, not aU on a single day. Thus there will be a 

reasonable transition period, and there will be time for the cairiers to adjust. A complete 
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upset of business on Day One, coupled with the physical and operational reconfiguration of 

the two systems that is necessary in the implemenution of the Transaction, could easUy lead 

to a chaotic situation. Plaimuig for adequate crews and trairUng them would be jeopardized. 

J.^omotive avaUabiUty could be adversely affected. Train schedules and car supply would 

be left in aoubt. AU of these factors could bave a negative effect on operations on and after 

"Day One" of the division and aUocation of ConraU's routes, exposing those operations to 

contention and delay. Orrison R.V.S. at 7- i l ; Jenkins R.V.S. at 2; PriUman R.V.S. at 2-3. 

The two carriers are prepared to shoulder the burdens of dividing the operations of 

ConraU on the terais provided for in their appUcation. It would not be appropriate for the 

Board to add to theu: burdens by making aU of the traffic which could in concept be moved 

by either of them, but which is covered by unexpired contracts, open to reaUocation at the 

wiU of the shippers on Day One of the implemenution of the transaction. The carrieri wUl 

aUocate the aUocable contracts berweeri them on a basis which will make planning possible 

and will not only promote appropriate densities for their movements but wiU add to the 

efficiency of their respective operations and to the smoothness of operations in the Shared 

Asset Area - where many of the "50-50" contracts have origination or destination points -

and elsewhere. 

F. APL's Concems. to die Extent they Rea'ly 
Concem Service Issues. WUl Be Addres.ied. 

OnJy one shipper, .APL, has raised issues conceming the quaUry of service tiiat 

wUi be ai'forded under the division of contracts contemplated by Section 2.2 (c).' Tnô e 

^ One other parry, NYK Line (North America) Lie, says "m,e too" to APL's concems 
(undesignated at 1-2). 
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issues are combmed in APL's Comments (APL-4) witii an gd hominsm attack on CSX, and a 

CMA-style request to opt om of APL's conttact's price terms. CSX submits' diat die 

position of APL is bodi overteaching and contradictory: 

First, APL wishes to be released from its transportation contract widi ConraU 

fordiwidi upon implemenution of die Tiansaction, so dial it may have die benefit of head-

to-head price competition between CSX and NS fro^. Day One. APL-4 at 4 Rhein V.S. 

at 2. APL apparentiy wants to seek lower prices dian what ConraU, which APL calls its 

"parmer" (APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 2, 14-15 ~ and passim), charged it, and additional service 

conditions to those it negotiated with ConraU. 

Second, whUe seeking lower prices for ttansporution, APL presumably wants to 

keep its doUar-a-year lease on die Soudi Kearay, NJ, intemiodal tenninal, a lease which rans 

•]]] Document APL 010200-010234 at § 3. This 

is despite die fact tiiat die Lease declares diat it and die transportation conttact are 

^̂ f' ]]] Id. at 

§ 27. Indeed, an intertogatory answer on die part of APL coni ms [[[ 

NS does not view it as appropriate to respond to APL's comments regarding CSX. NS, if 
tiie Transaction is approved, wUl be (as CSX wUl be) able and r iost interested in serving ' 
APL and aU of ConraU's intermodal customers. 
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.]]] APL-9, 

Response to Intenogatories, at 3-5.'° 

Third, APL expresses grave fears as to what wUl happen to it if it does business 

with CSX ~ because CSX has affiliates which compete witii APL in (a) die provision of 

intennodal services to customers (CSXI) and (b) ui die carriage of ocean freight (Sea-Land). 

APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 5. Horrific predictions are made as to what CSX may do to APL's 

business if any part of die Conrail conttact is aUocated to it. APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 21; 

Courmey V.S. at 11-15. One would have expecied tiiat this fear would have led APL to a 

declaration that it does not wish to do business at all witii CSX. But no. APL is "not 

suggesting that we can't do business witii C3X. We can and we wiU." APL-4, Rhein V.S. 

at 6. But it wU' need spt^'al conttact clauses in die CSX contract. Id. The exact nature of 

die clauses that wiU overcome tiie harrowing problems that APL claims to foresee is not 

spelled out. And, of course, it wants die pnce provisions of the Conrail contract firmed up. 

APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 21. 

The real concems of APL are about price, tiiough given tiie Most Favored Nation 

Clause in its Conrail conttact, it is not easy to see why. In a recent fUing, APL says die 

foUowing: 

APL is optiiTustic and beUeves that tiiese operational problems can be 
resolved through negotiativ.ns between APL and CSXT and APL and NS. 
However, negotiations wiU not take place as long as AppUcants continue 

.Amazingly, APL has classified tiiis intertogatory response, which reveals no commercial 
information but simply sets forJi its contentions and position, as "Highly Confidential." It is 
rare that tiie contentions of a party as a matter of law or contract uiterpreution are viewed as 
so sensitive. Perhaps the sensitivity is due to some comprehension of the extteme namre or 
the position being advocated. 
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to apply Section 2.2(c) of tiie Transaction Agreement to tiie conttact 
between APL and CorjaU. APL-8 at 5. 

In odier words, APL wants to be released from die ConraU conttact before it wiU 

discuss service issues. This is simUar to die approach dial it took in discussions witii CSX in 

die Spring and Summer of 1997; CSX wished to taUc about service; APL wished to taUc 

about rate reductions and conttact enhancements. Sie Rutski R.V.S. at 23. 

So what APL wants is lower prices, some tougher conttact clauses, and to keep 

fft ]]] It thus asks for a 

larger windfall tiian even tiie :A asks for. AU titis is put forward in die na.me of requiring 

tiiat "AppUcants respect APL'.s ConraU conttact righLs." APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 7." 

AppUcai ts will respect APL's conttact rights. Section 2.2 (c) has as its purpose 

tiie enfcrcem:nt and uphcidmg of contracts, not tiieir abrogation. AppUcants ask tiiat APL 

remember tiiat a cor tract is a two-way, not a one-w ay stteet. The Applicants will perform 

tiie conttac: and provide sii.:Ut-Une service benveen each of die origmation-destination paks 

identified in tiie Baurahefnur Veri.•̂ ed Sutement in conr.ection witii APL's miemational 

sendees from Easi .Aj^x'tacific f<in. Thev wul honor die rates sight unseen. They wUl Uve 

up to aU of ConraU's commitintnts to yervice m the conttact. They wiU provide "Domestic" 

service witiun tiie Sutes identified m die Comail conttact, on tiie price basis identified in tiie 

conttact and subject to any service provisions in tiie conttact. They will provide any otiier 

serv-ice covered by die contract. And as fo service not prov-?ded for in tiie contract, they wiU 

" [tr .]]] APL 
makes no argument based on it; its argument is based on its notions of pohcy and on the 
alleged "service problems" it eni-merates. 
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compete to provide solutions. SS£. CSX/NS-25, Vol. 8B at 29, Section 2.2(c)(vi).) CSXT is 

prepared to give any appropriate guarantees that it and its affiUates wiU not discrimuiate in 

its service to APL in favor of service to CSXI or to Sea-Land. APL needs to step forward 

and identify the guarantees and assurances it wishes. Its responses so far have been entirely 

generic. Ses APL-6 at 6-7. 

The reasons for this vagueness are not surprising to those who are familiar with die 

intermodal business. The concems expressed by APL about dealmg with CSX, on the basis 

of CSX's affUiation witii Sea-Land and CSXI,'̂  are grossly overblown. The mtermodal 

industry is rife witii sinular oppormnities for conflicts of interest. But die traditions of the 

industry, and the practices of CSX and NS, are to respect theu- cUents and to behave in an 

educal manner. Competition requttes no less from tiiem. S^ Rutski R.V.S. at 15-17. 

APL (APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 20-21) claims diat APL's "Thfrd Party Intermodal" 

busuiess ("TPI") would be at risk if it worked widi CSXI, since "CSXI would simply refuse 

[tc handle the busmess], and go after the business itself directiy with the APL customer. 

But, as the Rutski Rebuttal Verified Sutement makes plain, CSXI regularly deals witii majoi 

TPI service providers. These include Express Systems Intermodal (ESI), an affiUate of the 

ocean carrier OOCL, as weU as TPI's whose ttaffic is controUed by ESI. Another major 

CSXI customer providuig TPI service is Greater Southem Transportation Corp., which is 

owned by NYK of Japan, a major ocean cargo company. This TPI business is burgeoning 

and 1997 volume is substantiaUy ahead of 1996. Id- at 18. 

CSX Intermodal Inc. ("CSXI") is CSX's Lntermodal company. It works witii CSXT, 
unafniiated railroads, and other transportation providers and intermediaries in providing 
intermodal transponation services. Rutski R.V.S. at 16. 
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If CSXI acted unreasonably m its dealings with unaffUiated ocean carriers, it would 

hardly be a prospering entity handUng freight for die miemational ocean freight vessel 

community. Approximately 40% of CSXI's intermodal business comes from miemational 

ocean shippmg customers, excludmg Sea-Land. Id. at 18. There are numerous letters of 

support in die Primary AppUcation from interaational steamship freight Unes for die CSX/NS 

jomt acquisition of ConraU, including letters from Crowley American Transport, Inc.; Hanjin 

Shipomg Co.; Matson Intermodal Systems, Inc.; MOL Intermodal; National Shippmg 

Company of Saudi Arabia; NOL (USA) Inc. (which is die American affUiate of APL's new 

parent company, Nepmne Orient Lines) and Nissan North America. 

The fact of the matter is that aU major U.S. raUroads provide domestic service 

which is competitive to tiie APL domestic container service. See Rutski R.V.S. at 15. 

Thus, in the domestic service, APL is as much a competitor of NS and, indeed, of Conrail 

and UP ~ iis present largest raU service providers - as it is of CSX. at 17. Working 

with customers who are also your competitors is a major part of what raU-based carriers do 

day in and day out. The very nature of intennodal service, and die stirucmre of tiie 

intermodal mdustry, brings diis about. Rutski R.V.S. at 15. At the ttnck/raU competitive 

level, CSXI and NS are both capable of selling a premium service to a customer who is on 

one hand a major highway competitor and on die otiier a high-growth customer. CSXI's 

business with two top motor carriers ui the United Sutes, J.B. Hunt and Schneider, is 

dramatically up in 1997 over a 1995 base. Id. at 17. APL's emphasis on confUct of interest 

is an attempt to appeal to emotions on a basis which ignores the facts of Ufe m tiie mdustry. 

An intermodal service provider that behaved as .APL claims CSXI behaves (or would behave) 
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would nô  last long. CSX wiU not favor its affihates over the needs of APL or its other 

customers and can give APL appropriate assurances of that. 

APL demands immediate solutions for a host of real or imagined service 

difficulties that it envisions, and it wants an immediate decision as to which of CSX and NS 

wiU perform service between which sets of pairs under the contract. For a number of the 

origination-destination pairs, moving between Chicago and cities where the only laU 

intermodal service is provided by one or the other of CSX or NS, the answer as to which 

carrier wiU provide the service is obvious under the terms of Section 2.2(c). As to die 

others, as explained above, the process of aUocating the contracts - or origination-destination 

pairs — that can be performed by either of CSX or NS berween the two of them under 

Section 2.2(c) camiot be made final until aU of tiiem become avaUable to CSX and NS to 

review. At that suge there can be a division of them that wiU provide efficient service and 

wUl avo.d the problems tiiat were encountered ""-DUowing die UP/SP merger. 

AppUcants are willing and anx .ous to have the advice of APL in the allocation of 

the service responsibilities under the contract and in implemenution planning. The 

adversarial spirit that rans through APL's fUing is its own, not dial of CSX. CSX views 

APL as a new custome.- of great significance and will tteat it as such. It views whatever 

aUocation of the ConiaU contract that is made to it as a stepping stone to a greater part of 

APL's business. Just as ConraU was flexible in responding to new chaUenges by APL, CSX 

expects to be flexible. APL has stated that it has not had an oppormnity to m.?et with CSX 

to discuss operating issues. Response to Intenogatories, APL-6 at 6. But in fact, on three 

occasions, there have been meetings berween CSX and APL. Rutski R.V.S. at 20-22. CSX 
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viewed these meetings as meetings to discuss service issues and some discussion about 

service issues took place. But APL was primarUy interested ui renegotiating price and 

contract terms. CSX was not — and could not be - responsive to such a request at that time, 

given § 2.2(c) of tiie Transaction Agreement. The Rutski Rebuttal Werifieii Sutement of 

gives the detaUs of die times and places of diese meetings and die matters discussed. Rutski 

R.V.S. at 20-22. Tne service design materials diat CSXI suppUed to APL at dieir most 

recent meetmg are reproduced in Vol. 3 together with other materials prepared in comiection 

widi the APL-CSXI meetings. The assertion tiiat CSX is nomesponsive on service issues is 

not so. 

Contmuing the pretense of APL dial CSX is unwilling to discuss service issues, die 

APL fiUng raises a number of issues of detaU as to the succession of CSX and NS to the 

responsibiUty of performUig ConraU's conoact with APL. We wiU provide short answers to 

the principal ones; detaUed answers can and wiU be worked out in the implemenution 

process. 

Firsi. the Baumhefner Verified Sutement sets forth a number of anticipated 

line-haul service problems. APL-4, Baumhefner V.S. at 8-17. But an examination of them 

makes it plain that to the extent they are problems at aU, they have to do witii the capacity of 

Conrail's lines - the same lines on which the services were performed under the contract 

which APL looks back on with great fondness. But additional resources are available to the 

AppUcants than were available to ConraU to perfonn the contracts, in times of difficulty, or 

on a regular basis. CSX is in the process of upgrading die "B&O" line from the Chicago 

area to Ohio to provide superior service over a combination of the B&O routing with the 
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ConraU Water Level Route from Cleveland to die North Jersey Shared Assets Area. This 

and odier examples of mose additional routes which CSX wiU bring to the picmre, are set 

fordi m die Rebunal Verified Statement of John Orrison ui tiiis response, at 9. 

The issues raised by APL would exist, if tiiey are real, once die two railroads 

begin separate operations of ConraU's routes, regardless of how die APL-ConraU contract 

was disposed of, or even whedier it was abrogated totaUy. If diese problems were real, they 

would not be made to go away by the two raikoads engaging m auciicn bidding to re-price 

the ConraU cortracts on Day One, which clearly is APL's primary objective. The Orrison 

Rebuttal Verified Statement at 164-67 makes it plam tiiat CSX can give exceUent service 

under die APL contract, as can NS. NS anticipates tiiat its service to APL and otiier 

intermodal shippers wiU be superior to ConraU's and it expects to market tiiose services 

aggressively. 

Second, Chicago is APL's gateway of choice in its intermodal movements from 

East Asia and tiie Pacific Rim to die Northeastem United Sutei. APL contends tiiat die 

Chicago interchange and switchmg handUng of its shipments, if CSX is mvolved, wiU be 

delayed as compared with ConraU's handling because of die difference in switching and yard 

arrangemenis and resources in Chicago avaU l̂e to CSX from tiiose curtentiy avaUable to 

ConraU. Baumheftier R.V.S. at 12-14 and Exhibit C. But die Rebuttal Verified 

Sutement of John Orrison, at pages 164-67, makes it plain that tiiere wiU be no delays as 

compared to CorjaU's handUng in CSX's handUng in Chicago, and diat, indeed, betier transit 

times should be avaUable via CSX. NS also expects tiiat its ttansit times tiirough Chicago 

wiU be better than ConraU's. 
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Third, concera is also expressed by APL ̂ ut the operations in die North Jersey 

Shaiĉ i As;«ts Area, where important operations affectmg APL wUI be handled; the Board 

has alread}/ required a special report from CSX and NS as to their operations, and the 

continuing operations of ConraU, there. Decision No. 4̂. CSX and NS are committed to do 

everything possible to make sure that operations in that and the odier Shared Assets Areas 

are handled exceUentiy. For die reply of CSX and NS to further conceras raised by APL 

and odieis about die special report, s££. Orrison R.V.S. at 150-178, and Mohan R.V.S. at 26-

53. 

Fourth. APL expresses concera as to whedier CSXT or CSXI wiU be m charge of 

the service to be performed for APL, to the extent responsibiUty for performance of die 

ConraU contract is aUocated to CSX. Baumhefner R.V.S. at 14-15. Under the Transaction 

Agreement, the responsibUity for any performance of the ConraU contract involving APL that 

is not aUocated to NS wiU be aUocated to CSXT. However, consistent with CoX's 

organizational stracmre, CSXI wiU provide customer relations functions with respect to the 

service to be rendered to APL. 

Fifth, conceras are also expressed as to the adrainistratioi of the APL contract 

once responsibiUty for service is placed m two hands. It is feared that administration of the 

contract's "Most Favored Nation' (MFN) clause may cause inappropriate sharing of 

commercial information between CSX and NS. APL-4, Rhein V.S. at 18. Since the service 

to be rendered to APL largely breaks down into a number of pre-defined lanes, where the 

presumptive service arrangements under § 2.2(c) wiU be that a single carrier wiU provide the 

service in a particular lane, it should not require any sharing of information to see wheiher a 
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sittiatton m violation of die MFN clause occuned. But if tiiis is not tiie case and if rates 

charged by one or die otiier of CSX and NS to APL have to be compared to die rates diat 

bodi of tiiem charge to odier customers, diere are conventional devices for deaUng widi such 

problems, ke. Rutski R.V.S. at 20. A pubUc proceedmg witii a myriad of odier issues is 

not die best place to canvass issues at tiiis level of detaU. 

The AppUcants are pleased to have die expression of APL's concems dial are set 

fordi in its fUUigs. It is unfortunate dial diese concems have been expressed m a forensic 

settmg and in forensic terms, radier dian in consulution m die implemenution process. 

Three sessions dial have been akeady held between CSX and APL to provide APL an 

oppormnity to discuss operational and implemenution concems. Neitiier abandonment of 

Section 2.2(c) of die Transaction Agreement nor release of APL from, its conuact should be a 

precondition to ftirdier talks. In any event, die expression of diese concems is none die less 

welcome. To die extent dial APL's goal is to have tiie conttact set aside and APL released 

from its commitments under it, diey are not vaUd, for die reasons suted earher and m tiiis 

part. 

APL voluntarily entered into a long-term conttact witii ConraU. It obviously 

tiiought diat it was to its advantage to bmd ConraU to dial conttact, including tiie price level 

and tiie MFN clause [[[ ]]] In exchange 

for tiiat commionent, it also bound itself. CSX and NS are proposmg to step into Conrail's 

shoes. Tbey wiU be bound by ConraU's agreed price and by tiie ^.TN clause which ConraU 

agreed to, and tiiere is no reason why APL should not be bound also, hideed, APL has tiie 

benefit of tiie MFN clause m die ConraU conttact which it negotiated itself, and witii tiie 
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comkig of competitive Class I raU altematives for single line service on most of the lanes 

covered ki the ConraU-APL contract, it wiU, by reason of tiie MFN clause, receive die 

benefit of price competition over and above what it might have expected when die contract 

was signed - if kideed it beUeved dial ConraU would last forever as a stand-alone company. 

The basic concems of APL, expressed to CSX outside of die present forensic setting, have 

been about rate reduction and enhancements to its contract. But the contract it made with 

ComaU, with its MFN clause, is in fact a better contract in th^ post-Transaction settkg dian 

in die time of a unitary ConraU. To the extent dial die concems Usted by APL are not reaUy 

smokescreens for concem as to price, and to die extent dial tiiey ki fact pose real contract 

administration or operational issues, tiiey wUI be addressed and resolved. 

.VPL makes three alteraative "concentric-circle" requests for reUef: 

Bjst, APL requests that Section 2.2(c) be disallowed across die board. Its 

evidence does not address diat m any different way tiian does CMA and this broad request 

should be denied for die reasons akeady expressed. 

Second, APL requests dial ki any event Section 2.2(c) should be disaUowed m die 

context of intermodal service. There is no evidence presented bearing on this, and no 

rationale for singling out intermodal service is provided. 

Third. APL requests that Section 2.2(c) should be disaUowed as to API. 

This tiikd request is what APL's fiUng is, of course, reaUy about. There is no 

reason why APL should be reUeved from its pricing and other commitments in its contract. 

CSX and NS are prepared to discharge ConraU's obUgations under the contract. If there are 

any fine-mnings necessary to give APL the level of service it received from ConraU, they 
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can be addressed. Providmg dial fine-mmng by additional concessions on die part of CSX 

and NS should hardly give APL die right to conduct an auction for lower prices during the 

contract term in favor of APL.'' 

G. No Otiier Issues of Any Substance Have 
Been Raised As to die Documenution of 
die "Continumg ComaU" and die OveraU 
•Smicmral Documenution of the Transaction. 

Witii die exception of Section 2.2(c) of die Transaction Agreement, which deals 

widi die existing ConraU RaU Transportation Conttacts, dealt widi in subparts A tiu-ough F of 

diis Section DC, and die issues as to tiie enforceabUity of anti-assignment clauses in ttackage 

rights and otiier agreements evidencmg die assets of Comail which wiU be aUocated for use 

by CSX and NS as part of tiie Transaction (Section VI), tiiere are few if any chaUenges to 

(i) die sttucmre of die ownership by CSX and NS of ConraU Inc., (U) die aUocation of die 

assets of its subsidiary, CRC, as NYC AUocated Assets and as PRR AUocated Assets, and 

diek respective operation by CSXT and NSR, (Ui) die retention by CRC of its other assets 

and diek shared or jomt use by CSXT and NSR, (iv) die tteattnent of die UabUities and 

ObUgations of CRC, or (v) tiie basic corporate sttucmre of tiie Transaction. 

A few issues have been raised which wUl be identified by die party raiskig tiiem. 

Nfw York Cross Harbor RailrQad. - This operator of a car float between 

Brooklyn and Bayonne, NJ, which has filed an antittust suit agamst ConraU, expresses 

concem as to whetiier it will be in a position to execute on any judgment it obtakis agakist 

" NYK Lmes supports APL's position, as do sever̂ J letters anached lo tiie APL submission. 
None of these parties raise any new or different .'jg-̂ merts apart from tiiose put forw-ard by 

APL. 
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ConraU in dial suit. NiTCH-S at 8-11. It expresses the view dial the documenution of the 

Transaction presented in the Primary AppUcation, including the Transaction Agreement and 

related documents (CSX/NS-25, Vols. 8B & 8C) is satisfactory to it. Id. at 10. But it 

claims that sutements made by NS's wimess WUUam Romig and CSX's wittiess WiUiam. 

Sparrow at thek joint deposition cast doubt on die provisions of die contracmal agreements 

just mentioned. Id. 

CSX and NS do not beUeve that Messrs. Romig and Spartow imended to detract in 

any way from the promises and stracmres relating to the obligations of Conrail set forth in 

die AppUcation and stracmral documents in the AppUcation. But in any event, CSX and NS 

can confirm that they have no mtent to depart from the provisions as to ConraU's obUgations 

made in die Transaction Agreement and related documents set forth in thek AppUcation, or 

any pertinent statement on the matter set forth in the AppUcation. NY(?H has mdicated that 

tiiose provisions are satisfactory to it. This should completely satisfy the poim raised by 

NYCH. 

New York Sute. - The Sute of New York (NYS) raises an issue as to the 

responsibiUty of CSX and NS for the performance of contractual agreements between ConraU 

on the one hand and New York Sute and its poUtical subdivisions on the other, regarding 

various matters concemmg the ConraU Unes within New York Sute. A condition is sought 

by Ni'S to the effect that CSX and NS be ordered by the Board to confirm a jomt obUgation 

for the performance of aU such conttactual obUgations. NYS-10 at 6, para. 4. 

Again, this matter is clearly dealt with tiie Application. As described in NYS's 

comments, tiie obUgations in question appear to relate predominantiy to specific rail Unes of 
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ComaU kl New York Sute. S££ NTS-10, Utennark R.V.S. at 5. AU raU Unes of ConraU in 

New York Sute wUl be eidier NYC AUocated Assets or PRR AUocated Assets. As such, die 

conttacts wiU be aUocated in die same manner as are die routes to which diey pertaki; die 

conttacts relating to die NYC AUocated Assets bemg allocated to NYC and diose to die PRR 

AUocated Assets to PRR. See. Transaction Agreement, Section 2.2(e)(i), CSX/NS-25, Vol. 

8B at 29. In mm, under die Operating Agreements between NYC on die one hand and CSX 

on die odier and between PRR on die one hand and NSR on die otiier, all obUgattons under 

diose contracts wUI be die respective responsibUities of CSXT, as to die NYC routes, and 

NSR, as to die PRR routes. See section 11.1 of die two operating agreements, CSX/NS-25, 

Vol. 8B at 140, 178. That is certainly an appropriate disposition of die matter since the 

ObUgations as to diose Unes should be die responsibUity of die operating raUroad. Thus, die 

appropriate operating raUroad wiU have fuU responsibUity for the fulfiUment of all 

conttacmal obUgations to die Sute of New York, or, indeed, to any odier party, relating to 

die Unes aUocated to it. No condition m this regard is appropriate or necessary. 
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X. APPLICANTS' OPERATING PLANS PROVIDE A S O L ^ B.ASIS FOR 
REALIZATION OF THE TREMENDOUS PUBLIC BENEHTS OF THE 
TRANSACTION. 

The success of this Transaciion. and the realization of nearly Sl billion in 

public benefits (CSX/NS-18 at 16). will depend upon die smooth integration and 

implemenution of the carriers' Operating Plans. The filings of many parties to this 

proceeding appear to ignore this fundamenul poin' and requesi wide-ranging conditions that, 

if ordered by the Board, would not only harm Applicants but also jeopardize die tremendous 

public benefiis thai otherwise would be realized as a result of the Transaction. Narrowly 

crafted conditions that address separate harm caused by the Transaction should not have a 

material impact on die anticipaied public benefiis of die Transaction. But the aggregate 

effect of the conditions sought by parties whose claims refiect the desire for private gain at 

the expense of the public interest could significantly reduce the public benefits of the 

Transaction. 

In order for an operating plan to work, operations planners must know from 

tbe ov'set the volume and flows of traffic that they w ill be called upon to transport, and the 

basic network over which they will operate. The corollary of these principles, however, is 

that once the operaiing plan has been developed, significant changes to these fundamenul 

underlying assumptions will adversely affect and evfn jeopardize the benefits to be derived 

from the plan. 

More lhan 160 parties have filed comments or responsive applications in this 

proceeding. While those seeking conditions ask the Board to condition approval of the 

Transaction upon granting some specific request that will benefit the requester, they typiCiUy 
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fad to demonsttate any reasonably anticipated harm resulting from the Transaciion. The 

volumes of requests include all kinds of broad-hased conditions that, if granied, would 

change the iraffic base and network structures upon wh.ch CSX and NS developed their 

Operaiing Plans. Three particular types of requests, if granted, would completely distort 

bodi the traffic base and the network for which CSX and NS each planned their operations. 

First, some requesters ask that all Comail conttacis be "opened up," so that 

they are no longer binding on the shippers on or after the Conttol Date. This would mean 

dial the volume of traffic that would be moving on each of die two systems, and the flows of 

dial ttaffic. would be virtually unknown umil close to die date when CSX and NS must begin 

operating the Comail assets. Throwing mto question the responsibility for handling 

significant volumes of traffic on or about Day I would put operations planning at serious 

risk. Significant shifts in the CSX and NS cusiomer base that would result from granting 

such conditions would affect the traffic volumes, traffic patterns and even crew and 

equipment requirements, resulting in an imbalance of resources that would undermine the 

efficiencies and service improvements conuined within the Plans. Orrison RVS at 7-11. See 

Section IX. supra for a more complete analysis of the implications of changing the treaimem 

of Conrail's customer contracts. 

Second, ceruin local governmen' and communities groups - including the City 

of Cleveland and the Four Cities Consortium (East Chicago. Hammond, Gary and Whiting, 

IN which are located in nordiwestem Indiana near Chicago. IL) - have expiessed concern 

about the impact of increased train operations in their communities and have asked lhat CSX 

and NS reroute dieir iraffic away from the cities. Congressmen Louis Stokes (unnumbered) 
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and Dennis Kucinich (Subnumber 74) and the Ohio Attorney General (OAG-4 at 36-42) 

support the City of Cleveland. Congressman Kucinich's specific concerns are addressed in 

the Rebutul Verified Sutement of John Orrison. Orrison RVS at 81-84. 

CSX and NS are willing to work with diese communities to die extent possible 

to mitigate the impacts of increased ttaffic. However, because the cities are located in or 

near major rail and industtial hubs, it is commercially and operationally impractical to 

reroute major traffic flows away from these areas. 

The City of Cleveland asks that CSX and NS reroute traffic a'vay from 

Cleveland and consider reallocating rail lines wiihin Cleveland. Cleveland has long served 

as a rail hub, and Conrail has concentrated its traffic flows through the city. The CSX and 

NS Operating Plans call for moving the major East-West flows of goods over the high speed, 

high capacity routes dirough Cleveland. Use of these routes is essential for both railroads to 

attract and mainuin time-sensitive traffic. See Onison RVS at 78-81; Friedmann R̂  S at 33-

36. 

Efficient operations over a major rail network depend on balancing all 

resources, including equipment and manpower, across the sysiem. Rerouting major segments 

of traffic would impact the disttibution of equipment and manpower and the availability of 

adequate facilities, as well as the efficient interchange widi other carriers, undermining die 

efficient operations that have been designed. 

Routing traffi. away from Cleveland would be dettimenul to CSX's and NS' 

customers and would erode the competitiveness of the rail transporution these carriers could 

provide. The added transit time that would result from such rerouting would fail to meet die 
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production schedules of hundreds of CSX and NS industtul customers who rely on just-in-

time delivery of parts and supplies and '.vould also impair rail service to local Cleveland 

customers. Reduced efficier.cy and reliability of rail iransporution would translate into 

greater customer reliance on truck ttansporuuon, thereby uncermining an imporunt objective 

of the CSX and NS Operaiing Plans and eroding the public benefits of the Transaction. In 

sum, rerouting of ttaffic flows away from Cleveland is not commercially or operationally 

feasible. See Onison RVS a' 78-̂ 5̂; Friedmann RVS at 36. 38-40. 

Moreover, the poieii'.ial alternatives for reallocating routes and rerouting rail 

traffic within Cleveland enuil disproportionate expense and/or pose operating problems that 

would create fundamenul disruptions in the CSX and NS rail systems. See Friedmann RVS 

at 37. 

The Four Cities requesi a condition lhat would require CSX and NS to amend 

their respective Operating Plans, insofar as lhey involve the movement of freight traffic 

across northwestern Indiana, to incorporate the Four Cuies' Alternative Routing Pian. FCC-9 

at 4. Significantly the Four Cities do not deny that there will be put' c benefits flowing 

from lhe Transaction, but express concern about the localized impact of the increased number 

of trains moving over line segments that traverse their communities. Their concerns foc-us 

on issues of safety, vehicular and pedesttian traffic delays at grade crossings, and other 

environmenul effects that are addressed by the STB s Section of Environmenul Analysis. 

The FCCs proposed routings would significantly impact ttaffic flows through 

Chicago, negate the flexibility of CSX's planned allemative routings to various yards in the 

Chicago area and subsumially impair CSX s ability to perform efficiem interchange with 
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other caniers. Rooney/O'Connor RVS at 10-11. The FCC s proposal would involve the 

rerouting of additional traffic onto NS" only Midwest-Southeast route, aggravating congestion 

problems and direatening NS' ability to mainuin ume-sensitive schedules. Moon RVS at 10-

11. Moreover, several connections would have to be consttucted under the FCCs proposal, 

one of which (at Pine Jct.i would involve an at-grade crossing of the busiest rail line in the 

Four Cities area - die Conrail Chicago to Toledo mainline. Moon RVS at 11. As improved 

ttaffic flow to, from and dirough Chicago and efficient connections with other carriers are 

key elements of the CSX and NS Operating Plans, adopting the FCCs alternative rerouting 

plan would completely disrupt operations in Chicago, which in turn would negatively impact 

the carriers' operations over major portions of their systems. Orrison R\'S at 87; Moon 

RVS at 10-11. 

Thi. d, dozens of commentors are seeking trackage rights loul.'mg more than 

1.000 miles over lines ihat CSX and NS currently own or will be aUocated for use m this 

Transaction. Traffic does not just move over line segments - it moves over routes between 

origins and destinations. Any precipitous change in traffic over any single congested line 

segment creates a potential chokepoint for an entire traffic route, and could even impede the 

Operating Plan's successful implemenution. Orrison RVS at 89, 

Most of the requests for conditions sought in diis proceeding, and particularly 

the requests for trackage rights, do not address actual harms caused by the Transaction. 

Rather, in the spirit of the holiday stason, the commentors here have presented a Christmas 

"Wish List" of extravagant wants and desires that are wholly unrelated to anv effects of this 

Transaction: in essence, they seek rights over new service routes as part of their own 
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sttateg.c marketing plans. [[[ 

]]] [[[ ]]] Nevertheless. 

ISFvR seeks ttackage righis over six different line segments, toulling 126 miles. ISRR-4 at 

14. 

Two odier applicants, NECR and IORY. essentially seek double their size. 

IORY currently operates over approximately 475 miles, but now seeks to gam anodier 339 

mUes. Likewise, NECR operates over 343 miles and seeks an additional 256 miles of 

ttackage rights. NECR-4 at 14 n.5. WLE likewise seeks expansive ttackage and haulage 

rights to reach Chicago. Toledo and parts of West Virginia. WLE-4. HRRC asks the Board 

to order CSX to enter into a haulage arrangement - a type of intercarrier arrangemem that 

heretofore had been considered volunury and umegulaied. HRRC-10 at 10-14, 23-25. 

Reasonable changes ceruinly can be accommodated, but not cauclysmic shifts. 

Effective Operating Plans can readily adapt to ongoing changes in market conditions and 

customer demands. The many requests filed m diis proceeding do not represent normal 

incremenul ttaffic gains and losses to ttaffic. but radier seek to change the fundamenul 

ttaffic base and carrier networks contemplated in the Transaction. Caution must be taken to 

assure that all requests for conditions are evaluated in die light of die overall objectives and 

development of the Operating Pla is. 

Bodi CSX and NS are actively and painsukingly planning for implemenution 

of dieir Operating Plans. Any onerous changes will put operations planning at serious risk, 

decreasing anticipaied efficiencies, and e.oding senice and public beneiiu. 
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XI. REQUESTS FOR CONDITIONS RELATED TO !*OST-TRANSACTION 
SWITCHING CHARGES BY CSX AND NS SHOl LD BE 
REJECTED AS IRRELEVANT TO ANY ALLEGED EFFECT 
OF THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION AND POTENTIALLY HARMFUL 

A. Introduction. 

As noted in die Introduction and Summary, supja. over 160 parties filed responses to 

the Primary Application. Only a small number of these panies even mentioned switching 

charges, and of those who did only fifteen asked that approval of the present Transaction be 

conduioned on particular switching charge arrangements. .As will be shown below, none of 

these commentors have demonstrated that the Transaction will cause any h.inn that would 

justify the imposition of a switching charge condition. 

Several commentors have requested as a condition to the Board's approval of the 

present Transaction that the Board prescribe a unifomi (or "fiat") switching charge on die 

Applicants' switching operations. Some of the commentors have asked b̂r a condition that 

vvould affect onl.v panicular locations.' Some, however, have requested an across-the-board 

cap that would apply throughout the post-Transaction Northeast - Rather surprisingly, other 

parties have apparently requested a cap dial would apply throughout the Applicants' entire 

Two commentors have requested a switching charge cap of S130 per car at particular 
locations. They are: the City of Indianapolis (CI-5 at 11-13) (requesting a $130 per car cap 
throughout Indianapolis); and General Mills (Comments of General Mills (unnumbered) at 1-3) 
(requesting a $130 per car cap in the Buffalo-Niagara area). As will be explained below, the 
$130 figure is derived from these commentors' bsiief that the switching rate adopted in UP/SP 
can simply be engrafted on the present Transaction, 

The Erie-.Niagara Rail Steering Committee requests a S156 per car cap in the Buffalo-
Niagara area, ENRS-6, Fauth VS at 27-29. The basis of the SI56 figure is explained in Section 
XI,F,3. infra. 

- The Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) and the Society for the Plastics Industry 
(SPI) have limited their request for a 5130 cap to locations "within Conrail tenitory' " CMA-10 
at 38, 
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post-Transa'jtion systems - notwithstanding the lack of any logical nexus between the 

Transaction and switching operations in areas of the coi .;try that Conrail does not serve,̂  

Four other parties have requested conditions that do not specify particular monetary caps, but 

would nevertheless constrain privately negotiated pricing of switching services,̂  

The Board should deny all of these requests because they are inconsistent witii 

applicable law. First, w thout exception, the commentors have failed to explain how their 

proposed conditions will redress harm specifically caused by the Transaction. The reason for 

this is simple - there is no such harm. Thus, the commentors fail to meet the Board's basic 

threshold for the imposition of a condition. See Section IILC, supra. Second, die 

commentors have failed to provide any evidentiary' basis for the prescnption of any switching 

charaes, much less for a switrhing charge that would be uniform throughout the posi-

^ Five commentors (in two submissions) have requested such a condition, and each requests 
a S130 cap per car. See the submissions of the National Industrial Transponation League 
(NITL), U.S, Clay Producers Traffic Association (CPTA), and the Fertilizer Instimte (FI) 
(NITL-7 at 48-50); and Shell Oil Company and Shell Chemical Company (SOC-3 at 7). One 
commentor, PPG Industties, has requested a cap of S150 throughout Applicants' systems, 
Conmients of PPG Industries (unnumbered) at 4, The NITL request was modified by its 
Settlement Agreement with CSX and NS. See Section XI.E. infra, 

Indianapcjlis Power & Light Company (IPc:L) has requested, as an alteraative to other 
requested relief, a "cost-based" cap on swiiching, such dial switching charges would equal cost, 
in Indianapolic. IP&L-3 at 32-33, SimUarly, Jacobs Industtie: has requested ihat swiiching be 
required of CSX in Toledo "at no extra cost" so dial Jacobs m:̂ ht have unencumbered access 
to lonsi-haul shipping over NS, Comments of Jacobs Ind.stties (unnumbered) at 3, Pochester 
Gas and Electtic (RG&E) has asked the Board to "pro-id: a simple, inexpensive procedure for 
determining a fair , , , switching charge" in Rochesrer and to require caniers to provide 
switching ''at a price reasonably related to die cost" of such services, RG&E-l at 9. Finally, 
the Gene'ssee Transportation Council (GTC) ha-; requested a switching cha'-ge in Rochester, NY, 
of 120% of the variable cost of perforaiing such service. GTC, Midkiff VS at 32-33. 
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Transaction systen.. Reciprocal switching charges among railroads are determined by many 

different factors, which can vary widely from area to area. 

There is no reason - or need - for the Board to delve into this complicated area, .As 

part of a settlement with die NITL. the text of which is set forth at Appendix B to this 

Volume, CSX and NS have agreed, for a five-year period from the Closing Date, to establish 

a reciprocal switching charge of S250 between themselves at any point at which Comail 

provides reciprocal switching as of the Closing Date, subject to amiual RCAF-U adjustments. 

In addition, CSX and NS have agreed to keep these points open to reciprocal switching for at 

least ten years after the Closing Date. Applicants do not oppose any action by die Board that 

would be consisleni with the terms of diis agreement. As vvill be explained, this proposal 

also avoids the problems described above. 

B. .No Pany Seeking a Switching Fee Condition Has Proven Harm 
Attributable to the Transaction that Could Justifv Board Action. 

In order to impose a condition on a Transaction such as this, the Board requires, at a 

minimum, a showing ihat the condition vvill redress some harm caused bv the Transaction. 

See Section IILC, supra. Perhaps mcst important for present puiposes, the Board has, in 

this very proceeding, admonished participants lhat any party seeking a condition bears die 

burden of proving bv substantial evidence that the Transaction should be conditioned. See 

Decision No. 40. Finance Dkt. 33388, at 2. Thus, a party requesting a switching charge 

condition in diis proceeding must affirmatively show by substantial evidence that, without die 

condition, the Transaction "will harm lheir ability to provide essential services and/or 

compelilion, " id. and that thcie is "a nexus between the merger and the alleged harm for 

vvhich the proposed conditions vvould act as a remedy." UP/SP at 178. 
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No commentor requesting the Board to impose a switching charge condition in this 

Transactic ^ has produced any evidence - much less substantial evidence - as to how such a 

condition will remedy harms to be caused bv the Transaction. Several of the commentors 

complain at length about their current circumstances, generally to the effect that current 

swiiching charges are higher than the particular commentor might like,̂  However, under 

Board precedent such complaints are inelevant to proposed conditions; they simply do not 

identify harms caused by the Transaction, 

C. The Commentors Do .Not Satisfy Their Burden Merely by 
Reiving on the Board's Decision In the UP/SP Transaction. 

Several parties that requested explicit monetary caps on switching charges hav e 

simply relied on the UP/SP decision as ĵ recedent for the proposition that the Boarv. i.iay 

appropriately impose a S130 cap pursuant to Section 11324, Their proffered justification 

(such as it is) is that because the Board imposed a $130 cap in UP/SP. it should do so in this 

^ In particular, see the Comments of General Mills (unnumbered); the ENRS. ENRS-6, 
Fauth VS at 27-28; the CMA, CMA-10 at 39, and GTC, GTC-2, Midkiff VS at 32-33, 
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Transaction,* In fact, in certain cases, commentors that have asked for specific caps rely 

onlv on this argument.' 

As several of these parties appear now to acknowledge,* the UP̂ SP decision is no 

authority for the requested prescription of switching charges in this case, for several reasons. 

* Ten commentors raised this argument, but. as vvill be explained below, four of ihem have 
since acknowiedged in responses to discovery that they make no present contention as to whether 
the UP/SP decision carties precedential weight with respect to switching charges See note 8. 
infra PPG Industries, vvhile admitting that "CR has a basic monopoly in its present territorv ." 
nevertheless urges a switching cap "as in the Union Pacific merger , , . not to exceed one 
hundred and fifty dollars," Comments of PPG Industries (unnumbered) at 4 The City of 
Indianapolis, by way of a verified statement, merely points out that the Board adopted the S130 
figure in UP/SP, See Cl-5. John W Hall VS at 8, The NITL, along with the CPTA and the 
FI, vvhich filed their comments jointly vvith NITL, writes that "[sjhippers in the East should have 
the same protections , , , as shippers west of the Mississippi " .NITL-'̂  at 50, CMA along with 
SPI. points out m a footnote that the Board adopted the $130 figure in UP'SP CMA-10 at 38 
n.45. Shell Oil Company and Shell Chemical Company merely ask for a S130 condition "as the 
carriers adopted in the UP-SP merger." See SOC-3. David L Hall VS at 7. Finallv, ENRS 
points out, after arguing that Comail's curtent rates in the Buffalo-Niagara area are too high, 
that a flat charge was imposed in UP/SP that is less that E.NRS'y proposed cap of $156 See 
ENRS-6. Fauth VS at 28. 

This is trae of PPG Industries, the NITL. the CPT.A and the FI One commentor, 
General Mills, provides no suppon whatsoever for its requested S130 charge cap. except to 
suggest (without elaboration) that the fee "can be economically absorbed bv' all carriers doing 
business in [the Buffalo-Niagara] area . . . ." Comments of General Mills lunnumbered) at 4. 

In the course of discovery it became clear lhat General M'lls had no basis for its 
proposed S130 condition other than its ob.servation of events in the West, the South, and die 
Midwest. Furthermore, General Mills has admitted that no harms would arise in the Buffalo-
Niagara area that could be attributed to the Transaction. See Letter from Ron Olson. Vice-
President of Grain Operations. General Mills, to John L. Bratten. Chairman. .National Grain & 
Feed Association (Sept. 15, 1997) (included in \'oL 3). 

* As mentioned, five panies have effectively withdrawn even the UP/SP argument. In 
response to discovery requests served by CSX. Shell Oil Company. Shell Chemical Company, 
the CM.A, the SPI, and the City of Indianapolis have claimed to make no contention that "the 
Board's decision in UP'SP Control . . . insofar as it relates \o the switching fee cap there 
imposed, is binding precedent on the Board in the present proceeding." See Interrogatory 
Responses, SOC-5 at 8, Interrogatorv- Responses, CMA-15/SP1-9 at 10; Intertogatory Responses, 
CI-7 at 14. 
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First, the S130 charge adopted by the Board in UP/SP was the result of private, amis-length 

negotiations between UP and the CMA. The Board in its decision merely accepted the 

acreement ne'JOiiated between the applicants in that case, and made no independent 

detertnination, oased on evidence, ihat the imposition of a uniforai $130 switching charge 

was necessary to make that transaciion consistent with the public imerest, as these parties are 

asking the Board to do in lhis case. 

Equally imponam. both the basic namre of the UP/SP Transa-tion and the rationale 

for the switching charge agreed to in that case were fundamentally different from die instant 

Transaction. The rationale (and context) for the application of a unifomi switching charge in 

UP/SP is not present here. As the Board and Applicams in the UP/.SP recognized, the 

transaction proposed there tiireatened a very subsumial loss of direct rail competition The 

Board remedied that simation by gramitig lo BNSF more than 4,OOC miles of trackage rights. 

The purpose of the reciprocal switching charge in the CMA Agreemem was to ensure diat 

BNSF's operations over its trackage nghts would provide an effective competitive remedy to 

the transaction's antieompetitive effects. 

By contrast, this Transaction threatens no significant loss of rail competition; indeed, 

as has been shown repeatedly, it will create new rail competition on an unprecedented scale. 

Applicants have ensured dial effective two-carrier competition will be retained at the very 

few 2-to-l points involved in this case through haulage anangements and/or short-disunce 

trackage nghts and cost-based joim facilities agreements. See generally CSX/NS-19, Vol, 

2A, Hart VS at 146-49. There is simply no comparison between tiie competitive factors and 

2-1 simations of diis case, and those present in UP/SP, 
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Finally, regardless of what the parties to a previous, umelated transactioi. ar vea 'o, 

no commentor in the present proceeding has explained or provided any evidence as to why a 

rate condition that may have been appropricite for another system, serving other customers in 

a completely different part of the country with very differem feamres would be appropriate, 

much less required, for the areas to be served by NS and CSX, 

In summary, die $130 cap on switching charges adopted in UP/SP is irrelevant to the 

present proceeding. 

D. Because Swiiching is a Complex and Variable Process, 
an Arbitrary Cap on Charges Will Cause Severe Practical 
Difficuhies and Unforeseen Consequences, 

The negotiation and pricing of switching services are extremely fact-sensitive 

undertakings. Reciprocal switching agreements are generally established through private 

negotiations between rail caniers. The geographic scope of these agreements and the level 

of the charges can be affected by the way in vvhich the two carriers' systems overlap, the 

traffic that they handle, historical considerations, and other factors. Accordingly, the level 

of switching charges negotiated between one pair of cartiers is likely different from the ievel 

of charges negotiated between another pair. And the level of charges may differ as between 

the same tŵ o caniers from one location to another. See Jenkins RVS at 10. 
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E. Applicants Have Entered inlo an Agreement with a 
Major Trade Association that Lowers Existing 
Switching Charges of Most Shippers Within Coarail Tenitorv. 

In addition to the arguments set forth above, the Board should consider Applicants' 

settlement with the NITL as dispositive of switching charges issues. 

As an initial matter, it should be understood that Applicants have always planned 

merely "to step into Comail's shoes." Applicants have never planned to cunail the switching 

service ComaU provides or to increase Comail's switching charges. The proposed 

Transaction will not change current circumstances vvith respect to switching charges, nuch 

less cause any competitive harm that calls for a remedial condition. See Jenkins RVS at 9-

10. 

Nonetheless, in order to allay complaints of shippers and other parties. Applicants 

have reached agreemem with the NITL on this issue. The NITL is the nation's oldest and 

largest shippers' organization. Its members include industtial corporations, manufacmrers. 

retailers, shippers' associations, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, pon authorities, 

and others concemed with purchasing freight transportation services. The NITL has long 

been an active and prominent representative of the shipping community before die Board and 

its predecessor. 

Under the terais of the settlement. Applicants have made substantial concessions 

conceming reciprocal switching. The S250 charge, refened to in Section XI A. suEia, is die 

reciprocal switch rate generally prevailing between CSX and NS where they provide such 

services for each otiier. These concessions, accepubie to the largest organization of affected 

shippers, should lay to rest all complaints on the subject. 
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Under the terms of the settlement, the agreemem is not subject to Board approval, but 

Applicants have agreed to state, and do here state, that lhey do not oppose action by the STB 

consistent with the terms of the Settlement. 

F. Related Issues. 

Although the foregoing discussion addresses all of the principal switching charge 

arguments raised by commentors. .Applicants will address below certain related matters for 

purposes of completeness, 

1. Applicants Have Confirmed that Certain Commentors 
Have Not Actuallv Requested Switching Conditions. 

Applicants have verified that certain commentors who des, .:•? switching charges as 

pioblematic or intimate dial die Board should take some action vvith respect to switching 

charges did not in fact mean to request any remedial switching charge condition. Counsel 

for ASHTA Chemicals, AK Steel, and American Electric Power Service Corporalion have 

infonned Applicants by lettei that they intend to raise no argument with respect to switching 

charges.̂  Similarly, the Citizens Gas & Coke Utility and the Ohio ,Anomey General have 

admitted as much through their responses to Applicants" discovery requests.'° 

^ See Letter from Inajo Davis Cfiapelle, counsel for ASHTA Chemical. Inc., to Joseph D. 
West, coun.sel for CSX (Nov. 12, 1997) (included in Vol. 3); Letter from Frederic L Wood, 
counsel for AK Steel Corporation, to Joseph D, West, counsel for CSX (Nov. 19, 1997) 
(included in Vol. 3); Letter from .Michael F, McBride, counsel for .American Electric Power 
Service Corporation, to Dennis G. Lyons, counsel for CS.X (Nov, 7, 1997) (included in Vol. 
3). 

See Objections of Citizens Gas & Coke Utility (unnumbered) at 1; Intertogatory 
Responses, OAG-6 at 3-4. 
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2. Certain Other Commentors Address Switching But Either Raise 
No Substantive Argumem or Request No Condition At All; 
Therefore, Applicants Have Addressed All Switching Charge 
Arguments Raised by Anv Commentor. 

A small number of commentors make mention of sw itching chargco, but provide no 

reason for any Board action with respect to them. For example, the Business Council of 

New York Sute, Inc., (BCNYS) merely writes, without elaboration, that "[t]o any extent 

possible lhe Board must ensure that the inordinately high switching charges found in tt - Port 

of New York . . . be set at reasonable levels." Comments of the BCNYS (unnumbered) at 

2. Similarly, Dekalb Agra, Inc., "respectfully request(s] that [the Board] , , . take a pro

active stance in reviewing the impact of the control with special emphasis on: switch rates," 

among other things. Comments of Dekalb Agra, Inc. (umiumbered) at 2. Like the BCNYS, 

however, Dekalb does not explain why or how. The Southern Railway oi New Jersey 

(SRNJ), in a rather confusing letter, apparently requests that Comail discontinue switching at 

Vineland. New Jersey, so as to allow the Winchester & Western direct access to the SRNJ, 

While SRNJ does complain about Comail's current switching charge, it does not appear to 

request the prescription of any switching charge condition. In any event, SRNJ identifies no 

harm to arise from the transaction and provides no reason why its request is justified. 

Finally, the Housatonic Railroad Company (HRRC) sets out an argument of sorts titiat the 

Transaciion poses compelilive harms of diverted traffic and therefore requests "an order 

establishing a switching charge" to be charged by NS for switching between Gypsum, Ohio 

and Cleveland. Ohio, HRRC-10 at 28, However, the HRRC does not explain what the 

charge should be, gives no guidance for calculating such a charge, no explanation why any 

existing charge is inappropriate, and no explanation why private negotiation of such a charge 
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— the solution favored by Board precedent and national transportation policy - should not be 

permitted Under these circumstances, the Board nê d take no action with respect to these 

commentors. 

After careful review of all the comments, responsive applications, and inconsistent 

applications filed in this proceeding. Applicants have found no other discussion of switching 

charges or requests for switching charge conditions,'' Thus, the arguments heretofore 

presented address all requests for switching charge conditions raised by any commentor in 

these proceedings, 

3, Finally, Certain Arguments Made Conceming the 

Buffalo-.Niagara Area Are Incorrect and .Misleading, 

Finally, .Applicants here address certain facmal statements made by the ENRS by way 

of the verified statement of Gerald W, Fauth III, Mr. Fauth argues generally that Comail 

charges in the Buffalo-Niagara area are cunentlv too high. While that fact in itself is not of 

legal significance (because Conrail's curtent charges are not an effect of the Transaction), 

Applicants will here address Mr. Fauth's statements because they are incorrect and because 

they fonn the entire ba'-'s of the E.NRS's requested switching charge of $156. 

Mr, Fauth relies on an NS tariff which sets out the following charges: (1) S156 to 

"ALL EXCEPT (other listed customers]". (2) $250 to CSXT, and (3) $459 to Conrail.'- It 

" One commentor, the Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad (PBL), has asked for -witching 
access for the Canadian Pacific Railway in the Philadelphia Shared Assets Area, PBL asks that 
these right,« be offered on "equal, non-discriminatory" terms through "equitable switch rales. . 
, ," PBL-10 at 2, However, because PBL's request raises issues peculiar to the Applicants' 
Shared Assets Areas proposals, PBL has been deak widi in detail in Section VIII, supra. 

Tanff NS 8001 at 30th Revised page 32 (included in Vol 3). 
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is from the term "ALL EXCEPT" that Mr. Fauth Lifers that S156 has become the rate 

"generally established by NS in the Buffalo area . . . ." ENRS-6, Fauth VS at 28. This 

claim, however, is ertoneous and rests on a seriously misleading interpretation of the tariff. 

The phrase "ALL EXCEPT", despite its inclusive ring, includes only a few- NS-served 

customers. Indeed, i.he very tariff upon which Mr, Fauth relies indicates that NS charges 

other rates to numerous other shipp'̂ rs in the Buffalo-Niagara area, including S250 pei car to 

CSX and $459 per car to Comail. See Weatherholz RVS at 1-2. Thus, $156 is not and 

never has been the "generally established" rate of any canû r in Buffalo. For these reasons, 

ENRS's requested condition fails not only to meet the Board's legal threshold, but is also 

without facmal foundation. 

G. Summarv. 

For all the reasons stated above, it would be inappropriate for the Board to impose an 

arbitrary cap on switching charges - i.e., one not agreed n by the parties to the switching 

artangement - ' other Imuiaiion as a condition to approval or ti:e Transaction. Such a cap 

would be inconsistem both with the Board's general policy of fostering market freedom and. 

because no party has identified any harm attributable to the Iransaction, the Board's own 

exacting standards for imposing conditions under Section 11324, However, Applicants 

vvould not oppose any action by the Board thr. would be consistent with the terms of the 

NITL settlement. 
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x n . THE REQUESTS FOR CONDITIONS FILED BY 
PASSENGER AGENCIES SHOULD BE DENIED. 

A number of passenger agencies and otiier parue.« with an interest in passenger issues 

have asked for broad conditions that would restructure the relationship between freight 

railroads and passenger raUroads in the eastera United Sutes. Moreover, the requested 

conditions are no» related to any Transaction-related harm. For both of these reasons, the 

requests should be denied. 

The Sute of Maine Department of Transportation, for example, requests that, to 

enhance passenger operations, the Board impose condiuons which do the following: 

allow a means for atuining on-time f)erformance for passenger 
trains; create a process to address the initiation of new or 
special services; esublish standard and reasonable formulas for 
variable and ftilly allocated costs; create liabUity standards; and 
esublish a means of allowing higher passenger train speeds. 

Comments, Protests and Requesi for Conditions by Sute of Maine Department of 

Transporution (unnunbered at 4).' Many of the other parties ask for similar conditions. 

This proceeding plainly is not the proper forum for resolving differences of opinion between 

freight railroads and passenger agencies with respect to these matters. 

If the Transaction is approved. CSX and NS will step into ConraU's shoes and will 

honor its conttacts with passenger agencies. The Transacuon will similarly have no effect on 

the contracts CSX and NS each entered into with passciiger agencies before the Transaction. 

Yet. a number of passenger agencies have requested that the Board void or amend thek 

existing contractual relationships with CSX, NS and/or ConraU in various ways. Theŝ  

complex contractual .relationships set forth the righis and remedies avaUable to the passenger 

' The Sute of Mame seeks diese conditions even though it is not traverse^ by any rail line 
of CSX, NS or Conr*:'. 
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agencies with respect to all the matters about which they now complain. As explamed 

below, there is no basis in law or policy for the Board to amend private contracts that were 

reached during arm's-length negotiauons. 

The requested conditions do not arise out of legitmiate operational or economic 

concerns related to the Transaction. Rather, tiiey are an effort to use the STB approval 

process to obuin advanuges that the passengf gencies could not obuin either under thek 

existing conttacts with CSX. NS or Conrail. or dirough the normal process of arm's-length 

negotiation with them. 

Aldiough the Board is being asked to rewrite these private contracts assertedly in 

order to protect and promote passenger services, die effect would in fact be exactiy the 

opposite. If freight railroads cannot enter into contracts with passenger entities with any 

assurance that the law will honor these contracts and enforce the provisions which enable die 

freighi railroads to conduct theu businesses safely and efficiendy, freight railroaas will not 

be inclined to renew their contacts with existing passenger agencies, to agree to service 

extensions to new rouies. or to enter into conttacts with new passenger agencies. The Board 

should not indulge the short-sighted oppormnism of the passenger agencies. 

CSX, NS and ComaU have worked in good faidi with passenger agencies in the past, 

and they will contmue to do so after the Transaction. The Board need not im wene. 

A. National Railroad Passenger Curporation 
(.Amtrak). 

Amtrak takes no position on approval of die proposed ttansaction but seeks conditions 

if it is approved. Amttak has requested Board oversight "to guard against any worsenmg of 

the on-tune pertormance of Amtrak trams" and has also requested Board-er*forced 
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cooperation in implementing higher speed service on its Empke and Dettoit-Chicago 

corridors. NRPC-07 at 15. 

Amtrak's requests for conditions should be rejected because its rights with respect to 

all the concerns it raises are governed by its existing contracts with CSX, NS and ConraU or 

by federal law. Each of the three contracts sets forth the rights and responsibUities of 

Amtrak with respect to Amtrak trains operating over lines owned by the freight raikoads: 

Conrail entered into an Amended and Resuted Off-Corridor Operating Agreement with 

Amttak on April 14, 1996, effective through AprU 14, 2007; C >X recendy entered into an 

Agreement with Amtrak on April 1. 1997, effective through March 31, 2002. and NS 

entered mto an Agreement with Amtrak on May 1. 1997, effective through April 30, 2000. 

In addition, a separate agreement berween Conrail and Amtrak, the NEC Freight Operating 

Agreement, dated October 1, 1986 ("NEC Freight Operating -Agreement ), governs ConraU's 

exercise of its freight easement over Ai itrak's Northeast Cortidor ("NEC"). 

1. Northeast Corridor. 

The NEC was owned by ComaU or its predecessors prior to 1976 when Conrad 

conveyed the NEC to Amtrak in accordance with the Final System Plan under the Regional 

Rail Reorganizauon Act of 1973. ConraU reumed a Freight Service Easement over 'he 

NEC. As suted above, tiie NEC Freight Operatmg Agreement of 1986 governs ConraU's 

exercise of that freight easement 
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csx and NS have asked th-.i die Board audiorize diem to conduct operauons over die 

routrs of Conrail, Including die NEC, as ftilly and to die same extent as ConraU itself 

could.̂  Under die NEC Freight Operatk.?; Agreement, ConraU has die right to modify its 

scheduled and unscheduled freight service "subject to die physical limiutions of die NEC, to 

/Vmtrak's speed, weight and similar operatmg resttictions and rales or safety standards, and 

to die needs of, and m particular to die adequacy, safety and efficiency of Amtt-ak passenger 

ttain operations and commuier service." Sections 2.3(b) and (c) (mcluded ki Vol. 3). Upon 

die Conttol Date, die Conrail ttains operating over die NEC will contmue to operate as diey 

did pnor to conttol by CSX and NS. Because die Operating Plans of CSX and NS each 

propose to change die numbers and schedules of freight uams operatmg over die NEC, diey 

have commenced to negotiate diek proposals widi /antt-ak. 

CSX and NS concur v/idi .Amuak's suted expecution dial all issues relatmg to use of 

die NEC will be resolved tiuough negotiation before die Board must decide dus case. CSX 

and NS are hopeftil dial die parties will be able to fmd an accommodation dial will insure 

contmued safe freight operation on die NEC. consistent widi all parties' needs and goals. 

See Reisttup RVS at 5-6. 

- Amttak opposes dus prayer for relief widi respect to operations over die Northeast 
Comdor. As explamed in Section VI above, CSX and NS are "successor entities" which 
may succeed to ConraU's freighi easement rights under die 1976 Freighi Service Agreement. 
But, in any event, die Board has die audiority to grant die relief requested under 49 U.S.C. 
§ 11321(a), and. if necessary, should exercise dial audiority to override die anti-assignment 
provisions of die 1976 Freight Service Agreemem and of die NEC Freight Operatmg 
Agreement between Conrail and />anttak. The requested relief is very nartOw. It would 
smiply allow CSX and NS to step into die shoes of Comail widi respect to die freight 
easement over die Northeast Conidor. CSX and NS do not seek to alter die substantive 
terais of die agreements. In conttast, Amttak is seekmg to expand its substantive rights 
under iLs contracts du-ough ils requests for conditions. 
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Amttak has apprised the Board of the ongomg negotiations concerning the NEC, and 

has appropriately not requested any condition with respect to the NEC as there is no basis for 

mterveniion by the Board at this time m the ongomg private contractual negotiations among 

CSX. NS and Amttak.̂  

2. Off-NEC Passenger Operations. 

Citing CSX's assertedly poor on-time performance record, and die fact that CSX 

proposes to mcrease freight traffic on a number of CSX and Conrail Imes over which Amtrak 

operates, Amttak requests that the Board impose "a five-year ovenight condition to consider 

appropriate remedies for any degradation in the on-timt perfom of the CSX-operated 

Amtrak ttams that is traceable to mcreased freight kaffic resultmg from die proposed 

transaction." NRPC-7 at 11-13. This request should be denied on at least five separate 

grounds. 

Amtrak's request for a similar condition in the BN/SF proo-edmg was rejected by the 

Board and should be rejected in this proceeding as well. The Board gave three independent 

reasons in BN/SF for denymg the oversight condition. First, the Board suted that "there is 

no reason to believe that Amtrak will experience merger-related harm." BN/SF at 97. 

Although Amtrak appears to have uilored title wording of its request in this proceedmg in an 

effort to avoid this ground for denying ne oversight conduion. the uUoring does not save the 

request from the subsunce of die Board's reasoning: "It would be very difficult, and, after a 

^ Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 24904(c)(2) (Section 402(a\2) of die Rail Passenger Service Act, 
as amended), and Section 3.8 of the NEC Freight Operating Agreement (mcluded in Vol. 3), 
certain contract disputes relating to use of the NEC may be submitted to the Board for 
resolution. 
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few years, it most lUcely would be impossible, to determ.me whedier ai:y particular ttaffic 

increases were or were not merger-related." Id. 

Second, the Board suted diat "Amtrak already has ample remedies for any harms it 

may experience in its ongoing relationships with BN and Sanu Fe": 

In any event. Amtrak already has remedies under its 
court-enforceable contracts and under the Rail Passenger Service 
Act (RPSA) concerning on-time performance and other service 
issues. The RPSA includes requirements dial Amtrak's ttams 
shall have preference over freight traffic and that Amtrak's 
conttacts with rail carriers shall mclude penalties for untimely 
performance. [Fn: We also note d̂ at Amtrak may file petitions 
regarding issues of priority widi the Secreury of USDOT.] 
These a-venues of relief provide adequate altematives to 
Amtrak's requested conditions. 

Id. This second ground for denial applies with equal force today. 

Thkd. the Board concluded dial it would not be appropnate to mipose a performance 

sundard on BN/SF and not on the other freight railroads. It would sunilarly be 

inappropnaie lo saddle CS.X alone v. h such a condiuon. 

In UP/SP. die Board likewise did not mipose any oversight condition relating to 

Amttak on-time pert'ormance.̂  

Amuak negotiated the terms of an Agreement with CSX in the spring of 1997 with 

knowledge of die Board's decisions in BN/5F and UP/SP (and also of CSX's efforts to 

effecmate a conttol transaction widi Conrail). and executed a five-year contract with CSX on 

April 1, 1997. Thai contrac esublishci. incentive payments dial can be eartied by exceedmg 

certain thresholds of on-time performance, and defmes the specific causes of delay that wUI 

* In his comments Conmiissioner Owen did remind UT/SP of its oblig.ition to afford pr.ority 
to Amuak as requked by die RI SA. UP/SP at 250-51. 
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be taken into account in assessing on-time performance. Reistrap RVS at 7. If Amtrak 

believed that die terms CSX was willing to accept were not sufficient to protect it, Amtrak 

could have declined to enter into an agreement and could have subnutted the dispute to the 

Board for resolution under 49 U.S.C. § 24308(a)(2). Amtrak did not do so. Now, only a 

few months after successfully completing an arm's-length negotiation with CSX, Amttak asks 

the Board to step into this private contracmal relauonship and afford Amtrak certain 

unspecified remedies not provided for in the contract. This request is patentiy unfak and 

should be rejected. 

A I'ourth ground for denying the condition is that implementing such a condition 

would mtrade on the sumtory jurisdiction of die Federal Raikoad Administration ("FRA"). 

The RPSA. as amended. 49 U.S.C. § 24308(c), gives the Secretary of Transporution die 

audiority to grant relief from the sumte's grant of dispatching preference to Amttak trains 

over freight trains. The Secretary has delegated his authority to grant this relief to die FRA, 

not to die Surface Transporution Boaid. See 49 C.F.R. Part 200 (1997). 

Fmally. Applicants' evidence demonstrates dial there is no facmal basis for requiring 

die Board to take such exttaordmary accion here. First, die on-tune performance sutistics 

that Amtrak presented were not computed consistent with the terms of Amtrak's contract 

widi CSX which governs incentive payments (Appendix V to the 1997 Agreement, mcluded 

in Vol. 3).̂  Reistrap RVS at 7. The on-time performaiict ot̂ Hstics presented by Amtrak do 

not lake into acccuui reasons for delays to Amtrak trains. WhUe such a methodology 

' Board involvement in on-time f)erformance standards wculd necessarily involve the agency 
in compensation issues related to such performance. 
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may be useful to an Amtrak customer attempting to determine the likelihood that an Amtrak 

train will arrive at its destination on schedule, the methodology is not appropriate for 

determming whether CSX is providing good service to Amttak. Pursuant to Amtrak's 

contract with CSX, Amttak trams that are delayed due to factors beyond the conttol of CSX 

are not counted as late for purposes of calculating on-time performance. These factors 

include, among other diings, delays due to: (1) Amtrak equipment faUure; (2) Amttak trains 

being operated at a power-io-weight ratio less than the ratio used to esublish the scheduled 

running times; (3) switching Amttak Express (freight) cars; (4) severe weather conditions; 

and (5) grade crossing accidents. 

The acmal on-time performance levels are subsuntiaUy higher than Amtrak portrays 

them to be. NRPC-7, Larson VS at 16. During the past five years. Amtrak trams have had 

an 86% on-time performance rate over CSX's lines,* Reistrap RVS at 6-10. Despite CSX's 

efforts to improve its performance rate in 1997. its on-time performance cf 85% for fiscal 

year 1997 (October 1996-Sepiember 1997) did not improve over its five-year average 

because of delays during the summer on the Washington. DC to Richmond, VA line segment 

resultmg from repair work required after a derailment in Rosslyn. VA and major 

maintenance work and the upgrade of signalling unrelated to the derailment (which will in 

the long-term improve on-time performance on this line). In receni months, however. CSX's 

systemwide contract on-time performance rate was very good: 90% m September 1997, 

^ CSX's contract performance rate is comparable to Conrail's. There is no basis for 
Amtrak's suggestion that the allocation to CSX of ConraU lines over which Amtrak operates 
wUl decrease its on-time performance on those lmes. 
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84% in October 1997, ?nd 90% in November 1997. On many days since the beginning of 

September, CSX has atuined 100% on-time performance of Amtrak trams.̂  

Moreover, Amtrak suggests that ceruin traffic increases contemplated in CSlX's 

Operating Plan may cause interference with Amtrak trains over certain line segmer.ts.* 

^ It is not surprising that CSX's on-time performance rate may be lower than other carriers 
who may host Amtrak trams over shorter distances, or less complex routes. As small delays 
accumulate throughout a trip, the cumulative delay more often becomes significant on a 
longer trip than on a shorter ttip. Even if the contract pertormunce formulae were the same 
among all the railroads measured (which has not been demonsttated) it is misleading and 
map" ./priate for Amttak to use cumulauve overall national averages (NRPC-7, Larson VS 
at 17) because of important differences in: distance traveled; densities of passenger and 
freight traffic over the lines; and physical and operational complexities among various routes. 
That is. performance comparisons should only be made where like things are being 
measured - in terms of both criteria and conditions. 

* Amttak specifically identifies four line segments of concera. 

Capacity on the Alexandria to Richmond line is addressed in connection with VRE's 
Comments and Request for Conditions. 

The Richmond-Rocl7 Mount lme segment has adequate capacity to handle the projected 
5-6 train increase m freighi traffic. Reistrap AVS at 8-9. The track is double and single 
main track with passing sidings and is equipped with a modem CTC signal sysiem. One 
bottleneck on the line does exist at the Appomattox River Bridge, which is a main single 
track bridge with a slow order of 10 mph. CSX is presendy planning a project (umelated to 
the Transaciion) to upgrade this bridge and increase speed over it which would improve 
perfomiance over this line. Orrison RVS at 134; Reistrap RVS at 9, Even without the 
benefit of this improvement, however, Amtrak on-time performance over this segment in 
November 1997 was 89%. 

With respect to the Sunset Limited between Pensacola and New Orleans, the westbound 
Sunset Limited has a good performance record. It is the eastbound Sunset Luniied that has 
experienced sigmficant delays, but these delays are primarily due to causes beyond the 
conttol of CSX. Reistrap RVS at 9. The eastbound Sunset Limited origkiaies in Los 
Angeles, and chromcally amves late to CSX at New Orleans: an average of 8.7 hours late in 
September 1997, 4.9 hours late in October 1997, and 4.3 hours late in November 1997. It is 
dius unpossible to mainuin a scheduleo slot for the eastbound Sunset Limited, The line 
segment between New Orleans and Pensacola is smgle track and has sttetches of "dark 
territory." Once a westbound ttam is cleared to proceed, an eastbound train must wait for it 
to clear the segment. If die Sunset Limited shows up after a westbound tram (mciudmg the 
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NRPC-7, Larson VS al 17-19, However, there is no meanmgful risk of mterference with 

Amttak trains from the projected traffic increases over these or other line segments. 

CSX/NS-20. Vol. 3A al 269-75; CSXy'NS-23. Vol. 6A at 128-36; Ortison RVS al 134; 

Reisttiip RVS at 8. Similarly, traffic changes will have no identifiable adveise impacts on 

lines to be conttoUed by NS. Mohan RVS at 54-55. 

3. Enforced Cooperation on Increasing Speed 

on the Empire and Detroit-Chicago Corridors. 

Amirak asserts that Amttak and New York Sute jointly wish to increase die 

maximum passenger tram speed on the Conrail line from Albany to Buffalo (Amtrak's 

"Empire Corridor') and request diat diC Board impose a condiiion on CSX "requiring it to 

cooperate widi Amttak and the Sute of New York in die development of high speed service 

at public expense between Albany and Buffalo." NRPC-7 at 13-14. Amttak also expresses 

concem diat additional NS and CP traffic on the Detroit-Chicago Ime could adversely affect 

plarmed higher speed passenger service over this corridor and requests the Board to impose a 

westbound Sunset Limited) is cleared, it must wail ils mra, even though it has dispatching 
priority over the next freighi train lo show up, .A significant number of the meets which 
have delayed die eastbound Sunset Limited have been with the wertbound Sunset Lunited 
Freighi iraffic is predicted to incre;.se by only 1-2 trauis per day, m insignificant increase. 
Amtrak's complaim about the Sunset Luniied. apart from being misleading, has nodikig to do 
with the rransaction. 

Widi respect to the Conrail line between Schenecudy and Buffalo. CSX plans to upgrade 
this line to 79 mph for passenger trains where possible, which she ild improve the on-ti::Te 
perfonnance on diis Ime. CSX/NS-20, Vol, 3A at 273; Ortison RVS at 134: ReisUTip RVS 
at 10, 
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similar condition requuing NS to cooperate with Amtrak and the Sute of Michigan'm 

development of this service. Id. at 14-15. These conditions are unwarranted for die reasons 

set forth below. 

Fkst, these requests are wholly unrelated to the proposed Transaction. 

Second, CSX and NS would be willing to discuss in good faith projects to increase 

die speed of passenger service on the Empke Corridor and Dettoit-Chicago Corridor, 

respectively, if these projects would not interfere with the freight operauons of CSX and NS 

and if die projects were iraly "at public expense." There are many costs associated widi 

increasing die speed of passenger trains on tracks also used for freight trains, such as 

installation of cab signalling systems on all locomotives operating over the lme, that should 

fakly be tteated as part of the "public expense" of the project. 

Thkd, ConraU's 1996 Agreement with .\mtrak, to which CSX and NS will succeed, 

already requkes such cooperation. Section 3.3(c) (included in Vol. 3) provides that "the 

parties shall cooperate in good faith widi each odier in providing service and equipment 

which will contribute to the success of Amuak's Intercity Rail Passenger Service." At the 

same time, however, Secuon 3.2(a) of die Agreemem (included in Vol. 3) provides in part 

that requests for modified or additional services "shall give due regard to Conrail's speed, 

weight and similar operating resttictions and rales and safety standards and to die avoidance 

of unreasonable mterference with the adequacy, safety, and efficiency of Conrail's odier 

railroad operations." A Board condition is not required to enforce diis private contract. 

The Sute of Michigan supports the Transaction, bul encourages NS to contmue 
negotiations widi Amtrak and Michigan regardmg higher speed passenger rail service on this 
route. Letter from Govemor John Engler to Secretary Williams (Oct. 3, 1997). 
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Fourdi. this condition, lUce the requested condition for oversight of Amtrak's on-time 

performance, could result in the Board's intradmg on the jurisdiction of the FRA. Under 

49 U.S.C. 24308(d), die Secretary of Transporution has the authority to grant relief when a 

rail camer refuses to allow Amttak trains to operate at accelerated speeds: 

If a rail carrier refuses to allow accelerated speeds on trains 
operated by or for Amttak, Amttak may apply to the Secretary 
for an order requiring the carrier to allow the accelerated 
speeds. The Secretary shall decide whedier accelerated speeds 
are unsafe or impracticable and which unprovements would be 
requked to make accelerated speeds safe and practicable. After 
an opportunity for a hearing, the Secretary shall esublish the 
maximum allowable speeds of Amttak ttams on terms the 
Secreury decides are reasonable. 

The Secreiary has delegated his audiority to resolve disputes relatmg to accelerated speeds to 

die FRA. not to die Board. See 49 C.F.R. Part 201 (1997). 

Fifth, as to die Empire Comdor, any such condiuon would be premamre. In 

response to interrogatories propounded by CSX regarding plans and funding for the 

development of a higher-speed passenger service on the Empke Corridor, Amttak 

acknowledged that plans are preliminary and dial diere is no federal or sute funding for the 

service: 

Amtrak has no such "current plans." in the sense of operating or 
coastraction plans, decision papers, etc. . . . Amtrak's 
discussions with die Sute regardmg such service have been 
preluninary in namre, . . . No funds have to Amtrak's 
knowledge been authorized or appropriateo for such service. 

Intertogatory Response. NRPC-8 at 4. It should be noted, however, diat CSX plans to 

restore this ttack for 79 mph passenger service where possible. CSX/NS-20, Vol. 3A 

at 273. This improvement will provide benefit to intercity and commuter passengers m the 
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near fumre. while Amttak and New York S'̂ ie may develop plans for ftirther unprovement*. 

As to the Dettoit-Chicago Corridor, Conrail has not been asked , \mtrak, made any 

specific plans, nor developed any agreements widi Amtrak that would aUow higher speed 

passenger operations over ConraU-owned portions of the lme. Carey RVS at 2. Such plans 

and agreements are the prcper : abject ot private negotiation, not Board-imposed conditions. 

For all of these reasoas, die requested condiuon of enforced cooperauon relafig to 

the development of higher speed passenger service on the Empke and Dettoit-Chicago 

Corridors should be denied. 

B. Chicago Metra. 

Chicago Metra. the Commuter Rail Division of the Regional Transporution Aumority 

of Northeast Illinois, serving the Chicago mettopolitan area, complains that its Southwest 

Service commuter trams are frequemly delayed as they traverse four inierlockers. METR-6 

at 2. They are. from north to .south. CP-518, Belt Junction. Forest Hill and Chicago Ridge, 

which are conttolied by four different freighi raUroads - Conrail. the BRC. the BOCT (a 

wholly-owm d subsidiary of CSXll. and the IHB respectively. Metta sutes that it believes 

dial ttaffic will increase through two of the mterlockers as a result of the Transaction - Belt 

Junction aid Forest Hill - and that it fears traffic might increase through ihe other two as 

well. Accordingly, .Metta requests: (1) dial the Board "requke NS to dispatch the CP-518 

Interlocker in a manner that uisures that no freight be given authority to proceed through the 

interlocker if there is potential for delay to an approaching Metra train"; (2) that the Board 

requke CSX and NS to use thek t̂ zzi efforts to obuin the BRC's afieemem to transfer 

conttol of the Belt Junction interlocker to Metn, and failing such agreement, requking CSX 
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and NS to fimd diek proportionate share of a grade separation; (3) dial die Board void die 

conttact govemmg die Forest HUl interlocker and ttansft.- contt-ol of die interlocker from die 

BOCT to Metta; (4) dial die Board void die conttact govemmg die Chicago Ridge 

interiocker and ttansfer control of die interlocker from die IHB to Metta; and (5) dial die 

Board impose a momtoruig condition for five years. 

CSX and NS ftilly expect diat die unplemenution of diek Operatmg Plans wUl result 

in smootiier ttaffic flows dirough Chicago widi less mterference between ttains (bodi freight 

and passenger) dian exists today. Orrison RVS at 87-88. Metta grossly overreaches m 

seekmg diese conditions and diey should be denied. 

1. CP-518. 

Tje CP-518 mtemcker is currendy controlled by Conraii. Metta explams that ki a 

1989 letter agreement, Conraii promised to give priority to Metta/N&W commuter ttams 

operating du-ough CP-518. METR-7. Stoner VS at 8. Metta clauns dial despite dus 

agreement, die CP-518 mterlocker has been, and contmues to be. a major source of 

disraption of Metta's service, dial it has made its concerns known to Comail. but dial 

Couail has not given Mett-a uauis sufficient pnority to peimit Metta to provide reliable 

service to it ciistomers. Id. Accordmg to Meua. it will be unable to meet increased 

demands for conunuter services until curaem problems are resolved. Id. But Metta hao 

presented no evidence of any defmiie plans to increase services along its Soudiwest Service 

Corridor, 

As explamed above. Metta seeks a condition dial would requke NS to dispatch die 

Cr-518 interlocker in a manner dial uisures dial no freigh' would be allowed to proceed 
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du-ouf I tiut interlocker if "diere is a potential ôr delay to an approachkig Metta ttam." 

METR-6 at 4. Metta's requested condiuon as to CP-518 should be denied. 

Metta'.' complaints about die e\istkig sinution at CP-518 mteriocker are not an 

appropriate basis for imposiuon of any condition. NS will step mto die shoe.' f Conrail 

once die Transaction is approved, and will be ^ ûnd by existing applicable agreer.ients 

between ConraU and Meua as long as they are m force ~ includmg agreements regardmg 

priority to be afforded commuter ttams. The delays attribuuble to Conrail freight 

interference at CP-518 are minimal. In 1996, only one m 75 Metta ttams was delayed, 

equivalent to less dian one delay per week. If diese delays were averaged among all die 

Metta ttams traversmg CP-518, the amount o delay would toul just over one-tendi of a 

minute per ttain, or about seven seconds. In 1996, 98.67% of Metta ttams passed tiuough 

CP-518 widiout Conrail-related delay. Friedmann RVS at 45. 

NS is ready and willmg to work widi Metta toward alleviatkig any cument problems 

at CP-518, As evidenced by Metta's lack of complamts about curtent NS dispaichmg of die 

Manhatun line. NS and Metta have enjoyed a cooperative relationship regarding operations 

over dia» line, which Metta leases from NS. NS intends to continue dus cooperative 

relationship on die N5anhattan line, as well as m regard to operations dirough die CP-518 

interlocker. 

2. Belt Junction. 

The Belt Junction inu rlocker is conttolied by tiie BRC. The shareholders of die BRC 

are: BNSF (16.68%), ConraU (16.67%), CSX (25%), Grand Trank Westera (8.33%). 

Illinois Centtal (8.33%). Missouri Pacific (now UP) (8.33%), NS (8.33%), and .Soo Lme 
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Railroad Company 8̂.33%). CSX/NS-18, Vol. 1 at 2vS7, 283. After die Transaction, CSX 

and NS will together have a 50% share (mcluding Conrail's share), and die remaimng five 

carriers will have a 50% share. A condition reqv'ring CSX and NS to use thek best efforts 

to convince B.\C to agree to transfer control o f . .:;erlocker ro Metra would be futile as 

the transfer would not oe in die in»:rest of the other ô vners of the BRC, CSX or NS and 

dius not in die interest of an mdependent .3RC. There is no reasonable possibUity of 

obuining such agreement. 

As a backup, Metra requests diat CSX and NS be requked to fond diek proportionate 

share based upon annual ttaffic volume of a grade separation to replace the interlocker. 

METR-6 at 6. This request makes no sense unless Metta is volunteering to fund the balance, 

which offer is not plam on die face of its submission. The Board cannot requke the other 

shareholders of die BRC to fund die balance of die grade separation, as die Board may not 

impose a condition, whedier trackage rights or a fiinduig obligation, on carriers who are 

nonapplicants in die proceeding. See, e.g., UP/SP at 191. In addition, Metta has not 

offered any evidence whatsoever dial an overpass would be operationally and economically 

feasible at lielt Junction, 

Moreover. Metta has not offered err iihle evidence diat die Transaction would cause 

delays at the Belt Junction interiocker dial would justify such a major capual mvesttnent, or 

dial die Transaction would mcrease delays at the interlocker at all. Metra says only diat NS 

plans to route 8.7 additional ttams per day duough die mterlocker. and dial die mteriocker 

has been a source of congestion m die past. METR-7, Stoner VS at 7. This paltty evidence 

of Transaction-related harm is plamly insufficient to justify die extraordkiarv relief requested 
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by Metra. Metra does not even bother to qvantify the existing aelay ' ^ its passengers 

assertedly caused by uiterference from freight ttams at the Belt Junction mterlocker. And, ki 

any event, complamts about die existmg sinution at die Belt Junction mier'jcker are not an 

appropriate basis for imposiuon of a condition. 

Finally, there is no reason to beiieve that Metra trains would experience fewer or 

shorter deiays if Meoa conttolied die interlocker (or die odier inierlockers which Metta 

would lUce to conttol). Some delays at interiockers are unavoidable, even widi dispatching 

priority, as demonstrated by die fact that Amuak trains are often delayed at the Englewood 

interlocker conttoUed by Meua despite me fact diat Amtta'.c b?ins have priority under federal 

law. Carey RVS at 2-3. 

3. Forest Hill Inttrlocker. 

The Forest HUl mterlocker has been conttolied by the BOCT (a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of CSXT) since 1914, pursuant to an agreement among the Chicago & Westem 

Indiana Railroad Company, die BRC, die Wabash RaUroad Company, die Baltunore & Ohio 

Connecting Raiiroad Company and the BOCT or their successors. Metra seeks to have the 

Board void that agreement and transfer conttol lo Metra. T > condition is unwarranted. 

Metta greatiy exaggerates die delay to its passengers at die Forest HUl interiocker. 

Reistrap RVS at 11-13, Metta asserts that "[i]n the past twelve months, Metta passengers 

have kicurted 9,240 manhours of delay at the Forest HUl Interlocker." METR-7, Stoner VS 

at 3. A review of Metta's records of delays at die Forest HUl interiocker, however, reveals 

that almost half of this delay (4,482 man-hours in a year) was caused by factors other than 

CSX freight train interference or other CSX-avoidable causes. Reistrap RVS at 11-12. 
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Aldiough die remainmg 4,758 man-hours of delay ki a year stUl sonadi iike a huge number, 

it is only 11 seconds per ttip for each of Meura's 1,501,876 passengers'" who passed 

du-ough die kiteriockmg during die year. Moreover, 2,763 of diese man-hours of delay were 

related to a smgle kcideni on January lv. 1997 involving a switch failure and freight tram 

mterference. id- Whiie January 10. 1997 was admittedly a bad day for N -̂tta commuters, 

die delay experienced at die Forest Hill interlocker durmg die rest of die year averaged less 

dian five seconds per trip. Viewed in auodier way, of the approxunately 385 Metra ttams 

diat operated tiuough die Forest Hill interlocker eacb mondi durmg die past year, an average 

of only 2.4 (0.7%) ttains per mondi were delayed due to CSX freight ttam interference or 

odier CSX-avoidable causes. Id. It is difficult to believe Metta's claun diat it is not gettuig 

dispatching priority du-ough the interlocker when 99.3% of its ttams pass dttough die 

mterlocker without delay. 

Neverdieless. CSX recogmzed dial improvements could be made, and on November 

28. 1997. completed a project to automate die inieriocking. Omson KVS at 114. Reisttoip 

RVS at 12. As part of dus project, die interiocker operator has been relocated from a tower 

at die interlocker to an office shared by die B&OCT ana SRC di-.p3tche.s. which will 

faciliute coordmation and u'̂ us ttaffic flow thjough the iiiierlocker." Id- These 

miprovements, which will also promote v^fety. should more dian ofiset any potential for 

dela" from increased ttaffic du-ougf die interlocker as a result of die Transacuon. 

Metta provided diis number for 1996. Intertogatory Response, METR-9 at 4. 

" In addition. CSX has agreed to allow Metra to mstall snowblowers and/or me'ters on the 
switches, which will reduce mechanical problems durng die winter mondis. Reisoup RVS 
at 12. 
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Metta ttains are often delayed at Forest HUl when they meet other Metra trains at the 

end of die double track and because of signal problems on Metra's own luie. The solution to 

a further reduction m Metta delays at Fores' HUl thus lies in Metra's scheduling or die 

addition of double ttack, not in a change of conttol of die interlocker. Fie lsrrap RVS at 12. 

Nevertheless, CSX is willing to cooperate in good faidi with Metta to ensure diat 

CSX contmues to subject Metra's passengers to the absolu*' umum of delay. To dus end. 

CSX has discussed with Metta the esublishment of a Jomt Review Comminee consistmg of 

represenutives from Metta, die Belt i^ilway of Chicago, and CSX which would meet 

regularly to review operations di'-ough die Forest Hill and Belt Junction interiockers. 

4. Chicago Ridge. 

The Chicago Ridge interlocker is conttolied by die IHB. The shareholders of die IHB 

are Conrail (51 %) and the Soo Lme Pailroad Company (49%), a subsidiar>' of Canadian 

Pacific. CSX/NS 18, Vol. 1 at 285. Smce 1994, when die interiocker was automated, die 

Chicago Ridge interk/cker has been conttolied by the IHB pursuam :o an agreem.ent among 

die IHB. B&OCT and NS. Orrison RVS at 114-15. That agreement provides preference to 

Metta ttains. Metta seeks to have die Board void that agreement and ttansfer control to 

Metta. For the reasons suted above, this condition is unwarranted. 

First, die Board has raied dial die IHB is not an applicant. "IHB is a railroad 

operated independentiy of the applicants." Decision No. 53 at 4. Accordingly, die Board 

does not have the audiority to ttansfer control of die Chicago Ridge mterlocker from die IHB 

to Metta a.? a condition in this proceeding. 
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Second, Metta admits dial die "unpacts of the transaction at Chicago Ridge Junction 

are less ceruin" dian die impacts at Forest HUl and Belt Junction (METR-6 at 5), and as 

shown above, the impacts at Forest Hill and Belt Junction are far from clear themselves. 

And thkd, Metta has not presented any convincmg evidence that Metta's ttains presendy 

suffer onaccepuble delays as a result ol biased control by the IHB. For aU of ther,." teasons, 

the conduion should be denied. 

5. Oversight. 

The Board need not get into the busmess of monitoring mterlockers in Chicago for 

undue delay to Metta trains. Meua has not shown diat it is lUcely to be adversely affected by 

die Transaction. If however, die Board requests reports confirmmg dial operations are 

proceeding smooddy in Chicago, any problems relatmg to interference widi Metta's ttains 

could be addressed through diat process. The maxunum term of diis oversight should be 

three years followmg the effective date of Conffol, not five. 

C. Metro-North Commuter Railroad Companv (MNCR). 

In its Comments and Request for Condiiions (MNCR-2), MNCR asks die Board to 

require NS to convey a 58 mile line benveen Suffem and Port Jervis, NY to MNCR. widi 

NS reuimng irackage rights. Altematively, MNCR asks die Board to requke a long-term 

extension of die existmg trackage rights agreement between Conrail and MNCR.'' MNCR 

claims dial commuter passenger service is die main user of the lme and dial to justify fumre 

'̂  Trackage Rights Agreement Berween Metto-Nordi Conunuter Railroad Company, 
Mettopolitan Transportation Audiority, Connecticut Department of Transportation and 
Consolidated Rail Corporation, effective as of January 1, 1983 ("MNCR/CR Trackage Rights 
Agreemeni") (included ki Vol. 3). 
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uivesmients MNCR should own die Ime. MKrR alsc rgues dial if NS were owner of die 

Ikie. us dispaichmg might not give proper co:isideration to die needs of commuter passenger 

service. MNCR-2. Nelson VS at 9. 

Tiiere is no basis for MNCR's requested conditions. MNCR has made no showing 

dial die proposed Transaction will have any adverse effect on its commuter operations. 

Upon approval of die Transaction, NS wUl step into Conrail's s!,oes, and will be bound by 

die terais of -ny ^oplicable conttacts between Conrail and MNCR as long as diey are in 

force. 

There is also no basis for MNCR's dispatching concertis, NTTRO and MNCR 

operate a coordmated commuter .service between Port Jervis and Suffem. NY and Suffem 

and Hoboken, NJ. .MNCR clauns if die proposed Transaction is approved, "die dispaichmg 

ftinciion could be removed to a far-distant locauon. " .MNCR-2 at 5. This, according to 

MNCR. would result in a "hand off" of trains at Suffem. die end of NJTRO's u-ack 

ownership. Therefore, it would be "far better" according to MNCR, if dispaichmg were to 

be reuined at its current I'xation. Id. at 6. 

MNCR is mistaken in its assumption dial NS will change die existing dispaichmg 

arrangements. NS has no such imeiuion for die foreseeable fumre, Mohan RVS at 55. 

NTTRO controls dispatching on die Port Jervis to Hoboken lme pursuant to an operatmg 

agreement widi MNCR.'- Furtiiermore. under Section 3.04(b) of die MNCR/CR Trackage 

'• Section 3.03 of die Agreement for Operation by NJ Transit Rail Operations. Inc. 
("NJTRO") of Cenam Rail Passenger Service on tiie Main Lme/Bergen County, and Pascack 
Valley Lkie for Metro Nordi Commuter RaUroad Company, dated October 6, 1997 ("1997 
Operaiing Agreemeni") (included in Vol. 3). 
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Riehts Agreement. "(t]he scheduling and movement of METRO No. . . . raU passenger 

commuter iraiiii shall tike precedence over all other rail movements except Amtrak regularly 

scheduled revenue intercity passenger uains." Thus, MNCR's conceras that r«iS wUI relocate 

dispatching are unfounded. 

Furthermore, as shown in the NS Operating Plan, die line benveen Port Jervis and 

Suffera has adequate capacity to accommodate projected increases m NS freight traffic. 

CSX/NS-20. Vol. 3B al 303-304.'" MNCR acknowledges diat the current level of freight 

activity on die line is nommal and diat commuter operations have priority under die terms of 

fhe MNCR/'CR Trackage Rights Agreement. In response to mtertogatories propounded by 

NS, MNCR responded as follows: 

Metto-North has been advised by NJ Transit Raii Operations, 
Inc. that the curtent NJ Transit operatmg priorities are at the 
discretion of die train dispatcher on duty. As the current level 
of freight activity is nominal, freight trains are moved when a 
window between passenger trains is provided by the schedule. 
Moreover, the curtently effective Trackage Rights Agreement 
between MNCR and Conrail provides that preference is to be 
accorded MNCR's commuter passenger trains. 

Intertogatory Response, MNCR-3 at 2-3. 

Whedier die existing MNCR/CR Trackage Rights Agreemeni should be extended after 

it expires, or whether die line should be sold to MNCR are maners dial would be subject 

'" Between Suffem and Port Jervis there are three conttolied sidings; one 15,594 feet m 
length, one 6.060 feel in length and one 24,182 feet in length, in addtion to yard trackage at 
Port Jervis .Mohan RVS at 56. The projected mcrease in freight traffic is small - an 
average daily increase of three freight trains per day between Suffera and Campbell HaU and 
4.1 trains per day between Campbell Hall and Port Jervis. Id. 
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solely to negotiation between Conrail and MNCR if dus Transaction did not occur.'̂  and 

should be die subject of negotiation between CSX and NS and MNCR if die Transaction is 

approved. In fact. CSX and NS have supported a five-year extension of die MNCR/CR 

Trackage Righis Agreement pending approval of die proposed Transaction. There is sin̂ ply 

no basis for die Board to interfere m diese matters and replace private negotiations wiu 

government fiat. 

For die foreqomg reasons MNCR's request for conditions should be denied. 

D. New Jersey Department of Transr/Ortation and 
New Jersev Transit Corooration.'* 

The New Jersey Departtnent of Transportation ("NJDOT") and die New Jersey 

Tra Corporation ("NTTC"). mciudmg NTFC's rail operating subsidiary New Jersey 

Transit Rail Operations. Inc. ("NJTRO") (collectively reien-ed to herem as NJT"), 

acknowledge die potential benefits of die ttansaction to raU shippers in-New Jersey, but 

assert dial certain conditions must be imposed to protect passenger ttansporution ki New 

Jersey. NJT-8 at 3. 

NJT complains dial CSX and NS did not suificiemly ake passenger operations into 

accoum in developmg dieu Operatmg Plans. NJT-8 at 7-8. Aldiough dus complamt is not 

' MNCR has not contended dial it had reached a binding agreemem widi Conrail regardmg 
conveyance of die Suffem-Port .fervis line; MNCR assert? dial it had negotiated a "lenutive 
agreemem" widi Conrail. MNCR-2 at 3. Nelson VS at 8. In fact, die discussions between 
MNCR and ConraU were general and prelimmary. At die time of diese discussions, ConraU 
was neidier offering die lme for sale, nor solicitmg offers for its purchase. Carey R\'S at 3. 

'* The Nordi Jersey Transportation Piannmg Audiority (letter to Secretary Williams, October 
21, 1997) and die South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization (SJTPO-1) support die 
submission of die New Jersey Department of Transporution and die New Jersey Transu 
Corporalion. 
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related to any of die conditions NJT presendy seeks. CSX and NS will respond to dus 

contention so as to dispel any notion that die Transaction will have a harmful effect on die 

operaiions of NJT. The only line segment specifically identified by NJT as a potential 

problem is die 5.5-mile segment of die Conrail Lehigh Lme between NK and Aldene. 

Conrail's main lme from Pennsylvania.'̂  NJT-8 at 8. This lme will be part of die North 

Jersey Shared Assets A.ea ("NJSAA"). CSX and NS were well aware of tiie significant 

number of NJT ttauis operating over dial segment. Because die ttansaction affords CSX and 

NS a number of altemative routes into die North Jersey area, CSX and NS were able to 

route diek traffic so as to result in a projected deer ase of about ten freight trains per day 

over dial segmem. CSX/NS-20, Vol 3A at 277; CSX/NS-23. Vol. 6A al 139; CSX/NS-119 

at 126; Mohan RVS at 58. 

As explained in die Application. NS predicts a modest (duee trains per day) increase 

m dirough freight traffic over die Soudiem Tier luie which is owned and dispatched by NJT 

between Hoboken, .NJ and Suffem, NY and dispatched by NJT between Suffem and Port 

Jervis. .NY, bul that modest increase will not affeci .NJT operations. CSX/NS-20. Vol. 3B at 

'•' NJT's claim of delay to its commuter traim; over this line segmem must be placed in 
context. NJT sutes that in 1996 "265 NJTRO ttams experienced delays of more tiian five 
mmuies due to Conrail dispatching, maintenance, or operating actions." NJT-8 ai 8. 
Applicants ha' e not attempted to ascertain whether this assertion is cortect. In response to 
Applicants' interrogatory , however, NJT acknowledged lhat 16,152 NJTRO trains ttaversed 
the segment m 1996 widiout any reported delays or with delays of less than five mmuies. and 
dial 1.027 NJTRO trams traversed the segment with delays umelated to Conrail's actions, a 
toul of 17.444 NJTRO uains ttaversmg die segment in 1996. Intertogatory Response. 
NJT-11 at 8. Thus, using NJT's own numbers, omy 1.5 percent of NJT's ttams on dus 
segment experienced delays related lo Conrail's operations of more than five minutes. That 
figure is hardly a reason for die Board lo conclude ihat serious intervention is requked to 
protect passenger service ui New Jersey. Indeed, it argues for die opposite conclusion. 
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Figure D, 6-1; CSX/NS-23, Vol. 6A at 139; Mohaa RVS at 59. The remammg lmes used 

by both Comail and NJT are used by Conrail only for local freight services. Neither CSX 

nor NS is predictmg an increase in freight ttaffic over these lines during die three-year 

period covered by die Operatmg Plans. CSX/NS-20, Vol. 3A at 450; CSX/NS-23, Vol. 6A 

at 139-40, 174-75. Accordingly, there is no basis for NJT's suggesuon that the transaction 

would result m increased interference between freight and passenger operations in New 

Jersey. CSX/NS-20, Vol. 3A at 277; CSX/NS-23, Vol. 6A at 138-41, 174-75; CSX/ 

NS-119, Onison and Mohan VS at 9-11, 121-130; Mohan RVS at 59. In fact, when NS 

presented proposals for scheduling NS freight trams over the Southem Tier between Port 

Jervis and Croxton and NK and Aldene. NJT agreed that the proposed schedules would not 

interfere with its passenger operations. Davenport RVS at 2. Furthermore, these freight 

schedules are flexible and can be adjusted to accommodate passenger services. 

In its October 21. 1997 filing (NJT-8), NJT asked for six condiuons. In light of die 

NJSAA Operaimg Plan (CSX/NS-119) filed widi die Board on October 29, 1997, NJT has 

withdrawn its requests for a condiuon regarding additional capiul expendimres on the 

NK-Aldene segment and for a condition regarding dispatching and maintenance resources in 

the NJSAA. The remaining four requested conditions are addressed below. CSX and NS 

had informed NJT before October 21. 1997 that they were wilfng to agree to NJT's terms 

widi respect to three of die requested conditions. CSX and N i , however, did not reach an 

agreement with NJT regarding the subject of the fourth requested condition, the South Jersey 

Light Rail Transit Project. 
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1. Coordination with NJT in North Jersey and 

South Jersev/Philadelphia Shared Assets Areas. 

NJT suggests dial senior officials of CSX, NS and die ConraU Shared Assets Operator 

("CSAO") should meet regularly widi the Commissioner of Transporution of NJDOT or his 

designee to discuss the policy issues unportant to ensuring smooth operauons of both freight 

and passenger services within de North Jersey and South Jersey/PhUadelphia Shared Assets 

A êas. CSX and NS do not disagree. Indeed, CSX and NS previously offered to esublish 

the following procedure for coordination: 

The parties agree to meet regularly, in accordance widi a 
schedule to be esublished by the parties, to discuss major issues 
necessary to ensure the smooth operation of both die passenger 
and 'reight service within the New Jersey Shared Assets Areas. 
Present at diese meetings will be the Commissioner of 
Transporution (or designee(s)), the senior CSAO official (or 
designee) in charge of the New Jersey Shared Assets Areas, and 
die senior official of e.̂ ch of CSXT and NSR (or designees) 
having responsibility for freight rail operations in New Jersey, 
includin;: such operations in the New Jersey Shared Assets 
Areas, in the event that New Jersey represenutives disagree 
with a solution to an issue of concem to NJDOT/NJT, arrived at 
by NSR. CSXT. and CSAO, die Commissioner of 
Transportation may confer with the President or Chief Executive 
Officer of CSXT and/or NSR to resolve such issues. 

In addition, the parties agree that close communications 
and cooperation at the operating level shall be mainuined 
between NSR, CSXT, CSAO and NJT. 

2. ATC/PTS. 

N f r seeks a condition requuing CSX, NS and die CSAO to mstall a new technology -

- Automatic Train ConttolTositive Tr'.m Stop ("ATC/PTS") -- on thek locomouves 

operating on or over NJT-owned properties. NJT-8 at 10-12. ">IJT represents dial dus 

on-board apparams will be "responsive to the roadway equipment installed on all or any part 
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of Amttak's Nordieast Corridor as required by the Federal Railroad Adminisiration ("FRA") 

regulations." NJT-8 at 12. 

CSX and NS had offered prior to October 21, 1997 to insull die P quested on-board 

apparams on locomotives operating over NJT-owned Imes. Reistrap RVS at 14-15. CSX 

and NS reaffurmed this offer in the NJSAA Operating Plan, as NJT acknowledged in ils 

comments on that Plan, but NJT professes that it is conceraed that die offer was somehow 

conditional. NJT-12 at 5-6. CSX and NS's agreement to insull the requested on-bcard 

apparams on locomouves operating over NJT-owned lines, if asked to do so by NJT, is 

unconditional. However, as a general matter, CSX and NS are not unconditional in thek 

support of ATC/PTS, and have no present plans to insull die specific ATC/PTS technology 

bemg tested by NJT throughout thek systems. There are presendy a number of new 

signalling technologies being tested in the United Sutes and abroad. These systems are not 

necessarily compatible with each other. The question of whether a new generation of 

signalling technology should be promoted nationwide, and if so v/hich of the many 

competing technologies should be chosen, must be resolved, but this proceeding is not, of 

course, the propei for̂ 'm for resolution of this question. 

3. NORAC Operating Rules. 

NJT seeks a conduion requking Applicants to adopt Northeast Operating Rules 

Advisory Committee ("NORAC") Operating Rules presendy in effect on aU Conrail Ikies 

within the NJSAA for a period of three years after approval of the transaction. NJT-8 at 

12-13. CSX and NS had offered prior to October 21, 1997 to retaki NORAC Operating 

Rules widdn die NJSAA. CSX and NS reaffuroed dus offer m die NJSAA Operatmg Plan, 
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as NJT acknowledged in its comments on that Plan, but NJT professes that it is concemed 

that the three-year tem of the offer was not clearly suted. NJT-12 at 6. CSX and NS 

confirm here the represenutions of Messrs. Orrison and Mohan in thek November 19, 1997 

depositions (Exhibit A to NJT-12) diat die NORAC rales will be reuined m the NJSAA 

through die three-year period covered by the Operating Plan. See also Reistrap RVS at 15. 

4. South Jersev Light Rail Transit Project. 

NJT describes its plans for a new light rail ttansit service between Trenton and 

Camden over ComaU's Bordentown Secondary. NJT-8 at 17-22. NJT coraecdy sutes that 

the Bordentown Secondary will be part of the South Jersey/Philadelphia Shared Assets Area. 

NJT-8 at 17. NJT seeks a condition requking CSX and NS to cooperate m the development 

of the South Jersey Light Rail Transit Project (the "Project"), and, in the event that the 

parties are unable to reach an agreemeni regardmg the Project, requking the panies to 

submu the dispute to the Board for resolution. NJT-8 at 17-18. 

This condiuon is wholly unwarraiued and should be denied for the following five 

reasons. 

Fkst. the condition has nothing to do with the Transaction. The proposed Project has 

no reasonable relationship to any effect from the transaction. The suggestion of Frank M. 

Russo (NJT-8. Russo VS at 4-5) that a conunuter project in South Jersey would mitigate 

increased local track traffic near intermodal terminals in North Jersey resulting from 

mcreased imermodal service is dismgenuous at best. Furthermore, NJT's planmng for this 
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Project commenced before this Transaction was even proposed, demonstratmg that it is not a 

response to an effect from the Transaction.'* 

Second. Congress has not given the board authority to decide disputes between freight 

railroads and commuter agencies regarding rights to and use of track, and the Board should 

not exercise its conditioning authority to decide such disputes which Congress has coronutted 

to resolution through private negotiations. Congress has given the Board the authority to 

decide dis'juies between Amttak and other rail carriers, both with resjsect to Amtrak's use of 

die faciiiiies of odier carriers, 49 U.S.C. § 24308(a)(2), and widi respect to use of the 

Northeast Corridor, 49 U.S.C. § 24904(c)(2). but Congress has not given the Board simUar 

authority to decide disputes berween freight rail carriers and commuter agencies. Under 

Section 1137 of die Nordieast Rail Services Act of 1981 ("."MERSA")," which amended 

Section 506(i) of the RPSA, die ICC was given limited authority to decide disputes regardmg 

rights to property subject to transfer from Conrail to a commuter authority under that Act. 

But when that limited authority was discharged. Section 506(i) was repealed, once again 

committing disputes berween freight railroads and commuter authorities to resolution through 

private negotiation.-" Aldiough the federal government supports mass transporution 

'* In response to Applicants' interrogatory, NJT suted that in April 1996 the NJTC Board of 
Directors "approved a contract, with a potential value oi $42 million, to provide for the 
preliminary engineenng, surveys, bridge and Right of Way ("ROW") inspections, 
environmenul smdies. business planning and bid package preparation required to produce a 
Design, BuUd, Operate and Mainuin bid package for the SNJLRT. . . . " Interrogatory 
Response, NJT-11 al 6. 

'" Pub. L. 97-35 (Aug. 13. 1981). 95 Sut. 651-52 (fonnerly codified at 45 U.S.C. 586). 

=° I>ub. L. 103-27J § 7(b) (July 5. 1994). 108 Su^ 1379, 1386; see H.R. Rep. No. 103-80 
al 585 (1994), reprinted in 1994 U.S.C.CA.N. 818, 1402. 
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provided by sute and local authorities through federal fundmg under the Urban Mass Transit 

Act of 1964. as amended. Congress has not granied die STB or any other federal agency the 

general audiority to appropriate the property of freight raUroads for mass transporution 

use.-' NJT's inviution for unprecedented intrasion inlo a matter reserved for private 

contract should be rejected." 

Thkd. .-.Idiough CSX and NS are bound to ftilfdl Conrail's obligations to NJT. 

Conrail has no obligation to NH' with respeci to the proposed South Jersey Light Rail Trari^it 

Project. Under the Transfer Agreement between Comai! and New Jersey Transit 

Corporation dated as of September 1, i982. entered into pursuant to NERSA, Conrail agreed 

to grant NJTC "trackage rights over Conrail's raU Ikies to operate commuter service not 

operated on the Date of Transfer and which the Commuter Authority is legally authorized to 

operate at the time of such request." subject to die terms of a Trackage f ghts Agreement to 

be negotiated between Conrail and NJTC. Section 2.07(c)(i) (included in Vol. 3). The 

-' The STB has a very liraitei role with respeci lo transportation provided by a local 
govemmenul authonty p-itsuam to 49 U.S.C. §§ 11102 and 11103 (govemmg the use of 
terminal facilities and switch cormections and tracks by ordy ceruin entities). 

" NJT explains in its Petiuor foi Clarification or Waiver that die ICC had limited 
jurisdiction over commuter rai'. ana that the ICC Termination Act of 1995 further curuiled 
the Board's jurisdiction over commuter laU. NJT-4 at 3-5. Congress determined in the ICC 
Termination Act that "'(i]he Board's rail jurisdiction would be limited to :reight 
transportation, because rail passenger transporution today [other than /Vmuak] is now purely 
local or regional in namre and should be regulated (if at ail) at that levei.' H.R. Conf. Rep. 
No. 422, 104di Cong., 1st Sess. 167." .NJT--t at 4 n.3. Aldiough die Board may not requke 
subject maner jurisdiction in order to exercise its conditioning autiiority with respect to 
applicants in a conttol transaction. Congress's receni sutement of its intent to entrast 
commuter rail to regional or local authorities and the absence of an ' express Board 
jurisdiction lo order camers to make thek lines into commuter or ighi raU systems, counsels 
against any exercise of the Board's conditioning authority to requue applicants to make lmes 
open to new commuter or light raU operauons. 
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proposed project is not "commuter service" within the meaning of the Transfer Agreement 

and NERSA. but "light rail' (rapid transit)."^ As NJT acknowledges, light rail equipment 

does not meet FRA safety standards; therefore, light rail and conventional rail (whether 

freight or passenger) cannot operate together on the same tracks. NJT-8. Russo VS. at 1-2. 

See also Reistrap RVS at 15-16. The Transfer Agreement thus granted no rights to NJT 

with respeci to light raU. 

It appears that NJT is well avare that it has no rights to operate light raU on Conrail's 

lmes under the Transfer Agreement. In its description of Anticipaied Responsive 

Applicc'tion, NJT had suted that it anticipated seeking Board-ordered operating rights over 

^ NERSA defines "commuter service" as "short-haul rail passenger service operated in 
mettopolitan and suburban areas, wheiher within or across the geographic boundaries of a 
Sute. usually characterized by reduced fare, multiple ride, and commuuiion tickets, and by 
moniing and evemng peak period operations." 45 U.S.C. § 1104 (emphasis added). 

Although the technology being proposed by NJT is commorUy called "light rail," it is in 
fact a non-railrc/.'id mode of operation under federal law. The legal distinction berween 
raiiroads and rap'd transit operations ( variously referted lo through the last century as "stteet 
ailroads." "stteet railways.' "trolleys" and "subways" and more recendy "light rail") has 

t een clearly recognized since 1912 when the United Sutes Supreme Court held that a street 
raUroad operaiing between Council Bl'jffs, Iowa and Omaha, Nebraska was not subject to the 
Intersute Commerce Act of 1887 because it was not a "railroad' with the meaning of the 
Act. Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Railwav Co. v. Intersute Commerce Comm'n. 230 
U.S. 324 (1913). 

More recendy. and closer to New Jersey, die Thkd Ckcuii held in Felton v. Southeastein 
Pennsvlvania Transportation Authority. 952 F.2d 59 (3d Ck. 1992), that employees of 
SEPTA's City Transit Division are not raUroad employees within the meaning of the Federal 
Employers' Liability Act ("FELA"). The court specifically held that "commuter service" 
under NERSA does not include "transu service." Id. at 62-63. 

See also 49 U.S.C § 24902(a)(4) (Secuon 703(1)(C) of die Railroad Revitalization and 
Regulatory Reform Act of 19761, which distinguishes between "commuter raU passenger" 
and "rail rapid ttansii." 
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ten Conrail line segments. NJT-8 at 6. Subsequently, NJT suted diat it concluded dut it 

had adequate conttacmal righis (presumably under the Transfer Agreement) for all the 

contemplated new services but one. the South Jersey Light Rail Transit Project. As further 

evidence, in 1996, at die direction of die New Jersey Sute Senate, NJT smdied die feasibUity 

of uistimimg passenger service using the existing Conrail line or right-of-way between 

Trenton and Camden. .NJT identified du-ee options for die Soudi Jersey Project: electtified 

light rail, diesel light rail, and diesel muluple units ("DMU"). NJ Transit, 

Burlington-Gloucester Transit System. Special Smdy No. 2. Camden-Trenton Rail Conidor 

(June 1996) (included in Vol. 3)." The light rail options are identified as "non-FRA 

Compliant" and the DMU option is identified as "FRA Compliant," Id., Table 1 at 10. In 

comparing the options, die report cleady suted dial die light rail options v ould require 

acquisition of operaiing rights whereas the DMU option could "[ojperate under existing 

NJT/Conrail Agreement. " Id. NJT's reciution of its rights under the Transfer Agreement 

to operate new commuter sen ice ai pages 6 and 7 of its Comments and Request for 

Condiiions is thus very misleading as it suggests to the Board that, if the Board granied the 

requested condition, it would simply be fashionmg the specific operating terms of existing 

rights, not granting nghts where none existeu at all. 

What is missing from die smdy is an analysis of the option of consoiicting a separate 
track for the light rail service widun the ComaU right-oi-way. The smdy concluded that a 
separate 3.4-niUe long track would have to be const.-ucted for light rail operations from 
Pavoma Yard in Camden to CP Hatch because freighi operaiions on that line are so heavy (a 
conclusion which was rejected in the operating plan NJT now offers), bul did not analyze tiie 
feasibility of buildmg separate uack along the enti.v route. Theoretically, the separate track 
option appears to be the most compatible with freight operations. Whedier this option is m 
^̂ aci feasible along this line is not known, however, because NJT did not analyze u. 
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Fourdi, even if the Project qualified as "conunuter service" under die Transfer 

Agreement, pursuant to Section 2.04 of die Trackage Rights Agreement Between New Jersey 

Transit Corporation and die Consolidated Rail Corporation, dated October 1, 1984, NJT's 

use of the Bordentown Secondary "shall not unreasonably interfere widi Conrail's freight 

service." ConraU has suted, (Carey RVS at 7-10), and CSX (Orrison RVS at 141-44; 

Reisttup RVS at 16) and NS concur, that the proposed Project would unreasonably interfere 

with use of die Bordentown Secondary for freight operations. NJT essentially proposes to 

appropriate the exclusive use of the Conrail Ime, leavmg only a late night "wmdow" for 

freight operations. Id. Aldiough Mr. Russo does not reveal die proposed hours of the 

freight wmdow m his Verified Sutement, the consultant's smdy on which he relies sutes dial 

freight operauons would have to be curtailed to tiie [( ]] period from [[ ]] p.m. to 

([ ]] a.m. R.L. Banks & Associates, "Planmng to Accommodate Freight Operations in 

Conjunction widi die Soudiem New Jersey Light Rail Transit System," dated June 16, 1997 

(die "BaiJcs Smdy") (mcluded ki Vol. 3). 

The Bordentown Secondary is presently used by Conrail for local freight services, and 

under the CSX and NS Operating Plans, it would contmue to be used for local freight 

services. However, CSX and NS should not be deprived of the oppormnity to develop new 

business in this aiea, an area that has been served solely by Conrail for more than 20 years. 

Moreover, die Bordentown Secondary could provide an altemative through route from 

Philadelphia to North Jersey in the event of an emergency closmg of the main lines." 

" If for any reason die Delair Bridge became moperable, the Bordentown Secondary would 
be the ordy rail access route for all of South Jersey. 
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Although CSX and NS have no present plans to upgrade the Bordentown Secondary to main 

line standards, CSX and NS should not be deprived of this potential use of this new line to 

which they are obuining access through the Transaction. 

Mr. Russo makes a valiant effort to persuade the Board that existing freight 

operations can be accomplished within the short freight window. NJT-8, Russo VS at 5-13. 

However, assunung for the sake of argument dial ConraU's customers would be willmg to 

accommodate switching during diis narrow window in the middle of the night (which NJT 

has not ascerukied) and that the scenario would otherA'ise acmally work under perfect 

conditions, Mr. Russo makes it clear that there would be litde if any tolerance for any 

deviation from perfect condiiions, including the need to perform additional unscheduled 

service to freight customers. CSX and NS should not be saddled with this service-luniting 

burden as diey commence »heir service to ComaU's customers in the Camden-Trenton 

coidor. 

The Banks Study reveals how tenuous NJT's plan is. The Banks Smdy (at 1) 

acknowledges that [[ 

]] 

The follow ing passages from the Banks Smdy make clear just how challenging this plan 

would be for CSX and NS: 

[[ 
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J] 

In addition, as noted above, NJT's 1996 Special Smdy No. 2 concluded diat freight 

operations near Pavonia Yard were so heavy as to require a separate 3.4-miie-long ttack for 

die light rail se ':ce from die yard to CP Hatch. The reason for rejection of dus conclusion 

in Mr. Russo's operating plan is nowhere explained in NJT's papers. A condition should not 

be imposed if it is not operationally feasible. 
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Moreover, a condition should not be unposed if it would unduly reduce the benefits of 

the Transaction CSX and NS have committed to improve existing freight service and to 

work to increase freight service. CSX and NS should not be deprived of the oppormnity to 

develop addiuonal business between Camden and Trenton. Although Mr. Russo sutes that 

NJT "would be prepared to offer accommodation for new freight customers as the need 

arises" (NJT-8, Russo VS at 10), it is far from clear that any acconunodation would be 

feasible. 

While Nn admits that it has no agreements with ConraU regardmg the SJLRT, apart 

from some entry permits allowing NJT to enter the property for mvestigative work (NJT-11 

at 7), NJT suggests optimistically that it has "received mdicaiions from ConraU dial a 

reasonable accommodation, m light of the existmg freight operation and die potential for 

fiimre freigh: service on the luie, could be made." NJT-8. Russo VS at 5. As explained by 

R. Paul Carey of Conrail, however, NJT has not yet proposed any operating plan to ConraU 

which meets ConraU's essential operating requkements. Carey RVS at 9 and Ex. 2. NJT's 

suggestion that CSX and NS are being umeasonable in faUing to approve an operating plan 

accepubie to the curtent op>erator is thus widiout foundation in fact. 

Fifth, were the Board to agree to involve itself in this maner, it would be miring itself 

in an intensely debated political issue within New Jersey. This Project was a sigiuficant 

issue in the recent elections in New Jersey mcluding the gubernatorial election. Many 

citizens question whether the hefty price of the project is justified by its benefits. NJT's 

1996 Special Smdy No. 2 estunated the cost at $314 million, but some newspaper articles 

have quoted die price at $450 mUlion. Reistrap RVS at 16-17 and Ex. 1. Although NJT has 
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committed to spend about $42 million on smdies for the Project, funding for the 

constraction, operation and maintenance of the Project has not yet been secured.̂ * 

CSX and NS are cognizant of the mvestment NJT has made in smdies for the Project. 

CSX and NS would be willing to continue the discussions NJT is having with ConraU. 

Carey RVS at 10; Reisttup RVS at 16. However, it appears that die most feasible opuons 

from the perspective of compatibility with freight operations are operating convenuonal 

commuter rail service on the line or constracting a separate track for light rail on the Ccnrail 

right-of-way. NJT's request for a condition requiring cooperation on the light rail project as 

proposed, with ultimate decision by the Board, should be denied for all of the reasons set 

forth above. 

E . Southeastem Pennsylvania Transportation 
Authoritv ('SEPTA").'' 

In ils Comments and Request for Conditions (unnumbered), SEPTA seeks to modify 

its Trackage Righis Agreemeni with Conrail, dated October 1, 1990, ui three material 

respects and to mipose the redrafted "conttact" on CSX and NS, as successors to Conrail. 

Specifically. SEPTA requests the following amendments to its Trackage Rights Agreement: 

(1) that the Board void Section 8.01(b). providing dial either party may terminate upon six 

months written notice, and replace it with a new Secuon 8.01(b) providing for a ten-year 

term; (2) that the Board void the provision of Section 3.02(b) giving Conrail the right to 

NJT sutes that the Transporution Trast Fund ("TTF") Authority "is expected to adopt a 
funding and financing plan for the project in the fust quarter of 1998." Intertogatory 
Response. NJT-11 at 5. 

-' A number of filings by Pennsylvania sute and local authorities and officials note the 
imporunce of SEPTA to the Philadelphia area. 
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assume dispatching conttol of its OWTI Trenton Lme on sixty days written notice to SEPTA; 

and (3) dial die Board a.nend Exlubits 1 and 2 by mcluding die ConraU Harrisburg Lme to 

Readkig and the Conrail Morrisville Lme between Dale and Morrisville as properties used 

jomdy by SEPTA and ConraU. 

In support of these requested conditions, SEPTA asserts dial the transition from 

ConraU to CSX and NS may result ki unplemenuuon difficulties and that changes m freight 

ttaffic may be greater than projected in the Operatmg Plans. SEPTA Comments at 4-6. As 

evidence for unplemenution difficulties, SEPTA points to die difficulties arising from die 

UP/SP merger. SEPTA provides nc evidence in support of die suggestion that the CSX and 

NS Operaiing Plans do not accurately project traffic volumes in the three years following 

Board approval. 

It requirer no more than a sutement of the relief requested and die basis diet or to 

deiermine diat SEPTA has not shown that die requested condiiions are related to any 

potential harm caused by the Transaciion. SEPTA is attempting to use tiie fortuity of tiie 

Transaction to obuin terms more favorable than it was able to gain through arm's-length 

negotiations with Conrail or. lo date, in negotiations widi CSX and NS. Accordmgly, die 

Board should d. ny SEPTA's requested conditions. 

.Aldiough CSX and NS oppose the imposition of the requested conditions. CSX and 

NS are committed to esublishmg a long-term, mumally beneficial relationship widi SEPTA. 

Because CSX and NS (eidier individually or through die Conrail Shared Assets Operator) 

would operate over SEPTA-owned Ikies, and because SEPTA would contmue to operate over 

Conrail-owned lines, the parties have sttong incentive to achieve a mutually beneficial 
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relationship. CSX and NS wili succeed to, and honor, ConraU's obligauons under the 

Trackage Kights Agreement. >''o:cover, CSX and NS are willing to discuss modifications to 

the Agreement. 

No basis has been presented that could justify Board intervention in the arm's-length 

negotiations that will define this relationship for all the reasons set forth below and in 

Applicants' iespouses to similar requests by other passenger agencies for Board-unposed 

modifications to thek contracts. 

1. The Term of the Agreement. 

.Although Conrail and SEPTA each have the legal right under Section 8.01(^) to 

termmate the Trackage Rights Agreement upon six months notice (SEPTA Comments, Ex. A 

at 42-43). as a practical matter neidier is lUcely to kivoke the right as each needs some lmes 

of die odier to operate. Reistrap RVS at 17-18. SEPTA's suggestion dial CSX and NS 

might be more lUcely than Conrail to cause termination of the Agreement is not supported by 

die realities of the Transaction. CSX and NS have informed SEPTA th"* they art not 

opposed in principle to replacing the termination prevision with a fixed-term extension of the 

Agreemeni. but the slicking point to date has been extension c, the Agreement's provisions 

govemmg liability apportionment. Carey RVS at 12-13; Reistrap RVS at 18-19. SEPTA 

seeki to have the Board decide this issue through the term extension withoui even apprismg 

die Board dial liabUity is the issue it is deciding. 

SEPTA raises a legitimate concem about safe integration of raikoad operations 

(Comments at 5-7), but the Board has addressed this concera by requking CSX and NS to 

submit Safety Integratior Plans, wluch expressly address SEPTA. SEPTA has not shown 
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how a ten-year term extension to its Trackage Rights Agreement would in any way promote 

safety during the ttansition. It is cerukily not a nartowly uilored remedy for the concera. 

2. Control of Dispatching on the Conrail 
Trenton Line. 

Secuon 3.02(a) of die Trackage Rights Agreements provides diat ConraU has die right 

to contt-ol dispatching on all Conrail-owned lines. SEPTA Comments, Ex. A at 6. 

Secuon 3.02(b), however, grants SEPTA die right to conttol dispaichmg on two segments of 

Conrail's Trenton Lme. subject to Conrail's right to reclaun d.spatchmg conttol upon 

sixty-days written notice: 

SEPTA shall exercise dispaichmg conttol of all trams on die Trenton Lkie (die 
former New York Short Lme) from CP. Newtown Junction (M.P. 6.2) to 
Neshaminv (M.P. 21.1), and on die Trenton Lme (die former New York 
Branch) from Neshaminy (M.P. 21.1) to Trent (M.P. 33.0), except dial 
Conrail, on sixtv (60) days written notice, may assume such dispaichmg 
conttol. 

SEPTA requests diat die Board, as a conduion to die approval of die Transacuon. void 

Corrail's right to assume dispaichmg contt-ol on sixty days written notice, dius giving 

SEPTA a permanent right to conttol dispaichmg on die Trenton Lkie. SEPTA has not 

provided any justification for this condiiion. 

Use of die Trenton Lkie will be granted to CSX. Consistent widi CSX's overaU 

policy not to change die operatmg practice and rales on Comail lmes on Day One, CSX does 

not have any plans at present lo exercise its right under Section 3.02(b) to assume 

dispaichmg conttol. Reisurup RVS at 19. Even if CSX were to exercise diis right sometime 

in die fumre. SEPTA's mterests would remam fully protected. Section 3.02(a) of die 

Trackage Rights Agreemeni provides diat Conrail may not exercise its dispaichmg rights "in 
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a manner which would unreasonably mterfere with SEPTA's Trackage Rights." Moreover, 

Section 3.02(d) provides that "[t]he scheduimg and movement of SEPTA passenger trams 

shall take preference over all treight tram movements." 

The CSX Opeiatuig Plan does not project any increase m freight traffic on the 

Trenton Lme segments over which SEPTA operates. See CSX/NS-23, Vol. 6A at 177. 

SEPTA'S request that it have permanent dispau;hing conttol on the Trenton Line thus bears 

no conceivable relationship to any potential harm from the transaction.** Noubly, ComaU 

has recendy rejected m no uncertain tenns a request from SEPTA to surrender this important 

right of ownership, Carey RVS at 13. Sunply suted. the Board's regulatory process is not 

the proper forum for SEPTA to seek a right that it cannot obuin from Comail and that is 

wholly unrelated to the Transaction now before the Board. The Board does not ordmarily 

impose a conduion that would pul its proponent in a ben.r position dian it occupied before 

the transacuon. 

3. Proposed Light Rail Senice on the 
Harrisburg and Morrisville Lines. 

SEPTA does not make a serious effort to mvoke the condiiioning audiority of the 

Board w idi respect to the poiential expansion of its sewice, bul. because the proposal would 

so seriously impau Applicants' freight operaiions, die proposal cannot go unanswered.'' 

SEPTA sutes in its Comments at pages 7-8: 

In saying dus. CSX does not acknowledge dial an mcrease in freigli' ttaffic would justify 
SEPTA'S request. 

" Use of diese lmes will be allocated to NS- CSX w.': have uackage rights over the 
Morrisville line. 
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SEPTA'S Proposal also recogmzes the public imerest associated widi 
the extension of ttansit service into areas not currently serviced by the 
commuter system, particularly die SchuyUcill Valley area along ConraU's 
Harrisburg luie and duoughoul parts of Chester, Montgomery and Bucks 
counties along die Momsville line. The mcorporation of these lmes mto an 
extended Trackage Rights .Agreement would ensure that SEPTA's plans for 
expansion into these areas could occur withoui disraption from the Proposed 
Transacuon. 

SEPTA reveals m Exhibit B to its Comments, an October 1, 1997 letter from Bernard 

Cohen to NS CS.X and Conrail (at 2). dial it is proposmg a "non-railroad mode of passenger 

operations" - light rail, not commuter rail: 

Pursuant to die September 1. 1982 Transfer Agreement. SEPTA already has 
the right to operate coinn-.uler raU operaiions on these lines, subjeci only lo an 
agreement on die use of such ttackage rights. SEPTA believes this provision 
would survive the Takeover. The proposal by SEPTA lo use a differem mode 
of operauon is one that is curaendy gaining favor around die nation because of 
die enormous cost savings of having a non-railroad mode of passenger 
operations. 

This is all thai SEPTA offers in support of a proposal that would essentially result in the 

appropriation by SEPT.A of two lme segments which are presently used for freight service 

and which vill continue to be needed for freight service.^ SEPTA asks for this 

exttaordinary relief widiout providmg even a shred of evidence that dus condition would not 

interfere with the proposed freight operations over this line." In Decision No. 33 at 3 

(Sept. 17, 1997), in response to notice by NJT and VHE lhat they intended lo seek ceruin 

operating rights, die Board ordered NJT and VRE "to submit evidence about die feasibility 

'° As explained in connection widi NJT's proposal for appropriation of ComaU's 
Bordeniown Secondary lme, light rail and conventional rail cannot operate on the same track. 

" Use of diese lmes will be allocated to NS; CSX wUl have uackage rights over die 
Morrisville line. 
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of their proposed operauons and whether they wUl interfere with freight operations over 

diese lines." This dkection plakdy applies to SEPTA as well even though it was not 

expressly directed at SEPTA (as SEPTA did not clearly sute the relief it might seek m its 

Description of Responsive Application, filed Aug. 21, 1997). SEPTA's request for dus 

condition accordingly should be stricken. 

SEPTA's Conunents and discovery responses reveal that SEPTA could not begin to 

meet its evidentiary burden. Its plans are at the mcst preliminary suge - it las not yet made 

any detennination as to what mode of transporution it would use or whether it would operate 

on the same track as die freight trauis or on a different track. It does not appear that diere is 

any ftindkig for these projects. Carey RVS at 13. Furthermore, it is not even clear that 

SEPTA has audiority to seek rights over die 16 miles of die Harrisburg line diat are in Berks 

County, as SEPTA has no amtory auihority to operate ui Berks County. Carey RVS at 14. 

In addition, SEPTA has not shown any relationship whatsoever between the 

Transaction and the proposal. 

Furthermore, as SEPT.A seems to acknowledge in Mr. Cohen's lener of October 1, 

1997. die Transfer Agreemeni (included in Vol. 3) between Conrail and SEPTA executed 

under NERSA only granted trackage rights to SEPTA for commuter rail, not die 

"non-railroad mode of passenger operations' SEPTA now proposes.'- This Board simply 

has no role to play with respect to light raU or other non-raUroad modes of passenger 

operations. 

" See the discussion of this point m NJT above. 
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Bul even if SEPTA does somehow have ttackage rights for this light raU service. 

Section 3.02(f) of rhe Trackage Righis Agreemem (SEPTA Comments, Ex. A at 8) requkes 

dial SEPTA'S expansion of its passenger service "not unreasonably mterfere widi ConraU's 

existing or planned uses of Conrail Rail Properties." As shown above. SEPTA has not made 

diis showing. Nor could SEPTA make diis showmg. Accordmg to Paul Carey of ConraU, 

"die operation of such services upon die Conrail Mortisville Luie or Harrisburg Lme (diese 

are bodi viul main line arteries) could not be inttoduced widiout undue and unreasonable 

interterence widi present and ftimre freight operations." Carey RVS at 13-14; Reisttup RVS 

at 20. 

For all of diese reasons. SEPTA's condition must be denied. Neverdieless, NS would 

not foioclose discussions widi SEPTA about light rail service on a separate uack widun die 

rights-of way of die Harrisburg and Monisville lines, if presented widi feasible proposals for 

such operations. 

F. Northern Virginia Transportation Commission and Potomac 
and Rappahannock Transportation Commission ("VRE"). 

In Its Comments and Request for Conditions (VRE-8 and VRE-9), VRE seeks 

"acquisition of operating nghts" over certam lmes presendy owned by CSX, NS and ConraU. 

VRE-8 at 31-32. Based on dus characterization of die relief it mtended to seek ki its Peution 

for Clarification or Waiver (VRE-5), filed on .August 22, 1997. the Board ordered VRE "to 

submit evidence about die feasibUity of [its] proposed operations and whedier diey will 

intertere widi fieight operations over diese lmes." Decision No. 33 at 3 (Sept. 17, 1997). 

VRE has failed to comply widi die Board's order, and has only submitted evidence about 
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whedier Applicants' freight operations will interfere widi VRE's operauons." Accordingly, 

VRE'<: Comments and Requesi for Condiiions should be stricken. 

VRE's requesi for "a'.quisiiion of operating rights" is perplexkig, however, because it 

already has "operating rights" pursuant to its Operatmg/Access Agreements with CSX. NS 

and Conrail.'^ Instead, it appears diat VRE seeks to modifv its operatmg rights, as defmed 

in its Operating/Access Agreements widi CSX and NS. in numerous material respects and to 

mipose die redrafted "conttacts" on CSX and NS. VRE also asks die Board to termmate die 

curtendy effective Operaimg Access Agreement between VRE a.-id Conrail widi respect to 

the line segment b=:rween RO interlocking in Ariington, Virgmia and ths Virguiia Avenue 

inierlockmg in Washmgton, D.C. and to apply die terms of die redrafted "conttact" wititi 

CSX to dial line segment. In support of these requested conditions. VRE asserts dial diere 

are numerous provisions of its agreements widi CSX, NS and Conrail dial it has never liked. 

" In response to Applicants' interrogatory, \TIE admitted dial it "is widiout informauon 
enabling it to identify delays to freighi trains caused by interference from VRE or odier 
passenger trains." Intertogatory Response, VRE-10 at 9. 

^ Operating/Access Agreement Between CSX Transporution. Inc. and Northera Vkginia 
Transportation Commission and Potomac and Rappahannock Transponation Commission 
Conceraing Commuier Rail Service, dated Januarv 10. 1995. effecuve through Jone 30, 
1999. 

Operaiing Access Agreemeni Berween Norfolk Soudiera Railway Company and Nc.-diem 
Virgmia Transportation Commission and Potomac and Rappahannock Transporution 
Commission, dated July 12. 1996. effective ihrough July 15. 1998. 

Operating Access Agreement Between Consolidated RaU Corporation and Northern 
Virguiia Transporution Commission and Potomac and RappjJiannock Transporution 
Commission Conceming Commuter Rail Service, dated December I , 1989. renewed 
December 1, 1997, effecuve dirough December 1. 1998. 
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does not presendy like, and, if freight uaffic mcreases as projected m die Application on die 

CSX, NS and Comail lines over which VRE operates, wUl lUce even less. 

1. VRE's Conditions Are the Proper Subject 
of Private Contractual Negotiation. 

VRE's requested conditions should be denied. Amendment of VRE's agreements widi 

CSX, NS and Conrail is die proper subject of pnvate contracmal negotiation, not a request 

for conditions. The conditions VRE seeks are not fakly related to any possible hann to VRE 

from die Transaction. Even if die Board accepted VRE's claim dial die proposed increases 

kl freight uaffic on die routes over which VRE operates might cause increased delay to 

VRE's trains, die relief VRE seeks is not nartowly uilored to address dial harm. Conditions 

which would effect sweepmg changes in die suucmre or practices of die railroad industty 

should not be unposed. VRE's rank opportumsm. if indulged, would upset die careftil 

balancing of imerests between freight railroads and commuter agencies achieved tiuough 

arm's-lengdi negotiations, not just in northem Virgmia. but duoughoul die counuy as well. 

CSX. NS and odicr freight railroads would be ill-disposed to renew diek existmg conttacts 

widi commuter agencies, to agree to service extensions to new routes, or to enter into 

conttacts widi additional commuter agencies, for fear dial die formity of Board review of a 

conttol iransaction would result in die voidmg of unportant conttacmal protections necessary 

to conduct dieir freight businesses safely and efficiendy. 

VRE commenced providuig commuter raU service in northem Vkguur and die 

Disttict of Columbia in die summer of 1992 over lmes of CSX. NS and ConraU. VRE 

bemoans die fact dial CSX, NS and ComaU were reluctant hosts, and accordmgly drove a 

hard bargam in negotiatkig conttacmal provisions dial would protect diek freight operauons 
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agakist mterference from the new commuter operation. 'VRE-8 at 6. It is plain that VRE 

does not lUce the contracts it executed with CSX. NS and Conrail, and wishes that it had 

been able to strike a more favorable bargain. It is equally plain, however, that this Board 

should not exercise its conditioning authority in the unprecedented manner sougnt by VRE: 

it should not allow VRE to renege on its lawful contracts and should not u:iUateralIy impose 

on CSX, NS and ConraU new "contracts" more to VRE's liking. 

2. The Conditions Requested by VRE Are Not Fairly 
Related to Anv Harm Caused by the Transaction. 

VRE attempts to esublish the required causal nexus widi the Transaction by claimkig 

dial its request for a wholesale redrafting of its Operatmg/Access Agreements with CSX and 

NS is prompted by concems about inadequate capacity caused by die Transaction. VRE-8 at 

7-8. 

But adequate capacity for passenger operations on the CSX RF&P Subdivision 

between Alexandria and Fredericksburg was a concem from the outset. CSX's curaent 

Operating/Access Agreement with 'VRE (included in Vol. 3) makes it clear that concerns 

about capacity for passeng'..- operations are not caused by the Transaction: 

H. However, all parties acknowledge that the finite capacity of the 
Railroad's RF&P subdivision (particularly within the Corridor) presents a 
challenge to die concurteni operation of freight, commuter, and uitercity 
passenger rail services. The Railroad has informed the Commissions that, in 
the RaUroad's judgment. Raikoad's ability to operate its freight service on its 
raUroad lines is constrained by existing passenger raU service witiiiin the 
Corridor, and that the ability of the Commissions tc provide reliable, on-time 
service witiiin the Corridor is impaked by the fini ; capacity of the RaLkoad's 
RF&P Subdivision. In essence, the RaUroad believes that it wUl not be 
possible to accommodate fumre growth of passenger service on its existing 
system and that a new course must be chartered. 
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Explanatory Sutemem. para. H. As explamed below, however, diere is sufficiem capacity 

on die line to increase freighi traffic by seven ttams per day on die 

Fredericksburg-Alexandria lme segment and by eleven ttams per day on die 

Alexandria-Virginia Avenue line segment as predicted ui die CSX Operatmg Plan (CSX/NS-

20, Vol. 3A at 438. 448) widiout adversely impactmg passenger operations. 

'VRE's capacity concerns widi respect to die Alexandria to Manassas lioe are even 

more obviously unfounded. This line has excess capacity; it is double ttack and ttain 

movements are goveraed by centtalized traffic conttol ("CfC"). The NS Operaung Plan 

projects an increase of ody 1.8 uakis per day (for a toul of only 9.6 ttams per day) on die 

Alexandria to Manassas line. CSX/NS-20. Vol. 3B at 464. Aldiough diere will be modest 

changes in freight operatiors on dus lme, NS anticipates dial diese changes will not adversely 

unpact passenger services due to ample capacity on die lme." 

Accordingly, die condiuons sought by VRE should be demed because diey are 

designed not to address any harai from die Transaction, but to put VRE m a better position 

than it would have enjoyed absent die Transaction. 

3. VRE's Factual Presentation is Misleading 
or Erroneous in .Manv Respects. 

Even if 'VRE's litany of complamts about its existing service problems on CSX were 

accurate, it would show only dial "VRE is unpennissib'y attemptkig to use die Transaction to 

fix an existmg simation (VRE-8 at 20-28). However, CSX does not agree dial die 

" As VRE readily acknowledges. NS has worked v, :di \TIE to resolve problems as diey 
have arisen. VRE-8 at 17, NS is committed to continumg diese efforts so as to assure diat 
its freight operaiions do not mtertere widi VRE's ability to provide reliable commuter 
services. 
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complamts about its service are warranted. CSX has always attempted to provide quality 

service to VRE. In the past. VRE has appreciated this effort, and has been willing to sute 

its appreciation in writmg. Reistt-up RVS Ex. 2. The more significant ertors m VRE's 

submission are addressed below. 

First, VRE ertoneously assumes that capacity on the CSX lkie is constrained by 

freight traffic, when in fact it is constramed by passenger ttaffic. Aiix additional freight tram 

does not "consume" the same amount of capacity as an adduional passenger tram. The 

RF&P line from Fredericksburg to Alexandria is double ttack (except for the bridge at 

Quantico) widi CTC bi-directional signalling. There would be no question that this line 

would have more than adequate capacity if all the trains expected to operate over the lme 

post-Transaction were freight ttains. This is because freight trains operate throughout the 

day and night Capacity consttaints exist because 30 (12 VRE and 18 Amttak) of the 46 

trains presently on the line are passenger trains, most of which operate within the morning 

and evenmg rash hours. CSX is proposing lo increase its freight service over the line from 

16 ttains to 23 trams. See CSX/NS-23. Vol. 6A at 180, Even widi this increase, diere will 

still be more passenger trains on the line dian freight trains.-'* Reistrap RVS at 21-22. 

Interterence from other passenger trains is a bigger problem to VRE than mterference 

from freight trains. This can be seen on the suing line charts ui John Orrison's Rebutul 

The number of passenger trains on the Alexandria to Richmond line segment was suted to 
be 22 in the Operatmg Plan spre iJ.sheet, which reflects 1995 base counts. As Amtrak and 
VRE use present train counts in tiiek discussion, we do so as well for purposes of this 
response. 
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Venfied Sutemem (at 135 and Figure JWO-18)." The Amttak and VRE ttams arc 

concenttated in die m^rakig and evemng rash hours, whereas die freight ttams largely 

operate outside diose periods. VRE delays are more pronounced during die evening rash 

hour when diere is heavier Amttak ttaffic dian during die monung rash hour when Amttak 

traffic is lighter. Amttak ttams have dispatching priority over bodi \TIE and CSX ttauis 

under federal law. 49 U.S.C. § 24308(c). Anodier significam problem is dial /Vmttak's Auto 

Tram blocks one of die two main lines at Lxirton. Virginia for about 20-30 mkiutes each 

aftemoon. aldiough die delay can last for up to an hour when AmtT3k has difficulty couplmg 

segments of die train. Reisu^p RVS at 22. 

The analysis of Charles H. Banks presented by VRE also shows diis to be die case. 

VRE-8. Banks VS, Aldiough CSX questions many of die assumptions that underlie his 

calculauons, lakkig his own numbers at face value, Mr. Banks reports in Tables 5 and 6 

(Banks VS at 15A, 15B) dial, during a 16-mondi period. 75 Fredericksburg-line VRE ttains 

were delayed by interference from freight trains and 61 Fredericksburg-line VRE trams were 

delayed Ly interference •'rom odier passenger trams, and dial 51 Manassas-luie VRE ttams 

were delayed by mterterence from freighi trauis and 88 Manassas-line \TIE ttains were 

delayed by interference from odier passenger ttams, for a toul of 126 VRE ttams delayed by 

mterterence from treight ttams and 149 VRE trams delayed by mierference from odier 

passenger ttains. Reistrap RVS al 22-23. 

3̂  The Stting line charts presented by Charles H. Banks / VRE-8, Banks VS at 4A, 4B) are 
misleadmg m that diey show trains going m bodi dktctioui on die same chart, eve.i though 
die lkie is double ttack. Reistrap RVS at 22 n.7. 
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Second, 'VRE oversutes die delays to its commuter ttams caused by CSX. CSX 

undersunds VRE's displeasure at die significant delays caused by die deraihnent in Rosslyn, 

Virgmia on July 8, 1997, but dial unformnate uicident should not be allowed to distort tile 

overall record. A significant part of die fees VRE pays to CSX is directly tied to 

performance guarantees. The Agreement sets forth how on-time pertormance is calculated. 

It does not include delays not attribuuble to CSX, mcluding delays attribuuble to Amtrzk 

intercity operations, delays attribuuble to VRE's operator (Amttak Commuter).̂ * trauis 

delivered late to CSX, and mechanical failure of VRE's equipment.̂ ' Usmg die conttact 

measure. 'VRE has enjoyed very good on-tune performance on CSX. Conttact performance 

for 1996 was 94%. Conttact perfonnance for 1997 until die deraUment ki July was 95%. 

Performance since die track was restored on August 20 has been ranning at 97%. Reistrap 

RVS at 23. 

CSX could have declared the derrilment a force majeure disraption and termmated all 

VRE service, but CSX complied with VRE's requesi lo continue service as best it could. In 

addition, at VRE's request, die interiocker where die accident occurred was not just repaired, 

but upgraded widi high-speed mraouts, which upgrading extended die tune tc recover from 

die accident. Moreover, CSX suggested diaf maintenance work underway near 

Fredericksburg be suspended after die accident so as not to compound die delay to VRE 

*̂ Amuak Commuier operates VRE under conuact widi die Nordiera Vkgkiia 
Transportation Commission and die Potomac and Rappahannock Transporution Commission. 

'̂ VRE also appears to be counung as "delayed" ttams dial miss diek arrival time as 
published in VRF's public schedules, but are on time accordmg to die rannkig times agreed 
to in die Operating/Access Agreement. 
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ttams, but VRE declmed die suggestion. It is not sportmg of VRE to now include diis 

summer period in die on-tune performance figures it cites to support die imposuion of 

conditions on CSX. Reisttup RVS at 23-24. 

Thkd, VRE's prediction dial its on-time performanc- wUI drop to 81.1 percent after 

die Transaction is highly suspect. When properiy analyzed it is seen dial die moderate 

mcrease m die number of freight ttams will not adversely affect VRE's on-time performance. 

Indeed, die improvements contemplated m die CSX Operatmg Plan will lUcely have a 

beneficial affect on VRE's performance. Reistrap RVS at 24. 

The Board should sUrt widi a reasonable number for curtent on-time performance 

~ 95% or diereabouts. It should dien look at die schedules of die CSX ttams proposed ki 

die Operating Plan, taking into account die fact 'hat die line is double track. As explained in 

die Rebunal Verified Sutement of John Omson, dus analysis shows dial diere wih ..ot be 

mterference. "The Board should also take mto account die effeci of die recent improvements 

to die lme. some ftinded by CSX and some ftmded by VRE. and die additional improvements 

planned for the line. 

CSX has completed several capiul unprovement projects on portions of die 

Fredericksburg lme and is ccntkiuuig to improv die remammg portions. These projects, 

ftmded enikely by CSX, mclude: 1) replacmg rail and ties, 2) unprovmg die ballast 

shoulder. 3) upgradmg relays to modera microprocessors; and 4) mstalling CTC bidkectional 

signalling. In addition. CSX has rebuilt die ttack du-ough die old Potomac Yard in 

Alexandria, mciudmg a tiurd ttack over portions of die segment; die fundmg for diis project 

was shared by CSX, 'VRE and odiers. Reisttnp RVS at 24. 
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One unporunt improvement CSX has planned and will fund is die clearance and ttack 

upgrade of die Virginia Avenue Tunnei ui die District of Columbia. The mnnel project will 

permit ttack speed to increase from die present 10 mph to 25 mph or more, allowing freight 

trains to travel much more quickly over the line segments u.sed by VTIE. Onison RVS at 

140, The increase in freight speeds will effectively increase the capacity of the line and 

alleviate a potential source of delays to VRE trains. The proposed improvement of the 

Vkginia Averue Tunnel is recogmzed by Amttak and the FRA as having "a positive effect 

on passenger ttain performance soudi of Washmgton." The Northeast Comdor 

Transportation Plan. Report to Congress September 1997. Washuigton-Richmond Supplement 

Draft Report at V-7 (included m Volume 3). CSX wil! make every effort to plan its 

reconstraction of die Virgmia Avenue Tunnel so dut it will not interfere widi freight and 

passenger service. If it mms out fhat some delays are unavoidable, CSX will work with 

VRE to mimmize die delays.'*̂  Reisttup RVS at 25. 

Other projects are also planned. CSX plans to consttuct a siding at Lorton which will 

allow Amttak's Auto Train to be connected without blocking a mam track This project, 

which is in die engineenng phase, will be publicly funded. Furdier modemizaiion of 

VRE Ukes CSX to usk for cleanng die Virguiia Avenue Tunnel for auiomotive freight at 
die expense of potential temporary delays to its passengers durmg consttuction. VRE-8 at 
28. VRE is short sighted when it coniplams about delays during consunction in light of ihe 
long-term benefits of tiie project to its service, VRE also criticizes CSX for not having 
completed a fonnal smdy of potential short-term delays to 'VRE during consttuction. Bul 
VRE admits that it conducted no smdies of delays to freight or passenger trains during 
constraction of the unprovements discussed at page 7 of die verified sutemem of Mr. 
Maclsaac. Inlertogatorv' Response. VRE-10 at 9 ana 10. Rather. VTIE will adapt its 
schedules as necessary' and then im'orm its nders so dial diey can plan accordmgly. 
Inienogatoiy Response. VHE-IO at 11. CSX wUl do die same. 
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interlockings is planned to be accomplished widi mixed CSX/public ftindmg. VRE is also 

commencing design of die expansion of die brtdge at Quantico to accommodate a second 

track." Id. 

Fourth. CSX takes issue widi die complamts about its management. Widi all due 

respeci, CSX believes dial uiese complaints are based largely on misundersundmgs about raU 

operaiions. VRT is a very differem organization from Amttak, Metta. NTT, and SEPTA. 

VRE was only created in die late 1980s and did not begin commuier service until 1992. It 

does not own my of its own rail lines. The commuter service provided by VRE is operated 

by Amu-ak Commuier under conttact widi VRE. Its ndenihip is small compared to dial of 

die odiei conunuter agencies. VRE is managed by persons who have busmess experience 

primanly, radier dian raUroading experience. VTIE acknowledges dial "VRE personnel's 

pnmary responsibility is to manage conttacts for die operation of VRE's commuier rail 

service. . . , VRE relies upon its conuactors to provide all expertise necessary for proper 

operation of die conunuter rail service." Imertogaiory Response. VHE-10 at 8. For 

example, no employee of VTIE is qualified in CSX, NS and/or NORAC operaiing rales. Id. 

CSX believes dial dus lack of expertise ui railroad operaiions conttibutes to 

misundersundmgs about die cause of problems. To die extern dial VRE complauis dial CSX 

'̂ In addition die Transaction will likeiv benefit VRE m two odier respects. First, die CSX 
Operating Plan presemed in die Application will assist CSX to meet its goal of operatmg a 
scheduled railroad. Bv adhering to schedules, ttaui operations, bodi freight and passenger, 
will be improved Ortisor RVS at 140. Second, dispaichmg of die lme segmem from RO 
imerlocking in Arlington. VA lo die Virgima Avenue interlocking m Washington. D.C. is 
now controlled bv Conrail. After die Transaciion. dispatching conttol would be ttansferted 
to CSX VRE's Fredencksbure-line trauis would dius be under die conttol of one dispatcher 
for die emire tnp and Manassas-lme ttains would be under die conttol of two radier dian 
diree dispatchers. Reistrap RVS at 25-26 n, 10. 
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has not in the past had a represenutive close by who communicates regularly with it and can 

respond quickly to problems as they arise, Paul Reistrap, CSX Vice President - Passenger 

Integration is based in Washington. D.C and wiU facUiUte communications with VRE. 

Reisttup RVS at 26. 

Fifth, VRE boldly suggests that CSX should not increase the number of freight trains 

on the Richmond to Washington Ime because there are a lot of passenger trains on the line, 

and because passenger trauis serve the public mterest better than freight trains (never mind 

who owns the line). VRE-8 at 28. But VRE does not suggest which lme CSX should use 

instead, foi good reason. There is no satisfactory altemative route. That is where the 

freight wants to go. 

The CSX Operating Plan explains why there will be an mcrease m traffic on the 

.'Vdantic Coast Service Route, which includes the Fredericksburg to Vkginia Avenue line 

segment. CSX/NS-20. Vol. "̂A at 132-33. There are two principal reasons. First, the new 

ability to provide single line service with fewer intermediate switches between the Southeast 

and the Northeast will result in a sigmficant diversion of freighi to raU from tracks currendy 

moving over the heavily congested 1-81, 1-85 and 1-95 corridors. This diversion causes a net 

reduction in ak emissions and conttibutes to the safety of highway users. The second reason 

for die increase in freight uaffic is that the clearance of the Virginia Avenue Tunnel will 

allow multi-level auto racks to travel down the Atlantic Coast Service Route from 

northeasiera assembly plants to soutiieastem markets rather dian travellmg through Cleveland 

and Cmciiuiau, a route 655 nules longer. This shorter routmg is not only economically 

efficient, but environmenul ly beneficial. 
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One could ask just as readily why 'VRE chose to conduct its passenger operauons over 

a route widi substantial freight ttaffic. Presumably, it is because diat is where die people 

want to go. "VRE's submission is lUce dial of a cowbkd - which lays its eggs m die nests of 

bkds of odier species, who dutifiiUy hatch die eggs and nurture t̂ ie cowbkd nesduigs. only 

to have die cowbkds push die host's own eggs ou: of die nests. 

Sixth, VRE claims diat "[djuring die mamienance season, CSX gives little or no 

regard to die operatmg schedule of VRE," and dien sutes die numbers of uams delayed 

during die exttaordinary period of die Rosslyn derailment. VRE-8 at 26. This claim is false 

and demonsttates VT^E's lack of appreciation for CSX's efforts to accommodate it. 

Mamienance work on diis lme is regularly done at night to accommodate VRE and Amuak 

operations, even though the Operatmg/Access Agreement permits mamienance work to be 

pertormed during die day, and indeed expressly sutes (Section 2.10) dial maintenance work 

"will occasionally result in delays or cancellations of operations of die commuter raU 

passenger service." On all odier CSX lmes, CSX performs maintenance work durmg die 

daytime and curfews all ttaffic. The schedule for major mamienance work on die line has 

been set for 1998 and CSX will continue to perform dus mamienance at night. Reisttup 

RVS at 26-27. 

Sevendi, CSX must take issue widi VRE's charge dial CSX is responsible for its 

ridershif declines, Ridership declmed significandy from mid-1996 to mid-1997 before die 

Rosslyn deraihnent on July 8 - from an average of 7.656 boardmgs a day in Fiscal Year 

1996 (VRE's f .-cal year is from July du-ougn June ('VRE-8 at 21)) to an average of 7,154 

boardmgs a dô  ki Fiscal Year 1997. VRE-8, Isaac/Taube VS, Att. 4. This declme 
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occurred when on-tune performance was very good by any reasonable starciard -- an average 

of 90.1% (VTlE-8, Roberts VS, Att. 2), mcluding delays not caused by CSX. VRE admitted 

kl its response to Applicants' intertogatory dial the opemng of die new HOV lanes on 1-95 

and decline in employment in Crysul City, Virgmia conttibuted to die decline in ridership 

during diis period. Interrogatory Response. VTlE-10 at 5. Odier factors dial have been cited 

as reasons for die drop-off are VR.S's high fares and high parkmg costs. This spring, 

Stephen Roberts. VRE's Director of Operations, explamed die ridership declme as follows: 

"The reason our numbers are less dian diey were a year ago is because people are makmg 

good decisiom;. It's cheaper to drive dian take VRE. But dial won't last forever." 

"Virgmia Railway, a Service That's Losmg Steam; Fare Cut Considered as Ridership 

Plunges," Washington Post (April 27. 1997). Reisttup RVS. Ex. 3. 

4. The Real Dispute is Funding for 
Infrastructure Improvements. 

Despite VRE's overreachkig in its Comments and Request for Condiiions, however, 

CSX is committed to work widi VT^ in good faidi. 

The crux of die dispute is fundmg for mfrasttucmre unprovemenis required to support 

passenger operaiions. CSX acquired die RF&P line in 1991 and has been makmg 

improvements since dien. As improvements have been made, delays have decreased. VRE 

is anempting to shift funding for additional line improvements needed for its passenger 

service to CSX. Numerouj improvements to increase die capacity of die lme for passenger 

serv ice are contemplated in die conttact between CSX and VTIE. The only difficulty for 

VT^ is dial VRE's conttact requkes VRE lo fund tiiem. whereas VRE, not surprismgly, 

would I dee die Board to make CSX ftind diem. VRE is askmg die Board to m.andate a 
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subsidy from CSX and to uisulate VRE from market forces. It is not unfak to require VRE 

to ftmd unprovements to die CSX lme, as it agreed to do in its conoact, because it is VRE's 

own trauis that are creatmg capacity constramts 

The fundmg of VRE has been a matter of some conttoversy widiin die Sute of 

Vkgmia since VRE was fttst proposed. Aldiough VRE has many supporters, noubly its 

approximately 4,000 riders, many odiers question whedier die govenuuent subsidy to VRE is 

die best use of die money. Reisttup RVS, Ex. 3. The Board should leave die resolution of 

die appropriate use of sute and local budgets to die appropriate audiorities in Vkginia, and 

should leave die negotiation of fundmg for inftasuucmre improvements to CSX and VRE. 

Nodikig about dus Transaction requkes the Board to take on a new role as arbiter of die 

appropriate level of public and private fmancing for commuter rail service. 

CSX and NS have worked and will contmue to work widi VRE management to 

provide a quality conunuter service for northem Vkgkiia. VRE has had access to CSX and 

NS senior management. VRE has been mvolved in planmng miprovements dial CSX has 

I'ndertaken CSX has offered VRE a ten-year extension to die Operatmg/Access Agreement 

to enable VRE to obum long-term fundmg from bondmg sources. NS has offered a 

five-year extension of its Operatmg/Access Agreement to 2002. CSX has also pledged to 

contmue discussions on conttacmal amendments VRE deskes, most noubly a program of 

incremenul infrastracmre unprovements and service expansions. NS is also committed to 

continue discussions on contracmal amendments VRE deskes. The Board has no basis for 

intervening in diese private negotiations. 
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G. Other Parties with an Interest in Passenger Issues. 

1. American Public Transit Association (APTA). 

The American Public Transit Association (APTA), clauns that the Board should 

impose procedure:, for resolution of fumre disputes between passenger and freight raUroads, 

as well as conditions that will assure commuter agencies that future plans for expanded 

service will be accommodated.'*- Letter from William Millar to Secretary Williams 

(unnumbered). APTA makes broad, incortect and unsupported assertions about the 

relauonship between freight and commuter raikoads m general.*' APTA claims that the 

current relationship between commuter and freight railroads is unequal, and is conceraed that 

die Transaction will perpetuate the existing relationship. According to APTA, the Board 

should use the proposed Transaction as an oppormnity to promote cooperation between CSX 

and NS and commuier rail entities. 

APTA's requesi for conditions should be denied. APTA's requests are an attempt to 

alter die relationship beiween commuter and freight railroads - a relationship that existed 

In regard to accommodation of passenger opieraiions, APTA refers to proposed expansions 
by NJT and SEPTA. These proposals are addressed above in Section XI, Subsections D and 
E respectively. 

APTA's greiitest concem about the proposed ttansaction is ils unpact on rcmmuter 
raUroads' abUity iu access raUroad rights-of-way m diek service are.i. APTA claims that 
"while some commut,r raikoads own thek own ROW and receive rents from freight 
railroads for the right to operate over commuter lines to reach freighi customers and 
terminals, many more make rent payments to fireight raikoads for the right to operate over 
freighi lines in providmg commuter rail service." APTA Comments at 3. In the territory m 
which Conrail operates this is not trae. For example, SEPTA, Metto-North and NJT all 
own lines over which freight railroads operate and pay user fees. In addition, very few 
heavily used freight lmes in that temtory are used by commuter raikoads. More often, there 
are separate tracks for commuter and freight operations. Mohan RVS at 59-61. 
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well-before die proposed Transaction. APTA has not shown that the proposed Transaction 

will cause any harm to commuter services. Furthermore, dispute resolution and access issues 

are, and should be. die subject of commercial negotiations, not Board mterveniion. 

Passenger and freight railroads negotiate in good faidi and at arm's-lengdi to arrive at 

conttacmal terms that are accepubie to each regardmg such matters. These contracmal terms 

defme the business relationship between commuter and freight railroads and provide agreed-

upon remedies for any disputes dial arise as a result of dial on-going relationship. There is 

no t eason for the Board to impose conditions that would alter those relationships or the 

conttacts underlying them. 

For the foregouig reasons, APTA's request should be denied. 

2. Empire State Passengers Association (ESPA). 

The Empke Sute Passengers Association ("ESPA") is "an unkicorporated association 

of volunteers dedicated to improving and expandmg Amtrak, mass transit, and bus service in 

New York Sute." ESPA-1 at 1. ESPA seeks a number of conditions assertedly designed to 

protect and expand /anttak's operations in New York Sute. ESPA seeks Board oversight 

relatmg to /Vmtrak's on-time performance, and seeks enforced cooperation from CSX on 

increasmg Amttak ttam speed on die Empke Corridor (from New York City to Albany, 

Buffalo and Niagara Falls). ESPA's requested conditions are sunilar. aldiough not identical, 

to "lose requested by Amttak. For all die reasons suted above m response to Amttak's 

request for sunilar conditions, diese requests should be denied. 

In addition, ESPA seeks two conduions which were not requested by Amirak, and 

which appear to be inconsistent widi Amirak's own plans. First, ESPA asks that the Board 
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requke CSX to cooperate with respect to "additional frequencies and/or die flexibUity to add 

adduional seasonal, weekend, or .ncni l trains'' on the Empire Corridor. ESPA-3 at 3. This 

condiiion is unrelated to the Tnn.sc"t!on. In adduion, federal law already provides Amtrak 

with the right to apply to die FRA for an order requking CSX to allow die addiuonal trains 

if CSX were to reftise to do so, 49 U.S.C § 24308(e); 49 C.F.R. Part 200 (1997). 

Furthermore, Amttak has suted that "it has no curtent plans for the addition of 

regularly-scheduled ttains" on lhat line. Interrogatory Response. NRPC-8 at 5. 

Second. ESPA asks that the Board require CSX to cooperate with respect to additional 

Amttak suiion stops at Dunkirk and Lyoas. In response to CSX's interrogaiories. Amttak 

explained that it had no such plans to add sution stops at Dunkkk and Lyons and had no 

smdies or analyses concerning any such plans. Intertogatory Response, NRPC-8 at 6. 

ESPA's condition should be rejected as unrelated to the Transaction, based on speculation, 

and not consistent widi the plans of Amtrak.** 

3. Environnient.'d Law & Policy Center. 

The Environmenul I^w & Policy Center of the Midwest, a nonprofit environmenul 

advocacy organization based in Chicago, envisions a regional, high-speed rail network to 

provide passenger service between major midwest cities, and urges the Board to be mindful 

of the needs of rail passengers letter from Kevin Brabaker to Secreury Williams 

(urmumbered). A deuiled response is not required. The Center raises a number of issues 

Board involvement in the decision whether to add Amttak suiion stops would requke the 
Board to review ridership smdies. engineering feasibUity smdies and the lU;e. Dunkkk, for 
example, is on the route of omy one Amtrak train - the Lakeshore Limited berween Chicago 
and New York. Both the eastbound and wi stbound Lakeshore Limited pass ihrough Dunkkk 
at about 4 a.m. each morning. 
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which are adequately addressed in responses to odier commenters. One requested condition 

not sought by any odier commenier - to transfer Amttak's rights of access to sute 

departtnents of tt-ansporUtion or any odier party designated by Amtrak m die event diat 

Amtrak is not ki a position to contmue to use diem ~ is beyond die audiority of die Board. 

4. Entities with an Interest in MARC. 

Two citizens groups in die Baltunore area ~ the Baltunore Area Transit Associauon 

(Official Response of die BaUunore Area Transit Association, dated October 15, 1997) and 

die Citizens Advisory Committee of die Mettopolitan Planmng Organization for die 

Baltunore Region"̂  (Posiiion of die Citizens Advisory Committee (unnumbered)) - and die 

West Virguiia Sute Rail Audiority"* have expressed concera dial die Transaction not 

adversely affect M/VRC This concem was, of course, skred by MARC and die Sute of 

Maryland and was an important issue in the negotiations which resulted dus fall in the 

execution of a new agreement between CSX and the Maryland Mass Transit Admuusuation 

for die continued operation of MARC and which resulted in die support of die Sute of 

Maryland for die Transaction (MDOT-2). The Board may be confident dial MARC and die 

Sute of Mary land adequately protected diek own mterests, Cerumly nodiing m die 

""̂  The Citizens Advisory Committee also expresses concera about Amtrak service on the 
NEC. As explamed in the response to Amirak, Amtrak is well able to protect passenger 
service on the NEC without mterveniion by the Board. 

*̂  It appears dial the comments of WVRSA may have been rescmded. A letter from die 
Govemor of West Virgmia (Vol. 3) to die Board expresses die support of die Sute for die 
Transaciion widiout qualification and appears to mdicate dial the comments of die WVRSA 
are no longer ui effect. In any event, die arguments do not afford any basis for action on the 
part of the Board. 
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submissions provides any basis for believing that the Board should second-guess MARC and 

the Sute of .Maryland on this matter. 

S. National Association of Railroad Passengers. 

Ross B. Capon, the Executive Director of the National Associauon of RaUroad 

Passengers, a membership organization that works to promote raU passenger service, 

submitted a verified sutement covering a broad array of issues. Verified Sutement of 

Ross B. Capon (unnumbered). Mr. Capon criticizes CSX for a number of asserted faUings 

to promote rail passenger service. For example, he criticizes CSX for the agreement it just 

executed with MAI» even diough MARC, and the Govemor of Maryland, were quite 

pleased with the agree.i.ent, which includes new passenger service to Frederick. See Letter 

of Govemor Parris N. Glendenning in support of die ttansacuon. MDOT-2. 

Mr. Capon also expresses solicimde for the healdi of die Canadian Pacific. Mr. 

Capon need not be concemed as the Canadian Pacific has protected its own mterest in this 

matter by reaching accommodations with CSX and NS. 

Finally, Mr. Capon expresses concem about the effect of increased freight traffic on 

ceruin existing and potenual Amuak lines. Widi respect to Amtrak's existing routes, this 

issue was addressed above in response to Amtrak's Comments and Request for Conditions. 

With respect to potential new routes, Amtrak has not suggested that it wishes to expand to 

new routes; this issue is thus too speculative to address. 
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6. State of New York. 

The Sute of New York seeks ceruin conditions to ensure dial the Transaction does 

not adversely affect commuter and intercity passenger service. Specifically, New York asks 

for a 10-year oversight condition. NYS-10 at 5. The response of CSX and NS to diis and 

sunilar requests for an oversight conditi--̂  is presented m Section XXI. New York also asks 

for assurance dial CSX and NS will honor ConraU's obligations under its conttacts. NYS-10 

at 6. CSX and NS have affumed previously dial, upon STB approval of die Transaction and 

assumption of service, diey will assume all legally bkidkig conuacmal obligations widi 

respect to passenger seivice which are m effect on die effective date of change in conttol. 

Fmally. New York also supports die submission of Metto-Nordi Commuter Railroad 

Com.pany. Id. CSX and NS address dus submission in Section XII.C. above. CSX and NS 

are engaged in ongoing discussions widi die Sute of New York regardmg passenger and 

odier issues and wUl contmue these discussions. 

7. Northeast Ohio Four County Regional Planning 
and Development Organization on behalf of 
Metro Regional Transit Authoritv (MRTA).'*^ 

The Nordieast Ohio Four Crunty Regional Piannmg and Development Organization 

has filed comments on behalf of .Metto Regional Transit Autiionty (MRTA-1) and will be 

referted to as MRTA. MRTA is concemed dial die proposed Transaction will unpad "ftittue 

commuter rail operations in Ohio . . . absent conditions to ameliorate dus potential harm." 

MRTA-1 at 1-2. MRTA also claurs dial it has been pursuing creation of a raU 

The City of Akron supports die submission of MRTA. Letter from Mayor Donald 
Plusquellic to Secreury Williams (unnumbered). 
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uanspoitauon system to link the cities of Canton, Akron and Cleveland, OH. Id. at 2. One 

of the T roposed regional commuter rail routes ui Northeast Ohio would involve the ConraU 

main'.me connecting Cleveland and Hudson (the "Subject Line"), a line which NS would 

operate under the proposed T:ansaction. Accordmg to MRTA, because the proposed 

Transaction will end die working relationship between Conrail and MRTA and make the 

Subject Lme part of the NS system, MRTA seeks a condition that would guarantee it 

commutei rail operating rights over the Subject Line. Id. at 4. 

The requested condition should be denied for rwo re isons. First, MRTA has not 

shown that proposed commuter operations in the geographical area encompassing the cities of 

Canton, Akron and Cleveland will suffer any harm as a result of the proposed Transaction. 

MRTA itself bases its request on an alleged need to lessen a "potential harm." Id. at 2. 

There is presendy no commuter service on the Subject Line. MRTA admits that 

development of a commuter rail transportation system connecting these three cities is only in 

very preliminary suges.** MRTA makes no claim that an agreement exists between ConraU 

MRTA notes that there is currendy a proposed allocation pending ki Congress for an 
Major Investment Smdy to smdy the impaci of commuter raU, specifically in the Canion-
Akron-Cleveland (CAC) corridor. MRTA-1 at 3. In support of its requested condition, 
MRTA atuches cortespondence dated October 14, 1997 from the Kenneth A. Hanson, Akron 
Mettopolitan Area Transportation Smdy (AMATS) to MRTA. This correspondence 
evidences the fact that the Subjeci Lme is omy one option for the future development of 
commuter raU service Ln die CAC coiiidor. Mr. Hansc. explains that: 

[T]he AMATS Policy Conunittee officially endorsed the concept of Canton-
Akron-Cleveiand (or CAC) passenger raU service at thek meeting on January 
22. 1997. At dus meetmg, die 'olicy Com.miitee amended die AMATS 
Sutement of Long Range Public Transporution Needs for the CAC project 
and mdicated that the most probable alignment for this service (pending the 
completion of a Major Invesunent Smdy) mcludes the CSX (SandyvUle Local) 
ttackage berween Canton and Akion, the Summit County Port Authority 
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and MRTA regarding commuier operations over the Subject Lme. In fact, Conrail and 

.MRTA do not even have an understandmg regardmg fiimre development of commuter 

operations over die Subjeci Line. Carey RVS at 11-12. 

Second, fumre development of a proposed commuter raU system should be the subject 

of negotiation between interested parties, not Board imposed conditions.*' NS has not 

refu.sed to discuss possible fumre development of commuter raU service m Northeast Ohio 

with MRTA. NS has participated in discussions widi MRTA suff and consulunts. MRTA 

acknowledges die fae dial "NS has been responsive to die inviutions for dialogue concemmg 

die use of diis line for passenger service." MRTA-1 at 3. NS is willing to contmue dus 

dialogue, and MRTA has not presented any - vidence to die conrrary. 

For the foregoing reasons. MRTA's request for conditions should be denied. 

8. Rhode Island Department of Transportation. 

Tne Rhode Island Departtnent of Transporution sutes diat die massive public 

investtnent in d.e NEC for passengo rail operations must be proiected. and asks die Board to 

require CSX lo commit to protect dial invcsanent, particularly on the Rhode Island and 

Massachusens portions of die NEC. Conunents and Request for Condiuons by die Rhode 

Island Depamnent of Transponation unnumbered). Such a condition is not requued. As 

shown in CSX's Open.tmg Plan (CSX/NS-20 Vol. 3A at 447), CSX plans to mainuin 

ttackage berween Akron and Hudson, and CONRAIL irackage between 
hudson and Cleveland, 

*' As explained in Section B above (NJT), Congress determmed m the ICC Termmation Act 
dial rail ttansporution. other dian Amttak, is local or regional ki namre and regulauon, if 
any, should be conducted on a local level. 
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widiout change die limited number of freight trains (a maximum of 4) Conrail presendy 

operates over portions of the NEC in Massachusets. Conrail does not operate over die NEC 

kl Rhode Island at all and CSX has no plans to mitiate service over that lme. There is thus 

no basis for Rhode Island's concera that the Transaction would have an adverse effect on the 

NEC in Rhode Island and Massachusetts. 
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XIII. CONDITIONS REQL1ESTED BY OTHER 
RAILROADS SHOULD BE REJECTED. 

Strong support for me Transaction and the benefits it offers the Nation's 

transporution sysiem has been expressed by a wide array of rail caniers. Some one hundred 

have provided sutements supporting the Application's approval.-' 

Moreo- .. a number of railroads that submitted notices of inteni to file 

responsive applications subsequently reached settlements, thereby elkninating the need for 

them to make those filings or for the Board to consider the issues they would have raised. 

Those parties include major camers such as Canadian Pacific and Canadian National, as well 

as many shortiines. See Section II . Together with the agreements that have been reached 

with other parties, these settlements reflect Applicants' determination not omy lo address 

genuine intramodal competition issues but also to ensure that Arpiicants" expanded rail 

networks will work smoothly and efficiently with cormecting lines. See also id. 

Several railroads, however, seek additional relief from the Board. As 

discussed above, the Board will impose a condiiion only lo address an effeci of the 

transaction before i l . ordy if it is nartowly tailored to remedy an adverse impact that 

transaciion will have on compelilion or essential raU services, and only if it would not cause 

unreasonable operating problems for the applicants or i nstrate their ability to obuin 

amicipaiei public benefiis. See Section IH C.: see also 49 CF.R. § 1180.1(d) (1996). The 

Board and its predecessor have closely scraiinized requests for condiiions under these 

- Eighty-four railroads submitted support sutements that were filed together with the 
Application, See CSX/NS-21. Vol, 4A; CSX/NS 33. Vol, 4F. Odiers have subsequemly 
expressed support in separate filings with the Board. 
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sundards. whether the harm alleged is a loss of compietiiion or a threat to essential rail 

services.̂  None of the railroad parties' requests for conditions satisfies those sundards. 

A. Class I Railroads. 

1. Canadian National Railway. 

While it reached senlements widi CSX and NS resolving its principal 

concems. CN filed a responsive application in Sub-No, 81 for trackage rights to Detroit 

Edison's plant at Trenton, MI. CN-13. CN's subsidiary Grand Trank Westem Railroad 

("GTW") also filed a notice ot exemption for constraction necessary to serve that facility. 

Those filings ask the Bo. rd to gram CN/GTW access within the Detroit Shared Asseis Area 

As explained in Section VIII.4. diere is no justification for granting such access and the 

CN/GTW requests should be denied. 

2. Illinois Central Railroad, 

Illinois Central Railroad ("IC") seeks two conditions First, it asks the Board 

to order that CSX sell it approximately two miles of CSX mainline near Memphis. TN. 

which is the subject of die responsive application in Sub-No. 62 (IC-5) Second, it seeks a 

condition requiring CSX to mainuin gateways that favc- IC and prescribing CSX's divisions 

for joint rales over those gateways. See IC-6 at 2-3. Both requests should be denied. 

2' The criteria for esubiishing competitive harm are discussed in Section I l i .C The 
criteria for an essential services claim are set forth at 49 ^.i-.R. § 1180.1(c)(2)(ii). They 
emphasize that die preservation of essential services is the concem. "not the survival of 
panicular cartiers." and that essential services are involved only if "diere is sufficient public 
need for the service and adequate alternative transporution is aot available." Id^ 
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a. CSX Should Not Be Required to Divest Its 
Leewood-Aulon Line. Which is a Critical Link 
for .Access lo Westem Railroads at .Memphis. 

ICs principal request is lhat die Board order divestimre of a line that CSX and 

its predecessors have owned and operated for more dian a cenmry. That line is east of 

Memphis, beiween Leewood (MP F-371.4) and Aulon (MP F-373,4).' 

IC is seeking to reverse a landlord-tenant relationship that has existed since d-e 

early years of this cenmry. The line between Leewood and Aulon was built by a CSX 

predecessor in die nineieendi century, Ortison RVS at 36.- From its constraction. it has 

been part of an east-west route ihrough Memphis that rans from the Mississippi River lo 

Nashville and points beyond. Id, at 36 38, 

That route - in which the l̂ eewood-Aulon line is an essential segment -

serves die gateway with Westera cartiers at Memphis Id, All traffic moving over the 

Memphis gateway must move over the Leewood AuKin line Id, at 38, The line ihrough 

Memphis is part of a CSX mainline. Id, 

ICs predecessor built a north-south line through Memphis ranning parallel to 

die Mississippi River .As originally constracted. ICs route did not use die Leewood-Aulon 

' A map show ing the location of the I^ewood-.Aulon line and other CSX lines near 
Memphis is provided as Figure JWO-8 in the Omson RVS; lhat map also shows the lines of 
IC and otiier railroads m the Memphis area, 

- See also Edward W Hines. Corporate History of the I,xiuisville & Nashville Railroad 
and Roads in us System (1905> at 303-04. 314-17 (excerpi in Vol, 3); Historical 
Development of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad System (I926)(excerpl in Vol, 3). 
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ttack.- While it later obuined rights to use a segment of what is now the CSX line, IC 

kept its own Une along the river as its primary route until the 1980s. Ortison RVS at 36-38. 

By an agreemeni dated January 22, 1907, two CSX predecessors (Louisville & 

Nashville Railroad and Nashville, Chaiunooga and St. Louis Railway) granted IC and one of 

its predecessors (Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Railroad) trackage rights between Leewood 

and Aulon. Orrison RVS at 35-36; see also IC-5 at 18; IC-6. McPherson VS at 7. The 

1907 Agreement also provides certain other opierating rights. See IC-5 at 19. It continues in 

effeci to this day, although it has bee mended to address swiiching to industries on the 

lines involved. UP. which connects with CSX at Memphis, also has righis to use the 

Leewood-Aulon lme. See id, at 7, 19. 

Uaier the 1907 Agreement. CSX dispatches all movements on the Leewood-

Aulon segment, as it does on the rest of ils Memphis-Cincinnati mainline. Orrison RVS at 

36, Since late 1996. dial dispatching has been handled by CSX's Traffic Control System m 

Jacksonville. Id, al 36. 

IC now uses ils irackage righis over the Leewood-Aulon line as part of its 

north-south mainline between New Orleans and Chicago. IC-5 al 19; IC-6, McPherson '̂S 

al 8. IC portrays CSX's use of the line as involving only local traffic, IC-5 al 10; IC-6, 

.McPherson VS at 10, That seriously mischaracterizes die Leewood-Aulon line's role in the 

CSX system. 

Id,; see also IC-5, Ex. ID (1907 map showing IC connections at Leewoou and Aulon 
as "proposed" new lines. 
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CSX's line through Memphis - including the Leewood-Aulon segment - is an 

imporunt route for long-haul traffic between the east and west. CSX Memphis traffic is 

classified in Nashville, and from there other CSX mainlines reach to Chicago, to Cincinnati, 

to Birmingham and to Ailanu. as well as to many points beyond. Orrison RVS at 38. 

CSX has daily, around-the-clock train movements through Memphis that 

include five scheduled in-bound dirough trains (as well as one local train five days a week) 

that use the Leewood-Aulon track for sening off and picking up cars for interchange with 

UP, BNSF and IC. Id, at 38-39. CSX also has five daiiy out-bound tiuough freight trains 

that use the Leewood-Aulon track. Id, In addition, two UP (former Cotton BeU) through 

freighi trains use the Leewood-Aulon line lo reach CSX's Leewood Yard, Id, Moreover, 

separate from these scheduled movemenis. CSX has an average of five e%tra in-bound 

through freight trains per week at Memphis and three extra outbound. Id, 

ICs effon to downp'ay the significance of this line to CSX - and to the 

efficient movement of traffic between east and west through CSX's Memphis inierchar "s 

with BNSF and UP - cannot obscure these facts CSX also projects that its already 

substantial cross-country iraffic ihrough Memphis will increase following consummation of 

die Transaction See CSX/NS-20. Vol, 3A at 212-13. 457.5 Indeed. CSX predicts it wiU 

- ICs characterization of the 2,3 iraia'day increase in traffic on CSX's Nashville-
Memphis line projected in the Operating Plan as "modest" (IC-5 at 10) clearly strains, as that 
represents an increase of nearly 23 percem, IC also acknowledges that CSX's gross tonnage 
on the westem (Memphis) portion of that line will increase 8% post transaction Id, at 10 & 
n.7. Tho.se projections, of course, are only for the normal year three years following 
consummation, and do not take into account any othei traffic growth, 

(continued...) 
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have at least 4.400 trains per year, carrying approximately 300.(XX) cars, lhat will use the 

Leewood-Aulon line as pan of such a transcontinenul interchange. Ortison RVS at 39. 

As CSX's Operaiing Plan sutes. the 

Memphis Gateway Service Route wiil , ,, provide efficient 
single-line service beiween the Memphis gateway and imporunt 
eastera markeis. including Boston and New York, This 
improved service route w ill particularly benefit shippers of auto 
parts, fimshed motor vehicles and ciiemical route via Memphis 
to or from Westera carriers. 

CSX/NS-20. Vol, 3A at 127, It also "will create new opportunities for intermodal traffic" 

(id at 29). which will offer significani efficiencies and reduce long-haul track movements. 

See also Section XV. 

IC proposes lhat die Board force CSX to divest ownership and control of the 

Leewood Aulon line lo IC. which would then grant CSX and UP righis to operate over il . 

IC-5 at 19; IC-6. McPherson VS at 19 IC also proposes to control all dispatching for lhat 

line. IC 5 at 19: lC-6, McPherson VS al 19. 

ICs requesi should be denied The history of this line makes clear lhat the 

landlord-tenant relationship IC is complaining about is a preexisting condition unrelated lo 

the proposed transaction, IC is - and for more than 90 years has been - a tenant on the 

'ine Throughout th*. same period. CSX and ils predecessors have been the line's owner and 

-( , conlinued) 
Nor is there anv sigmficance 'o the fact that the Operaiing Plan does not foresee 

significant changes in CSX's Memph s lerminal as a result of this iransaction See IC-5 al 
10, That merely refiects CSX's expe :tation that anticipated traffic increases can be 
accommodated by existing CSX .Memphis operations, it certainly does not mean that all 
existing and proiected east-west traffic r.ould be handled efficiently if IC were lo uke over 
control and dispatching of the leewood-.Aulon line, 
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have controlled dispatching over it. The Transaction will not alter IC's sums as tenant or its 

ability to use the line pursuant to the 1907 Agreement. Comail does not operate a.nv where 

near Memphis - or for that matter anywhere in Tennessee. 

IC's responsive application must therefore be denied under the settled rale that 

condiiions will not be imposed to deal with longsunding issues not created by the iransaction 

under review. See UP/SP al 145; BN/SF al 56 (citing BN/Frisco ai 952). Nothing takes 

ICs requesi outside lhat rale's operation, 

IC's arguments about the importance of the Leewood-Aulon line to its own 

operaiions certainly cannot do so. While IC has come to use the line as part of its north-

south route. It has done so only as a irackage rights tenant, and the Transaciion will in no 

way alter that. IC argues lhat this somehow gives CSX a "chokehold on IC's operations in 

Memphis ' IC-6. McPherson V̂S at 11, Even if that were so. IC ignores the fact that il put 

itself into that position by parine its system down to one that relies on trackage rights over a 

CSX line to close a gap in ICs single north-south mainline It did so by selling or 

abandoning other IC lines ihat could have provided alternative nonh-south routes,-

Moreover, it agreed to limit use of its own line along the Mississippi River - its primary 

route Ihrough Memphis for some eighty years after it obtained irackage rights beiween 

2' When die consolidation of Gulf. Mobile & Ohio Railroad ("GM&O") into IC was 
approved, the resulting canier (Illinois Central Gulf Railroad) owned over 9.(KX) miles of 
mainline track Illinois Cent G R R - Acquisition - Gulf M & O R R et al, 338 
I C C, 805. 808 (1971). sustained sub, nom, Kansas Citv S, Rv, v. United States. 346 F, 
Supp, 1211 (W D, Mo 1972) (3-judge court), affd mem , 409 U.S. 1094 (1973i Both IC 
and GM&O had lines beiween Chicago and .New O.-leans. and the consolidated railroad had 
multiple iK r̂th-south rouies See 346 F, .Supn, at 1216 (map), IC now operates only 2.217 
miles ol niiin line; a subsidiary operates 630 miles of mainline thai IC sold in 1985 and 
re-icquired in 1996, See IC-5 at 5-6. 22-23, 
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Leewood and Aulon - as part of an agreement with the Memphis Area Transit Authority. 

See IC-6, McPherson VS at 8. Thus, to the extent there is any "chokehold" on IC at 

Memphis, it is not only a "'longsunding problem( ] .., not created by the merger'" (UP/SP 

at 145) bul also a problem of ICs own making. 

Nor can ICs claims regarding alleged delays to its trains justify forced 

divestimre of CSX's line. While issues did arise inunediately after CSX ttansferted 

dispatching for the Leewood-Aulon to its Jacksonville facility in late 1996. CSX promptly 

took steps to remedy diose problems after learaing of them. Ortison RVS at 39-40. IC has 

been given access to CSX's Train Management System to input dau for IC ttains; that 

sysiem now automatically issues IC crews bulletins scheduling IC train movemenis over die 

line, without any need to conuct a CSX dispatcher. Id, 

CSX h-.i. also established a 24-hour dedicated phone line at lU dispatching 

center lo handle calls fro.i, IC about the Leewood-Aulon line. Id, CSX has given its 

dispatchers special orientation regarding IC operaiions over this segment, as well as odier 

instractions. designed lo faciliute the movement of IC's trains. Id, al 40, The CSX field 

general manager has attempted to meet with IC lo discuss these matters as well, bul IC has 

shown little interesi in such discussions. Id, While il is possible IC's relucunce lo discuss 

these matters directly with CSX field personnel reflects some misguided litigation stratagem, 

die more likely conclusion is that IC knows the earlier problems have been fully resolved and 

that no real issue remains. 

The facts also demonstrate lhat IC trains are not experiencing any unwartanted 

delays on the line. Most IC trains move between Leewood and Aulon in 6 minutes. Id. at 
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40. The overall average is higher (30 minutes) because it includes IC trains serving local 

industries w ith switch connections along lhat line.- But even that figure is telling, in that 

the toul average d-lay is the same for both IC and CSX. Id, There thus is no merit to any 

suggestion CSX favors its own trains over ICs. 

CSX shares ICs inierest in the efficient scheduled movement of trains through 

Memphis. See id, at 36-38. However. IC is seeking to ensure that its own schedules take 

precedence over any needs of CSX or UP in the area (see IC-5 at 12. 19-20). and that is no 

justification for requiring divestimre by CSX. IC's use. as part of its sole north-south 

mainline, of a line two other railroads also operate over is a simation of IC's own making. 

Nor can divestimre be justified based on ICs extended claims regarding its efficiency and 

need for scheduled operaiions. E g,. IC-6. McPherson VS at 2-7, While a healthy operaiing 

ratio is admirable, it does not give IC a license to expropriate another railroad's property. 

Moreover, as described above, the Leewood-Aulon line is part of a CSX 

mainline that today cames substantial traffic in interchange with BNSF and UP, The Board 

and its predecessor have recogruzed the importance of Memphis as a gateway for such east-

west movements.-' Indeed. CSX's ability to use several east-west gateways -- including 

- CS.X records the duration of a trair on the line according to the times it enters at 
Leewood a'ld exits at .Aulon or vice versa Omson RVS at 40 While mat can amount to a 
relatively long period for a train that enieis the line to reach local inuusiries. most of such a 
train's time in this area is spent on industry leads and switch tracks, not the main line itself. 

- See. eg,. UP/SP. at 15 (noting Memphis as one of the "major midwest gateways" 
.served bv MPRR and as one of the points at which SSW "connects with major eastem rail 
camers"), BN Frisco. 360 I C C, 777. 811 (1980); Chicago & North Westem Rv. - Control 
- Chicago. R I , & Pac R R,. 347 I.CC 556. 587 (1974j 
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Chicago. St. Louis. Memphis and New Orleans - will greatly enhance the flexibility and 

efficiency of such iraffic flows. See CSX/NS-19, Vol. 2A at 23 24 (Kalt VS); CSX/NS-20, 

Vol. 3A at 42-45, 

Requiring CSX to divest a cruical segment of east-west mainline to IC would 

ineviubly interfere with use of the Memphis gateway to the west. By ils own admission. 

IC's mteresi is m north-south flows through Memphis, although it obviously concluded it was 

willing to employ trackage rights on die CSX east-west mainline as part of dial route. See 

IC-5 at 9; IC-6. McPherson VS at 8-9; IC-6, Skelton VS at 8-9. IC's very effort to 

downplay or ignore die subsumial volume of east-west dirough train movements over the 

Leewood-Aulon line strongly indicates that it does not appreciate the needs of east-west 

traffic here. 

As the Board is well aware, the ability of the two Wesiem rail systems lo 

move traffic smoothly across gateways to CSX and .NS will be critical to efficient operation 

of the Nation's rail network. The Board should not accept a condition, such as this, that 

would create an impediment to CSX s Mse of the Memphis gateway for ihat purpose,-

b. IC's Gateway/Rate Condition Should Not Be Imposed, 

IC has also requested that the Board impose a condition requiring CSX to "join 

widi IC in markei compelitive joint rates via IC's Illinois gateways (Chicago. East Sl, Louis 

and Effingham)' under certain conditions, IC'-6 at 2, That cor ' would also dicuie 

- Even it IC had not failed to offer any valid justification for divestimre of the 
I^e.vood-Aulon line, the operating problems lhat such relief would create for CSX - and its 
ability to achieve the benefits of dus transaction -- would compel diat ICs responsive 
application b denied See. e^. UP/SP al 157-58; BN/SF al 93; BN/Frisco at 951-52. 
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CSX's portion of such rates, making it ecual on a per mile basis" to CSX's revenue on "its 

prefeired long-haul route," lUL 

IC's objective is obviow ' wants to preserve its long haul by freezing 

existing gateways, and to preserve its own revenues by limiting CSX's divisions. Neither 

goal wartanis Board relief. 

This latest effort to resurteci gateway and rate condiiions should be rejected. 

As the Board's predecessor concluded, such iraffic protective coi. Jitions are inefficient, 

anlicompelilive and contrary to the public interest.- What IC proposes here would have 

the same harmful effects. It would eliminate incentives for the use of more efficient 

competitive routes lhat CSX is able lo offer ov er other gateways. Moreover, conditions such 

as those IC asks the Board to impose lock railroads into inflexible operations lhat can c.eal̂  

inefficiencies as market conc'itions change, Kalt RVS al 55-56 Such gateway and rate 

restrictions can also discourage camers from developing beneficial service innovaoons. Id, 

— IC's request is contrary to numeroû  decisions, reaching baek more than a decade, 
that have rejected traffic protective conditions and have held that the free market -- not 
regulatory intervention - best ensure*- that efficient routings will be used. See. e.g,. 
Seaboard .Air Line R R, - Merger - Atlantic C )ast Line R R . Finance Docket No 21215 
(Sub-No. 5) at 15 16 (served Mar 27, 1995), CSX Corp - control - Chessie Sys,. Inc, 
and Seaboard Coast Line Indus,, 363 LC.C 521. 578-79 (1980). affd sub nom. 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Wav Lmplovees \ ICC 698 F 2d 315 (7th Cir, 1983); 
Norfolk & W Rv Control - Deirou. T & 1 R R . 360 LCC 498. 527 (1979). affd in 
pan and rev'd in pan suh nom, Norfo''. & W Ry v United States. 639 F,2d 1096 (4ih Cu. 
1981). See also UP MP at 565-66 (traffic protective condiiions "remove incentives for 
efticient operations bv keeping caniers from pricing more efficient routes at lower rales" and 
"hamper '-arrier effons to rationalize their systems by freezing existing junctions and 
intercha.nges") (citing Traffic Protective Conditions. 366 I C C, 112. affd in relevant ran 
sub nom, Detroit. Iviledo & Ironton R R v I nited States. 725 F.2d 47 (6-h Cir, 1984;), 
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Indeed. ICs proposal would do far more than just freeze existing IC-CRC 

interchange patterns. The condition sought would govem not only curaent IC-CRC ttaffic 

but al] traffic moving to or from any sution on the lines of CSX or ils shortline connections 

- including existing CSX traffic that is interchanged with other cartiers over other gateways. 

See IC-6 at 2. Moreover, it would prescribe CSX s division for all such movements. Id, 

IC's proposal thus goes well oeyond even die repudiated DT&I conditions; it 

does so as well in asking the Board to impose ̂  formula to cap CSX's divisions. See IC-6 at 

2.— Such regulatory intervention would be contrary not omy to Board precedent but also 

to sound econom.ic polî ŷ. See Traffic Prc'ective Conditions. 366 I.C.C at 115-26; Kalt 

RVS at 55-56. 

IC contends lha. its proposed condiiion is necessary "to assure that adequate 

transportation service lo die public will be provided," IC-6. Skelton VS at 5, Ils argument -

- apart from invoking UP's recent operating problems and the Penn Cei.'ral bankraptcy - is 

that CSX will economically close the IC gateways because of "cash flow demands." forcing 

traffic over allegedly "less efficient CSXT-IC r mles via New Orleans and Memphis," Id, at 

9, As Professor Kalt exp'ains. however, diere is nothing to sur^esi that either CSX or NS 

will uke such inefficient actions. Kalt RVS at 55. 

Moreover, IC itself recognizes its conce ns are speculative It concedes that 

an alteraative lo ils condiuon would be to address any problems if and when they acmally 

arise, IC-6, Skelton VS at 10, Th-re is no reason whv IC should not be left to ils sumtorv 

— The DT&I conditi.ins preserved the sums quo. By contrast. IC's condiiion v ould 
impose new constraints fi r the fumre. 
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remedies, nor any justification for its routes and divisions to be given any greater protectica 

dian Congress; determined to provide thereby. See 49 U.S.C. § 10705. 

ICs desire to have its traffic protected by regulaton' order is familiar. It 

sought similar relief - including die same fonnula for setti.ig divisions - in BN/SF. See 

BN/SF at 15-16.̂  The ICC rejected dial .-equct. .lOting IC admined "dial the hami u 

fears rans counter to die rational behavior prt...wted by economic theory." Id, at 94. The 

same is trae here, and for die reasons se'. fordi above, die Board should reject ICs curtent 

request as well. 

B. Class II Railroads. 

1. Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad. 

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad ("B&LE") filed a r-sponsive application in 

Sub-No 61. as well as conunents requesting conditions. See BLE-7; BLE 8, B&LE s 

filings are discussed above in Section VIII, As demonstrated there. B&LE's requests for 

conditions and re:ponsive application should be denied. 

2 Elgin. Joliet & Eastern Railwav, Transtar Inc, and I&M RaU Link, 

Elgin. Joliet & Eastern Railway ("EJE"). its parent Transur Inc. ("Transur") 

and I&M Rail Link ("I&M") filed a responsive application in Sub-No. 36 seeking to acquire 

Conrail's interest in the Indiana Harboi Bell Railroad ( 'IHB"). At die present tune. IHB is. 

12' See also ICC rinance Dockei No. 32549. Request by Illinois Central Railroad 
Companv for Imposition of Condition to Preserve Competitive Routing (IC-12) at 4 (filed 
Mav 10.' 1995), 
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as die Board found ir Decision No, 53. an independent .rail cartier, having its own 

management and employees, operaiing in the Chicago area including adjacent Indiana. Its 

stock is owned 51% by Comail and 49% by CP/Soo. 

The Primary Application contemplates that die 51% blocK of stock will remain 

owned by CDmail and will be voted by Comail in accordance with certain provisions of an 

agreement set forth in the application. CSX/NS-25. Vol, 8C at 693ff, Of course, die 

remaining 49% of die slock will remain held by CP/Soo. Under die agreement. CSX and 

NS wUl cause Comail to exercise the voting power of its slock inierest to elect an equal 

number of directors of IHB as between die nominees of CSX and diose of NS. Id. at 698. 

Dispatching of ttains over die IHB will continue to be die responsibility of IHB itself and 

will be performed locally in the Chicago area. Id. at 699, While CSX has die power to 

nominate die General Manager of IHB. subject lo NS approval not to be umeasonably 

widdield. and Comail is to vote its stock to.' ard electing the person so nominated as General 

Manager. NSC has the right under cenain circumsunces to cause a replacement General 

Manager to I, > nominated, id, at 698 Likewise, while CSX can direct Conrail widi respect 

to Comail',-; nghts as a stockholder of IHB in matters coming before die stockholders relating 

to dispatching. NS can object to any misireattneni of il in connection with dispatching, can 

cause an arbitration in die event of a dispute over dispatching, and can requesi in die 

arbitration ihat .NS replace CSX as having the right lo direct Comail in connection widi 

shareholder matters relating to dispatching. Id at 699-700 

No provision of the agreement is to be deemed .o authorize or direct the taking 

ot ;'nv action ihat would be a violation of a fiduciary duty owed by a controlling stockholder 
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to a corporalion or to die other stockhoide.s. Id al 701. Al the present lime the only other 

stockholder of IHB is CP/Soo.̂  

The Primary Application 3lso contains a verified staiement of John W. Ortison 

(CSX/NS-19. Vol 2A at 453fO outiining CSX's operating plan for die Chicago area. The 

plan contemplates expedited movement of traffic ihrough Chicago by classifying and pre-

blocking merchandise traffic to go through Chicago withoui switching. The pre-blocking is 

to be effected at various identified points on CSX's sysiem. Id, at 456, Similar activities on 

the part of westera caraitr^ for traffic moving eastward dirough Chicago ar? lo be 

encouraged. Id. at 457, JSX plans to use the Belt Rai'way of Chicago ("BRC") for its 

westbound flows and encourage eastbound flows o m*̂" e on the IHB. Id. al 458-59, CSX 

will rehabilitate the IHB's Blue Island Yard. CSXT will pay for that project out of its own 

pocket even though NS and CP/Soo. as owners in the IHB. v. i ' ! each have a greater 

economic interest than CSX — 

The EJE and I&M have submitted a Responsive Application (EJE-10) seeking 

to require the sale to them of Conrail's 51 percent interest in the IHB,— 

- The agreement contains other provisions relating to the respective behavior of 
Comail. CSX and NS ipart fnni the capacities of CSX and NS with respect to directing the 
actions of Conrail as a shareholder of IHB; in other words, as to the private property rights 
of Comail. CSX and NS, Id at 703-06. 

^ ' CP/Soo's economic interest in the IHB as stockholder is 49%. That of NS. which has 
a 58% economic interest in Conrail. will amouni to an economic interest of 29.58% as an 
indirect stockholder in IHb, CSX's economic interest as an indirect IHB stockholder wiil be 
21,42%, 

^ The concept of divestimre of the IHB is supported by the Illinois DOT (IDOT-2, 
Brown VS at 2-3) (although it does not refer to any panicular pn nosal for a divestee. 
endorsing only a "neutral canier"), Al one time the IC (IC-2) und the WCL (WC-3i filed 

(continued,.,) 
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That responsiv. application should be denied l he rnbmission of EJE/I&M 

does not demonsttate any competitive hami resulting from the Transaction in connection with 

the process cf interconnecting the operations of the railroads tha. serve Chicago. It amounts 

to an anempted grab by two railroads having little interest in die efficient operaiioi: of 

railroads connecting in the Chicago Teminai aroa. 

a. The Transaction Will Not Unduly Concentrate 
Conttol Over Switching Services in Chicago. 

i . EJE and I&M Mischaracterize the Processes of 
Interchange Among Caniers in die Chicago Area. Ignoring 
Interchange Functions Apan From the Operation ot 
the Three Traditional Intermediate Switching Railroads. 

Recognizing that their responsive application must first show that il w ill remedy some 

competitive harm resulting from the Transaction. EJE/I&M go to great pains to find some 

"harm" dial the Board might associate w ith the Transaction To do this. EJET&M and 

others attempt to obfuscate matter by blurring a complicated set of sv itching and 

interchange relationships in Chicag . and then attempting to portray the iransfer of Conrail s 

ownership inferesl in two traditional intermediate switching camers lo CSX and NS as giving 

either CSX by itself or CSX and NS jointly, dominance in Chicago. EJE-10 al 10, 

-(...continued) 
Notices of Inteni indicating they might seek to acquire, by themselves or widi others, the 
Conrail ownership in the IHB. No .such applications were filed, however, akhough WCL 
sugge.ns that "neutrality" conditions be unposed upon die dispatching functions of IHB by 
separaiing them from the owners of the property, WC-10 at 9-10, Also supponing 
divestiture or "neutral operation" of some son are Detroit Edison (DE-2). Indiana Port 
Commission (IPC ."',), Nonhem Indiana Public Service Company (NIPS-2), Prairie Group 
(Unnumbered) and ,A.E, Staley (Unnumbered), 
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Bi imprecise use of die tenn "switching." EJE/I&M endeavor to convey die 

impression diat diere is a broad category of operations related to die mterchange of cars at 

Chicago di,Ht can only be pertormed by the duee cartiers. The Baltunore and Ohio Chicago 

Tenninal Railroad Company (BOCT),̂ ^ PRC and IHB, commonly dioughi of as die 

"intermediate switching cart TS." That is not so. 

An intermedial' vitchkig cartier may be understood to mean a cartier 

providing facilities or service, or bodi. to enable one line haul carrier to deliver cars to 

another line haul cartier widi which die first does not connect. It is die responsibility of the 

delivering line- haul cartier to get die cars to d.e next line haul carrier. If their track ^ not 

connect, die delivering carrier selects, and in effect reuins as its agent, an intermediate 

switching carrier to perfonn die delivery. Boodi RVS at 5, Any cartier. laigc or small, can 

perform intermediate switching service. 

Industry switching is often performed by a carrier serving a local customer. 

The cartier switching die industry places empty cars from, and deliver loaded cars to. die 

line haul cartier This is typically done under a set of industry conventions relating to 

matters such as car hire responsibility and loss/damage liability. Typically, die line haul 

carrier pays the switch cartier's swiiching charge (i_e,. "absorbs" it). Boodi RVS at 6. 

What the Responsive Application overlooks is dial cars can be interchanged 

between I ne hau' camers at interchange tracks which each reaches. This, of wonrse, is 

accomplished wiihout handling oy any diird cartier. Moreover, two trank lines dial do not 

A 100%-owned .subsidiary of CSXT. 
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connect can also accomplish delivery of cars between themselves by using overhead trackage 

rights over a 'hird carrier (or more than one carrier) to reach a point of interchange. 

In the complex network of rail lines that comprise the Chicago Terminal all of 

these artangements are used. Many of the trank lines deliver directly to one another — either 

where lhey connect directly or by using trackage righis over other carriers, large and small. 

Boodi RVS at 6. 

A look at the practices of the cwo major proponents of divestimre of the IHB 

or of imposing condiiions on it - EJE and WCL — is instractive. WCL connects directly 

with CP/Soo at the latter's Schiller Park Yard. Without using irackage rights; with CSXT's 

subsidiary BOCT at Barr Yard; with Tomail via trackage rights to Comail's Ashland Avenue 

Yard; wiiii IC over trackige rights to IC's Markham Yard; with EJE at Leilhon, IL. outside 

of the Chicago Terminal area; with NS via direci delivery lo NS' Calumet '̂ ard; "with UP 

directly at I>eithon. Illinois, for delivery by EJE lo Proviso" in the case of unit trains, and 

wiih CN GTW. directly at Blue Island Yard for cenain trains. It is omy in the case of 

exchanging iraffic with l&.M (which has no su'.)stamial presence in the Chicago area).—' 

Burlington Nonhem. and. for ceruin iraftic. UP and CN/GTW. that WCL uses the services 

of BRC or IHB as an intemiediate switching e.̂ mer. Interrogatory Response. WC-12 at 14-

16 Thus WCL uses intemiediate swiiching camers only for a few of the possible 

interconnections at Chicago, 

— I&M î  a newly organized railroad, vvhich began operations only in April 1997, It 
has scam operations in the Chicago area, entering the city only via a METR-A commufr 
line, its nearest yard of any subsunce. is apparently in Davenport. Iowa. OE-10. Brodsky 
VS at 2-3, 
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As to d>' EJE. it itself makes die point dial it does not deliver or receive cart, 

from other carriers in its line haul operaiions in downtown Chicago, having no presence 

diere at all EJE-10. Tumer VS al 3. It loops around Chicago at a usual disunce ov about 

35 miles in a semicircle from Waukeegan. IL to Northwest Indian i , coming into conuct widi 

any of the three traditional intermediate swif^hing cartiers only close to dit end of its line in 

Indiana. Id. Its connections with the line haul cartiers are essentially on its own lire 

loopuig around Chicago. Thus, it uses die otJier intermediate switching carriers very little if 

at all. 

The impression EJE/I&M attempts to create, one of all the trank lines being 

dependent on three intermediate switch camiers. is dius quite misleading. 

ii. Even Taking What EJE/I&M Consider tc Be die Three 
Traditional Intermediate Switching Cartiers by Themselves, 
the Transaction Does Not Provide for Any Further 
Concentration of Control of Sw iiching Operations in Chicago. 

The picmre painted by EJE and I&M is dial CSX will gain dominance over 

switching movemenis in Chicago, As demonstrated above, a distorted analysis of the 

eff'.ctuaiion of interchange between cartiers in Chicago has been fumished by EJE/I&M. 

Odier interests, who w ish lo see the succession to the old Comail's ownership of 51% of the 

IHB stock handled differently from that which the parties negotiated, focus on die alleged 

growing power of the easiera railroads over the three intermediate switching cartiers vis-a

vis wesiem railroads. See. e^. lDOT-2. IC-2, DE-2. lPC-2, These contentions would be 

without merit even if a nanow circle were drawn around the diree intermediate sw iiching 

camers. 
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We take the three one by one. Obviously the simation with respect to the 

BOCT will remain unchanged after die Iransaction - it historically has been a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of CSXT and its predecessors and it will remain a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

CSXT, Indeed, some of the opponents of die rransaction say that BOCT is not an 

interTiediate switching carrier at •»;! (see WC-10 at 3). aldiough a contested arbitration 

between CSX and WCL has rejected this contention.^ 

FJE/I&M exhibits a touch of schizophrenia in describing CSXT's wholly-

owned subsidiary, the BOCT. On die one hand. EJE/I&M describes its ftinciion as an 

intennediate switching canier. and attempts to portray il as just like BRC and IHB. Yet, on 

the other hand. EJE/I&M portrays die company as a mere extension of CSXT. operated 

exclusively as an extension of CSXT. '̂ EJE-10. Tumer VS al 7. 8 and 12, EJE/I&M's 

uctic is to describe a nonexistent, simplistic world in Chicago in which the onlv links 

between trank lines are three "switching lines" controlling passage t̂ 'rough the Terminal; and 

dien to portray CSX as dominating those lines. In acmal fact, CSXT does com ol die 

BOCT. a separate Illinois corporation with its own labor agreements, financial accounts, etc. 

But CSX has never contended that BOCT is operated widi the same degree of independence 

as IHB and BRC Nothing in die Transaction affects CSXT's comrol of BOCT in the 

slightest, EJE/I&M do not allege otheryvise. 

- See the discussion and citation in the next part of this Section XIII. discussing ttie 
Responsive Application of WCL, 

^' WC Ukes a similar approach. WCL-10 at 10 and McCartan VS at 5. 
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Next, the BRC is owned by eight railroads and is operated independentiy by a 

separate management team, Conrail's 16-2/3% ownership interest will be transf Ted to PRR 

for conttol by NS under die Transaction Agreemeni giving NS a 25% share - equal to that 

of CSX. See CSX/NS 25. Vol 8B at 90; Boodi RVS at f= 7.^ BRC receives trains for 

switching today from all owners and from a number of non-owners, including WCL. Id, 

All owners of die BRC (ix^. all die larger roadc are obligated to accept delivery of cars at 

die BRCs Clearing Yard, so any cartier dial reaches Clearing Yard can deliver to any 

owner. For this reason, and because of the BRC's efficient hump operation there. Clearing 

Yard is a popular facility for interchange. 

Ownei.-hip of the BRC is curtentlj' balanced beiween Easiera and Westera 

roads. That balance is unaffected by die Transaciion, NS will acquire Conrail's interest in 

the BRC. bringing ils ownership share up to that of its prunary rail competitor. CSX, To 

the extent dial relative ownership interests matter, the Eastem roads gain no votes and CSX's 

2i' The interests in die BLC which has 12 shares of stock outsunding. befire and after 
the Transaction are as shown in the following uble: 

BRC Shares 

CSX 
NS 
BNSF 
Comail 
UP 
CP/Soo 
CN/GTW 
IC 

Pre 
Transaction 

3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
I 
1 

Post 
Transaction 

3 
3 

0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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primary competitor achieves equal voting power, dius weakening any influence CSX might 

have had as the largest BRC owner at the present time. 

Ownership of EJE is unaffected by the Transaction. Some consider EJE an 

"intermediate switch cartier" or at least a "switch carrier" if forced to label it accordmg to 

its primary operaiing role.̂ ^ EJE does function in some ways more like IHB than like a 

trank line. Even EJE admits dial it competes with IHB. EJE-10 at 8-9. Debating whether 

EJE is an "intermediate switch cartier" or not. of course, proves nothing except ir he 

simplistic EJE/I&M view of Chicago. 

Virtually all. if not all, cartiers with lines in die Chicago area serve industries 

and perform industry switching. Many, including EJE, serve as a bridge between two odier 

cairiers either by permining odiers to operate over their right of way. making yards 

available, or by performing intermediate switching service themselves Booth RVS at 8. 

Apan from Comail. the ownership of these cartiers is wholly unaffected by the Transaction, 

We mm to the IHB, The Transaction brings it about that the major Easterti 

railroads, of course, decline from three railroads to two (as have the principal Westem 

railroads). As a whole, the Eastem railroads gain no additional power as to the IHB. they 

still have a bare majority of the stock of the IHB, Conrail will continue to own the 51% 

block of die stock, bul its two owners will, according to their intemal agreement submitted to 

the Board, direct the voting of that block. Because the two are fierce competitors of each 

other, one can anticipate that they will not pemiit eidier one of them lo obuin undue 

=̂  The Pnmarv Application so refers to the EJE. putting il in the same category as 
BOCT. BRC and IHB, See CSX/NS-25. Vol, 8B al 108, 
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advanuge. While CSX is given ceruin spiecific powers with respect to the 51 % block of 

IHB stock, there are numerous checks and balances in the agreement. ITie power of either 

of them and perhaps, because of their diffuse interests, the collective power of the two. will 

be less than that which Conrail curtendy enjoys by itself. The same 49% owner wiil be stUl 

there and the CSX/NS agreement expressly acknowledges the fiduciary duty owed by the 

51% owner to u. 

iii. IHB Operates as an Independent Entuy 

And Will Continue to Operate Independently. 

The IHB. owned 51% by Comail and 49% by CP/Soo. is operated as an 

independent company with responsibilities lo its majority and minoritv shareholders. Tlie 

Board has held in Decision No, 53. decided November 7. 1997. that: 
IHB operates a separate railroad with over 800 employees trom 
ils offices in Hammond. IN, Its labor agreements are separate 
from those goveming Conrail employees, and are separately 
negotiated by IHB, Ils day-to-day operations are under the 
direction and control of a general manager who is an IHB 
employee IHB operates as a switching carrier for most major 
railroads operating from and to the Chicago area The 
commercial reiauonships of Conrail and IHB as interconnecting 
railroads are governed by agreements negotiated al arm's length, 
as they are with other railroads with whom IHB connects. 
Conrail does not dicute lo or unilaterally exercise dominion 
over IHB. 

IHB is a railroid operated independently of the applicants, (Page 
4.) 

The same will be trae after the Transaciion, IHB will continue lo operate as an 

independent entity It will have its own operating, financial, mechanical, engineering and 

labor relations functions. Importantly. IHB dispatching will be conducted b> IHB employees 
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who will be responsible to IHB management. There is nothing in the CSX/NS agreement or 

the operaiing plans to the conttary . 

The change of ownership of the IHB is apt to make the IHB more efficient and 

responsive rather than less responsive to the needs of its users than it v as under ConraU's 

majority ownership. First. CSX proposes unilaterally, out of its own pocket, to make 

subsuntial unprovements on the facilities of the IHB by upgrading Blue Island Yard. 

Second, one of the difficulties in making the Chicago Terminal flow smoothly i ; difficulty in 

communication. A single train must often traverse several cartiers" Imes to get to the 

destination yard. Each line is generally dispatched by its owner. Dispatchers for different 

roads typically do not coordinate their efforts with one another. To help reduce d.e 

inefficiencies that follow from lack of communications, in 1̂ 97. BOCT relocated its 

dispatchers to the BRCs Clearing Yard where they are now co-located with BRC 

dispatchers. Merely being in the same dispatching complex has improved coordination 

between these two teams. Reardon RVS at 1-2, CSX will propose after the implemenution 

of the Transaction, that IHB relocate its dispatching leam lo the BRC dispatching complex so 

that the IHB leam loo can benefit from unproved communication and 'Jiat BRC and BOCT 

dispatching can benefit as well. 

iv. No Other Major Cartier Has Complained About the 
Transaction's Disposiiion of Comail's IHB Shares. 

Without question. Chicago is a cracial rail hub. Any change that dueatened 

the disastrous outcomes described by EJE/I&M (and to a lesser extent by WCL) would 

unquestionably engender widespread outrage and complaint. Yet. the silence of other roads 
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reaching Chicago is deafening. Even those actively participating in this proceeding have not 

made the disposuion of Conrail's ownership of IHB an issue, 

BNSF has attended many of the depositions in this case and is clearly well 

inforaied. CN. CP and UP - all of whom could not afford to put their Chicago operations 

at risk - support the Transaction. [[ 

11 [[[ 

]]] Document EJE-02-HC-

00001/0CKX)3 (Vol. 3). WCL and IC have their agendas, but have not made IHB ownership 

an issue; WCL asks only for neutrality conditions Indeed, the only rad cartiers who seem 

to have any concem are the two that want to force a sale. 

b. EJE's Responsive Application Would Waste an 
Oppormnity To Improve Operations in Chicago. 

i. Chicago is Cracial to Rail Operations .Nationwide. 

The Board is well aware of the importance of the Chicago Terminai to rail 

operations nationwide. Every major carrier reaches Chicago and interchanges directly or 

indirectly with every other major earner there. Key intermodal operations origin?«e, 

terminate and link to rail and highway carriage at Chicago, 

In spite of - or more realistically, because of — its imporunce, operaiing 

problems have persisted within the Chicago Terminal from time immemorial, Wi, 'e Chicago 

works, the complai :ts about train delays, dispatching foul-ups. and fhe lUce, raised by 

various parties can be repeated for just about every cartier's operations on. or across, 
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anodier's lines, Reardon RVS at 5, The Board should not waste an opportunity lo improve 

operations in Chicag by forcing a sale of Comail's interest in the IHB, 

i i . This Transaciion Brings a Real Opportunity and a 

Real Plan To Improve Rail Service Through Chicago. 

CSX is committed to investing tens of millions of dollars in capiul 

improvements in the Chicago area, including track and signal work. Naturally, these 

unprovements will be made because diey benefit CSX, But other cartiers will also benefit. 

More efficient routings, made possible by new connections, will relieve congestion for all 

railroads. Every railroad that operates over the IHB will benefii. Even those lhat do not 

operate on the IHB. but who today are delayed by railroads that do. will benefit, .And. those 

who todav want to cross lines blocked by those who wait for clearance from the roads that 

will operate over the IHB will benefii as well. 

All this simply reflects an inherent characteristic of a nefwork improvements 

in one place will benefit the network as a whole and its users generally. 

A forced sale of Conrail's interests in IHP would waste this oppominity to 

expedite thiough movemenis at Chicago and dius to reduce congestion, CSX cannot be 

expecied to make such substantial capital investments in a property in which il has absolutely 

no ownership imerests. Further. CSX's operating plan, which anticipates major use of the 

IHB's hump facility al Blue Island Yard, may have lo be reevaluated if CSX's access ;-oute 

to Blue Island over the IHB will remain as delay-filled as it is today. The cor̂ sequences of 

changing the CSX Operating Plan to increase use of BOCT's flat switching Barr Yard, the 

BRC's Clearing Yard, a combination of the two. or some other alteraative has not been 

worked out but clearly puts at risk CSX's ability to operate efficiently through Chicago. 
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iii . A Forced Sale of Conttol of IHB 

to EJE/I&M Has No Public Benefits. 

The EJE/I&M take-over involves no svnergies and reduces competition: EJE 

offers no operational synergy with the IHB. Their lines meet only in one sector in Indiana, 

and there is no substantial benefit from merging their operations. Orrison RVS at 25-31. 

EJE/I&M acknowledge diis. EJE-10, Tumer VS at 3. 

EJE's operations are largely devoted to avoiding the areas ui which the three 

historic intermediary switching carriers operate; it provides an alternative to them. EJE-10 

at 8-9. So EJE brings few if any synergies to the marriage with IHB. On the other hand, it 

is an admined competitor of IHB, Id, So we have a combination of no operating synergies 

and a potential reduction in competuion. 

EJE brings no subsuntial us.ful yard facilities into the picmre with IHB. 

EJE's major yard. Kirk Yard, is not well simated as an interchange yard for the line haul 

cartiers. It is located at the far eastem end of the Chicago Terminal. Furthermore, as 

EJE/I&M essentially admits it is an industry support yard for the nearby steel mills. EJE-10. 

Danzl VS at 3. 

If possible. I&M brings even less to the picmre. All that can be said of it is 

that it IS not a competitor to IHB. It has no substantial yard facilities anywhere near the 

Chicago area; its nearest yard is m Davenport. Iowa. EJE-10, Brodsky VS at 4. It has only 

been in existence since April of 1997. It is hard to discem the purpose of its joinder with 

EJE in this regard, unless it was fell necessary that a line-haul carrier that was not a 

competitor of IHB be brought in to knprove appearances. 
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EJE l&M Have No Operating Plan: .Astoundingly, EJE/I&.M have offered no 

operating plan for IHB, Tney acknow ledge that IHB would be operated pretty much as it is 

today, EJE-10, Exhib:' 15, EJE/I&M's claim that they could not get the documents 

necessary to describe their plarmed operations from CSX or NS is specious. First. EJE (as 

the A U raled) never attempted to obuin discovery from the correct party. IHB, IHB has 

been a party to diis case, separately represented by counsel, since June 1997, Second, the 

information demanded would have been only of limited value in preparing an operaiing plan. 

Third - and most compelling - EJE has oeen operating in the Chicago area since it was 

formed in 1888, It must know enough about operaiions in Chicago lo develop and submit a 

plan to the Board.- If after a cenmry of operaiions in die Chicago area it has no ideas on 

the subject, mu.si rely upon forensic discovery to put forward a plan, and suggests dial it 

likes things jusi as they are. it scarcely wartanis belief. If EJE camiot tell - or more 

precisely chooses not to tell - the Board what it plans, its responsive applic.iiion deserves no 

consideration at all .Applicants submit that the EJE/I&M Responsive Application should be 

summarily rejected if only for that reason The Board deserves to know what the ill-defined 

venture between EJE and I&M plans to do with this important part of the nation's most 

important rail hub. 

The Claimed Joint Venmre with I&M Is Contrived. Hastily Thrown Together 

and Designed as Window Dressing: The Board should view with grcM skepticism the joint 

venmre between EIE and I&M. The artangement appears to have been put together to make 

- I&M is a start-up carrier. Its proiestations of ignorance about Chicago operauons are 
at least credible, [[ 

]] 
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the EJE's grab for a bargain basement priced control of IHB look more legitimate,-

EJE/I&M told the Board lutle about the arrangements between them. 

When notices of intent to file responsive applications were filed on August 22. 

1997. EJE filed alone (EJE-3); I&M was nowhere to be seen, V/hen. on October 1, 1997, 

EJE filed with the Board its "Verified Staiement of No Significant Environmental Impact" 

(EJE-7) widi respect to the prospective r..cŝ > r̂cî "' Application. I&M was still nowhere tc be 

seen. When the joint Responsive Application appeared on October 21. 1997. the joint 

venmre offered no agreement to explain how it would jointly control the IHB slOi-k -- and no 

explanation at all conceraing the muution of EJE's August 22 and October 1 solo filings into 

an October 21 joint filing. 

]] Thus, the timing of 

l&.M's appearance ov. the scene remains obscure, although it seems to be quite recent. 

The mamier in which the two parties. EJE and I&M. came to the decision to 

file a joint application is mysterious and indeed smacks of the miraculous. It appears that the 

possibility of spontaneous generation, long abandoned in the biological sciences, r"-- be 

- If divestiture were ordered and if agreement on price could not 3e reached, the Board 
would set the price But EJE,T&.M would be free to walk away at no cost to themselves if 
the price was not entirely to their satisfaction. 
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present nonetheless in die making of corporate deals. [[ 

[[ 

]] 

Thus, how the EJE/I&M joint venmre was conceived, who proposed it to 

whrm, and its motivation, all remain swathed in mystery. The motivations of the parties to 
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fonn the joint venture are covered by the veils of the atlomey-client privilege. All lhat we 

can infer is that the place of conception was a lawyers' office in Chicago. 

The joint application forecast lhat the parties would put togedier a 

stockholders' voting agreement but no form of one was provided. EJE-10 at 6. [[ 

]] 

As to the pnrchase price of the 51% block of stock, which the Responsive 

Application said that EJE and I&M would have no difficulties in raising, [[ 

]] 
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The anangements between the two caniers appear lo be extraordinarily loose, 

to say the least. ([' 

]] The Responsive Application does not seem to fit the profile of a serious one, 

thought ou' and negotiated between businessmen. The contrast between what the Board is 

being offered in this Responsive Application and in the detailed agreemem between CSX and 

NS (CSX/NS-25. Vol. 8C. at 693) relating to IHB in the Primary Application is strUcing. 

Scch an ill-considered and ill-defined proposal as that of EJE/I&M hardly deserves serious 

attentiim. 

c. EJE's Complaints About The Transaction's Effeci 

on its Commercial Switching Business are Unfounded. 

Aside from the feeble contention that the public interest will be adversely 

affected when CSX and NS acquire control over Conrail's 51 percent interest in the IHB. 

EJE proceeds to voice a laundry list of "concems" about how the Transaction will harm its 

commercial switching business. In doing so. it unabashedly admits that u is IHB's 

competitor - without regard for the implications of such an aumission upon ils demands to 

acquire comrol of that competitor, 

i . IHB Will Continue To Set "Prices" Independently. 

'̂ oday IHB sets its switching charges independently. It will continue to do so 

after CSX and NS inherit joint control over Comail's 51 percent of the stock. Any worries 

FJE may have on that score simply boil down to a competitor's fear of competition. 
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i i . Any Incentive for a Trank Line Owner 
of IHB To Favor IHB Over Other Competing 
Switch Carriers is Lessened bv the Transaction. 

EJE argues that IHB's new owners will prefer to work with IHB to perform 

industry switching in comiection with their own line haul operations. EJE-10 at 9. Thus, 

EJE argues, EJE will lose swiiching business from those rail customers that it serves in 

competition with IHB. Id, 

In the first place, if this were a problem it would not be a new one. EJE's 

General Manager (M.S. "Mel" Tumer) testified in his verified statement that Comail has 

favored the IHB in choosing an intermediate switching carrier in Chicago (EJE-10, Tumer 

VS at 10) ([ 

.]] In any 

event, EJE's clever solution to this "problem" is, of course, to control its competitor to 

prevent CSX and NS from favoring U. 

EJET&M seem to have forgotten that the Board protects competition - not 

competitors. It does lot grant benefiis to competing carriers to immunize ihem from the 

market place effects of transactions presented to it; and it does not restmcmre the 

transportation network to equalize the competitive posmre of industries in the markets in 

which they compete. 

In any case. EJE's competitive effects arguments are flat wrong. Economics 

dictate that a trank line will not accept a lower level of service from a partially-owned 

subsidiary if an independent switch cartier can perform belter. The competitive marketplace 
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and the ever-increasing service demands of customers mandate this, Comail's cunem 

willingness to favor EJE on mi vements where EJE can provide better service (see EJE-10 at; 

Danzl VS at 9) offers real world proof of ihat economically logical principle. And, this is in 

a world where Comail controls IHB through 51 percent ownership. After the transaction, 

neither CSX nor NS will have that large an economic inierest in IHB. See n.l5, above. 

Any alleged "incentive" to favor IHB will be cut drastically. 

i i i . EJE's Complaint About Its Difficulty in 
Competing With IHB for Jointly Served Shippers 
is Tidily "Fixed" bv Its Proposed Acquisition of IHB, 

EJE makes no attempt to deny - and readily admits - that it and IHB directly 

compete to serve a number of shippers, EJE-10 at 8-9, These shippers would lose one of 

the two rail options available to them today if the responsive application were granted. [[ 

]] By creating 2-to-l 

shippers without offering a solution EJE ensures that it will not lose out in the markei place. 

But It a'so Ignores a considerable body of Board and ICC precedent. 

d. EJE/I&M Have Failed To Meet Their Burden 
of Proof That Any Public Hann of Any Sort 
Will Come As a Result of the Transaction. 

EJE/I&M have presented the Board with an application for an order compt'ling the 

salt of privately held property, and vesting in them the control of an imporunt part of the 

Chicago Terminal and its operations. EJE/I&M should, and do. carry a very heavy bnrden 

of proof. The Board should expect and require that burden of proof be met in their case in 
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chief. The principal failure of proof is the most fundamental one - that there is no showing 

lhat the new anangements, provided for in the Primary Application, as to the Comail stock 

ownership in IHB v/ill be contrary to the public interest. Instead. IHB will continue to be 

operated as a neutral carrier. 

EJE's General Manager. Mel Tumer, was the primary witness supporting 

EJE's and I&.M's eiTort to show ihat CSX would dominate the IHB and "would not operate it 

neutrally." EIE-10. Tumer VS at 10-11; [[ 

IF 

Mr, Tumer's opinion ignored the fact that NS and CP/Soo were in the picture 

as IHB stockholders whereas they were not as to the BOCT, a 100%-owned subsidiary of 

CSXT, Asked why NS would put up with such behavior oy CSXT, or why CP/Soo would 

put up with It, in each case Tumer responded [( ]] Tumer Dep, at 8-10. 

Contrary to the clear text of the agreement between CSX and NS. it was Mr Tumer's 

undersunding that [[ .]] 

Id. at 13 Mr Tumer had never [( 

]] Id. at 10, 25. His only 

knowledge of the matter was his ([ ]] Id. 

at 10. That undersunding is, of course, contrary to the agreement that has been filed with 

To put the shoe on the other foo*. it was established at the depositions that [[ 

1] 
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the Board. .Mr. Tumer's opinion, based solely on analogy from his notions as to how CSX 

has operated a l(X)%-owned subsidiary which, of course, was not govemed by a 

stockholders' agreement or by the constraints of a minority interest, is unsupported by any 

familiarity with the acmal artangements for post-Transaction operation in this case. It is not 

of any probative value. 

Besides ' CSX domination" one ither concem was raised - that "IHB 

operations after the transaction will lead to a reduced emphasis on intermediate switching 

services for Si.ialler raiiroads in Chicago." EJE-10, Tumer VS at 11. That concem too was 

wiihout proof or foundation. That opinion was based, according to Tumer's deposition, on 

(( 

•]] 

William Brcxlsky, President of I&M (and of its affiliate, Monuna Rail Link) 

gave his opinion (^IE-10, Brodsky VS at 6-9) lhat diere would be a troublesome 

concentration of control in Chicago terminal swiiching under the primary application. 

[I 

11 
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How the I&M would be prejudiced by the Primary Application was left in 

obscurity by Brodsky at his deposition. [[ 

11 

u 

11 

II 

11 
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I&M's conceras about prejudice to it in Chicago as a result of the Transaction 

are hardly bome out by any evidence. 

Thus, the "proof" that there would be a diminution in attention to local 

switching movements and a domination of IHB by CSX was no proof at all. EJE/I&M have 

failed in other regards to prove their case: 

They have offered no plan on how they would operate IHB. 

They have offered no repon on die environmental impacts of their joint 

proposal. 

They have offered no insight into financing. 

They have offered no deuils of their alleged joint venmre. 

They have offered no real evidence that competition will be affected by 

the Primary Application. 

They have offered no solutions for the two-to-one simations the 

Responsive Application would create. 

This Responsive Application appears to resemble a lottery ticket more closely 

than an application worthy of serious consideration. 

3. Wisconsin Central Ltd 

Wisconsin Central (WCL). a class II rail cartier operatmg in Wisconsin. 

Michigan (Upper Peninsula). Minnesota and Illinois, has filed comments (WC-10) and a 

related Responsive Application (WC-9) seeking a Board order compelling BOCT to sell to 

WCL its .Altenheim subdivision - a line of approximatelv 7.6 miles in die Chicago Terminal 

area, abutting the end of WCL's main line to Chicago. 
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Il should be noted at the outset diat WCL has ttackage rights today over die 

Altenheim subdivision. 

WCL in addition seeks the miposition of two conditions: 

First, dial CSXT be required, in effect, to merge its wholly-owned subsidiary, 

BOCT, into CSXT. A fortnal upstream merger was WCL's proposal in its Notice of 

Responsive Apphcauon filed m August 1997 (WC-2 at 4) but die presem proposal is dial 

CSXT is to be required to conduct direci interchange in the Chicago Terminal are? apart 

from BOCT and widiom die use of BOCT as an interadediaie switching cartier WC-10 at 8. 

Second, "dial dispatching over die IHB in the Chicago Terminal should be 

provided by a neutral can-ier - a earner odier lhan one of the IHB owners." WC-10 at 

9.10. (This last proposal has been discussed to some extem in connection widi the discussion 

of die EJE/I&M Responsive Application seeking to acquire the 51% block of the stock of 

IHB cunently owned by Conrail, above.)-

None of the requests of WCL has any merit None oi them addresses a 

condition that is Transaction-related, None of them has anything to do widi any dueat to 

competition posed by die Transaciion. Each of nem is an attempt to pursue longsunding 

goals of WCL w hich it has pursued in the past in some cases, m vendetus dial have been 

pursued dirough lengthy litigation. 

is WCL IS represented before the Board by the same k>-v firm which represents EJE and 
I&M. a firai apparently served in some brokerage or other deal-making relationship in 
putting the combination of EJE and I&M together. See Section XIII,B,2,b,iii.. above. 
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a. WCL Has Not Justified the Extraordinary 
Relief of a Forced Sale of a Line of Railroad. 

WCL already has trackage righis over die line of railroad that it wants to 

acquire forcibly against its owner's will. It can use those trackage rights to go anywhere in 

Chicago dial it could go if it owned the Altenheim subdivision. That is not enough for u. 

and never has been enough. The line's value was clear to WCL even before its birth as an 

operating cartier. Almost from the moment of its conception. WCL has coveted BOCT's 

Altenheim subdivision. On July 25. 1987, even before it commenced operatioas as a spin-off 

of die Soo Line's Wisconsin routes. WCL's president wrote to CSX suting: 

We desire to make anangements with the CSX system 
for imerchange at Chicago, and also for trackage rights on die 
BOCT to effect interchange with odier caniers in the Chicago 
Terminal. WC will not operate a yard at Chicago, but wilf 
operate widi pre-blocked trains from its lerminaF at Fond du 
Lac. Wisconsin directly to and from die yards of die connecting 
cartiers. 

Tha; letter identified the trackage righis requested as follows: 

Conceming trackage rights, we request overhead rights 
bet.veen Franklin Park and Blue Island, between Forest Park 
and Blue Island, and between Wesiem Ave, Junction and 
connection with die St, Charles Ak Line at Union Island 
Booth RVS. Atuchments.^ 

While WCL has attempted to portray CSX as manipulating BOCT to die 

continuing detriment of WCL m particular and Wesiem earners in general, the fact is dial 

BOCT granied lo WCL the route it so badly needed lo effect interchange widi odier caniers, 

including trackage rights over the Altenheim Subdivision, The nghts granied gave WCL 

- The segment between Forest Park and Blue Island is die Altenheun Subdivision. The 
remaining rights were not granied, 
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extremely effective access to BRC's Clearing Yard for Chicago imerchange widi numerous 

carriers. The rights also gave WCL direci access to IC (via 16lh Stteet) and to Conrail and 

CN/GTW (via Brighton Park) Without those trackage rights. WCL would have been 

virmally forced to use BOCT's Barr Yard (and to pay BOCT's intermediate swiiching 

charge.) Booth RVS at 3 WCL's only other practical option would have been to obuin 

trackage rights over IHB from Forest Park to IHB's Blue Island Yard or to BRC's Clearing 

Yard. That aitemative would not have been as operationally desirable for WCL because 

IHB's McCook Line from Forest Park to Blue Island Yard was (and remains) a very heavily 

used line widi serious congestion problems. Id, at 3-4. Widi diose trackage rights. WCL's 

interchange with owners of BRC (and others who chose to use BRC's faciUties) was 

facilitated and WCL was able to operate at lower costs Id, at 4.-

Now. after greatly issisting WCL in esublishmg its operaiions in Chicago 

(including helping WCL reach CSXT's arch rival. NS) BOCT and CSX find diemselves 

confronting a demand that BOCT's property be expropriated by its tenant. 

The decisions of the Board and its predecessor teach that even where a 

competuive problem is caused by a transaction, the preferred remedy is irackage rights rather 

than the mtire extreme remedv of line transfers. See LiP/SP at 157-63. 179 (granting 

trackage rights in lieu of divestimre), A fortiori, where trackage rights already exist and no 

^ Of course BOCT receives trackage rights fees for WCL's operations, and diese have 
generally been paid without protracted dispute However, by denying WCL's requesi. 
BOCT's attractiveness to WCL as an intermediate switch cartier to roads odier dian CSXT 
vvould hav e risen greatlv. and the iniermediaie sw itch charges would greatly have exceeded 
trackage righis fees, 
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purpose of cortecimg a competitive problem caused by the Transaction is presented, no line 

transfer should be ordered. 

b, WCL Cites No Competitive Injury Associated 
With the Transaciion Which the Forced Sale 
Would Remedy and Ils Inierest in Acquiring the 
Altenheim Subdivision Long Predates the Transaction. 

WCL's inierest in purchasing die .Altenheim subdivision dales back at least as 

far as 1989. The parties first met in late November of ihat year and exchanged 

cortespondence for some time thereafter Booth RVS at 4-5 and Atuchments. Howe- er, the 

value CSX and BOCT then atuched to die line was too high for WCL, A January 30. 1990 

letter from CSXT to WCL indicated that the parties were far apart on price. Booth RVS 

Attachments, A proposal of substantially more than WCL's original indication of imerest 

was made by WCL in January 1992, but it was not accepted. Booth RVS Atuchments. 

WCL appears not to have raised the issue again until its Responsive Application, Now. it 

seeks the right to purchase al a price to be set by the Board - but presumably wishes lo 

reserve the right to mm down the purchase if the price is too high. 

Not only does WCL's interest in the line pre-date the Application, so too do 

the complaints which h raises seeking to establish some "need" related to the Transacuon, 

lis complaints about dispatching by the BOCT (WC-9. Scott VS at 3) are admittedly focussed 

on the past and the present Its dissatisfaction with the maximum allowable speed on the line 

(WC-9. McCartan VS at 9) today obviously expresses no more than an atuck on the status 

quo. WCL's description of the operating advantages it says il could achieve on its existing 

line between Chicago and Fond du Lac. WI. if it could acquire BOCT's yard facilities al 

48th Street (WC-9. McCarran VS at 14), has nodding to do with the Transaction. 
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WCL's complaints about die sums quo - even if they had any merit - are not 

"compefitive injury" resulting from a transaction, tiie sort dial die Board addresses in control 

proceedings. WCL today can reach all die other cartiers it could reach by buying die line in 

question, WCL as owner of die Altenheun subdivision would not reach a single additional 

cartier that it does not reach today by using trackage rights. 

Straining in an attempt to find something that might happen in die fumre to 

complain of and to link to the Transaciion, Ŵ CL offers up a litany of past actions relating to 

the BOCT. attempts to portray diem as malicious, and dien extrapolate forward - all widiout 

finding a link to the Transaciion, WC-10 al 3-4, Thus, mumally beneficial interchange 

agreements between CSX and major westem roads relating to interchange ihrough BOCT are 

portrayed as extortionate, Boodi RVS at 9, CSXT's position (endorsed by the ICC and die 

United States Court of Appeals for the D C, Circuit) dial il is not required lo treat cars 

delivered to BOCT as delivered to CSXT. is presented by WCL as a strategy to force other 

carriers to use the BOCT as an intennediaie canier, WCL's argument ignores the fact dial 

CSXT does accept in.erchange from the Bell Railway at BRC's Cleanng Yard today, Boodi 

RVS at 8. 

WCL complains about congestion, and difficulties it has had operaung over the 

Altenhemi subdivision. As is usually the case in crowded areas, die tenant complauis of me 

dispatching and suggests bias in favor of the line owner. Obviously, WCL would prefer '3 

dispatch die .Altenheim subdivision and let odier railroads complain of ils dispatching. On 

discovery. WCL admitted that it never made any complaint in Court or lo the Board as to die 

quality or impartiality of BOCT's dispatching or its track maintenance in connection widi the 
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Altenheim subdivision, Intenogatory Response. WC-12 at 5-10, So any problems appear to 

have been sub-acute. WCL acknowledges (WC-10; McCarran VS at 3) that rail line 

congestion is a problem throughout Chicago. 

c. Even If They were Relevant. WCL's 
Stated Plans for Improvement of the 
.Altenheim Subdivisioii are Vague and Specuiaiive. 

WCL expresses some ideas as to what it might do with the Altenheim 

subdivision. Il ahempts to tempt the Board inlo a divestiture order by parading a list of 

capiul expendimres, includrng Hnnb'e suck clearance, across the pages of its filing.-

WC-10. McCarran VS at 13. 14. However. WCL has never even approached BOCT lo 

express an interest in discussing clearance work. Reardon RVS at 6. If WCL wants the 

route cleared, and if WCL is iraly willing to pay for that work, then there is no commercial 

reason why that cannot be done, (The engineering feasibility of such a project is unknown.) 

And. if CSX is persuaded lhat there is economic justification in the form ofjoint-line WCL-

CSX doublesuck trafnc for CSX investmeni in clearances, then CSX is willing lo consider 

sharing the cost In any event, poiential capital invesiment is not a justification for taking 

the property of A. and making .A sell it lo B, merely because lhat B might be able to do 

more vvith the property lhan A can do. 

Finally, aside from a relatively small track upgrade proposal. WCL docs not 

really represent lo the Board that diose investments would be made. On discovery , f'^llowing 

22' There appears to be no evidence of any desire of WCL to have double-stack clearance 
on the .Altenheim Subdivision until its filing in diis case, Reardon RVS at 6, Of course if 
there vere real oppormnities for double-stack intermodal service involving joint line 
WCL/CSX movements. CSX would welcome an opportunity to discuss an appropriately 
shared investment in clearance with its trackage-rights tenant. 
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a motion to compel. WCL has indicated dial >̂ ith respeci to die invesnnems m die 48th 

Avenue Yard to upgrade ils condiiion and place it in expanded service, spoken of in its 

Responsive Application (WC-9 at 7-8). it has made no efforts toward detennining an 

appropriate amount for investtnem in the Yard; it has made no efforts toward detertnuikig an 

appropriate schedule for making such invesunents: and it has no approval of any investtnent 

from its board of directors. Indeed, diere is no resolution of WCL's board of dkec ors 

autiiorizing die filing of die Responsive Application; die acquisition of die Altenheun 

subdivision; or any projects whatsoever to improve die pttysical conduion of die Alienlieun 

subdivision, Intertogatory Response. WC-14 at 8-10. 

d. WCL's Responsive Application Calls in Question 
the Priorities for die Performance of Local 
Swiiching Industries on the Altenheim Subdivision, 

The Rebutul Verified Sutement of Donald K Reardon. Presidem of BOCT, 

indicates that the present use of die Altenheim subdivision is essentially die handling of die 

switching movements for die eleven industries dial are on die line and die movement of 

WCL's trains under trackage rights. Putting maintenance operations to one side, die only 

source of congestion and operational difficulty for die WCL movements, of which WCL 

complains, are the local swiiching operations, Reardon RVS at 3, 

As lhat Rebunal Verified Sutement esublishes. the effect of die Responsive 

Application on operations would be that instead of the swiiching work for die local industries 

having precedence over die trackage rights operations of WCL. die WCL operaiions would 

hav. precedence over die ttackage righis operaiions of BOCT in serving die local industries. 
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The issue before die Board is not whedier such a reversal of priorities would 

be consistent with die public interest if it were volunurily proposed by die parties, diough 

WCL has not made much of a case that it would be. The issue is. rather, whether it is 

necessary to condition die overall Transaction involving CSX, NS and Comail on a forced 

sale which would have as its principal result a reordering of diose operational priorities as 

between die WCL overhead movements and the services performed for die eleven local 

industries. To sute dial proposition is. we submit, to make its answer obvious. 

e. WCL's Requested Condiiion That CSXT Merge BOCT Out 
of Existence or Perform Its Functions Itself is Merely 
a Re-hash of a Long-standing Dispute Between WCL. BOCT 
and CSXT over BOCT Intennediate Switching Charges. 

WCL and BOCT have a long and contentious history of disputes over BOCT 

intermediate switching charges. In order to undersund ftilly WCL's motivation in seeking 

dus unprecedented condiiion. it is necessary to set out a short summary of that long-sunding 

dispute. 

A fuller description of diis acrimonious matter is found in the opinion and 

award of arbitrator Sheldon Karon, dated June 10. 1996. found in Volume 3 In dial award. 

BOCT's position was upheld completely and an award of $17,276,289,90 of damages, plus 

certain additional damages to be calculated, was made against WCL, Upon proceedings 

relating to the award in Federal District Court. Judge William Hart confimied the arbitration 

award in die amount of $19,160. m.44, and remanded cerum ftirdier issues to die arbitrator 

for die determination of additional damages, Ballimore & Oh'o Chicago Terminal Railroad 

Co. V. Wisconsin Central Ltd.. U.S.D.C, N.D. IU.. CivU Action No. 93C3519, 
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Memorandum Opimon and Order entered January 29. 1997. at 35-36, found in Volume 3. 

WCL has not paid the award and is continuing to contest it. 

The background ihat apj. .ars from diese decisions is this: After it was created 

in 1987. WCL entered into an agreement w ith BOCT and CSXT under which WCL would 

deliver and pick up trains at BOCT's Bart Yard. WCL agreed to pay BOCT's intermediate 

switching charge, except under ceruin circumstances which the arbitrator found did not 

;ly. In fact. WCL paid die BOCT switch charges for over a year, at which time it 

stopped paying with no explanation. Efforts by BOCT to collect conlinued with numerous 

meetings between WCL and CSX management at high levels of both companies. Ultimately, 

when all efforts at resolution failed, and with statute of limitations issues looming, BOCT 

filed suit to collect There ensued court litigation and a massive arbiti-ation. lasting over four 

years. The result was a complete vindication of BOCT's position and an award of $20 

million Payment of the award has been resisted by WCL to the utmost and has not been 

made. 

WCL's trae agenda is to resolve the BOCT intermediate switch charge issue -

at least for the fumre CSXT can perhaps be forgiven for believing lhat die other condhions 

sought by WCL have been contrived with the object of obtaining negotiating chips 

conceming the S20 million award. 

Related issues are before the Board now in Docket No, 41995.- brought by 

WCL, where it attempts to undermine the arbitration award by advancing a new legal dieory 

- Wisconsin Central Ltd, - Petition for Declaraton Order - Certain Rates and 
Practices of The Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal Railroad Companv and CSX 
rransportatioii. Inc, 
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before the Board. It may well be diat WCL hopes that it can achieve much of its goals in 

Dockei No. 41995. here in this proceeding on an attenuated record within the context of a 

complex and wide-ranging Transaction. 

BOCT's right to assess intermediate switching charges has been the subject of 

controversy before. Burlington Northem forcemilv challenged BOCT and its then-parent 

Chessie System Railroads in the late 1970's but lost. See Burlington Northem Railroad Co. 

V. United Sutes. 731 F.2d 33 (D.C. Ck. 1984) affin^ning I.C.C, Order, Review Board No, 

1. Docket No. 37515. June 22. 1982. Today, carriers in Chicago recognize BOCT as a 

separate company and contract widi it as such. Booth RV̂S at 2, While BOCT does not 

claim die sort of independence that BRC has. and which IHB has and will have after the 

Transaction, il is a switching carrier lhat pertorms switching functions and makes available 

facilities, and thus is entitled to compensation as such. Whatever dissatisfaction with ihat 

simation may exist, it is broadly accepted, and is fully in accord with long-established 

precedent. See Grand Trank Westem Railroad v, Pere .Marquette Railway. 174 I.C.C 427 

(1931). The Transaction doĉ  not mmish any basis for the Board to revisit BOCT's stams. 

Historically. CSXT has paid BOCT charges for traffic delivered to BOCT for 

CSXT under various blocking agreements with Westem roads. These agreements (which 

have varied in their details over time) have generally provided that when Westem roads 

pre-block cars destined to CSXT via BOCT's Bart Yard. CSXT would pay the applicable 

BOCT intermediate switch charge. The effect of this has been to reward the blocking 

caniers for their efforts by freeing them from payment of any vii.chitig charges. The effect 

of pre-blocking is. of course, to diminish the amount of handling ihat is necessary in the 
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Chicago terminal area, to decrease congestion in that area and to expedite and facUiute 

movements through Chicago. 

WCL attempts to portray these arm-length transactions, with such defenseless 

small businesses as the Burlington Northem and the Sanu Fe. as if they were impositions on 

the Westem cartiers. In fact, these were mumally beneficial arrangements that were entered 

into volunurily. Like WCL. each of these cartiers had other options available to deliver 

traffic to CSXT. but by using diese artangements they avoided various costs and had the 

benefit of improved transit times for their common customers, Boodi RVS at 9, 

WC benefits from the use of BOCT facilities. The role of intennediate 

carriers has been discusjed above in the material on the EJE/I&M Responsive Application. 

It need not be repeated. It should be clear that WCL benefits from the availability and use 

of BOCT's facilities. WCL prefers to bring a full train of ca-s destined to CSX in a 

single-crew move from its yard at Fond Lac. WI, to BOCT's Barr Yard. There, when 

die tram is yarded, WCL's crews go cff duty, lieing up dieir locomotives on BOCT yard 

tracks ^̂ e locomotives are permitted to remain until a train for reverse movement is 

readied by BOCT Barr Yard crews. At that tune, a WCL crew (the same or different 

depending on hours of service requirements) goes on duty at Bart Yard and departs. To 

accomplish this widiout the availability and use of BOCT's facilities, WCL would have to 

exercise its trackage rights over the BOCT's Altenheim subdivision and continue south on the 

BOCT (or some other carrier's line) to the BRC's Clearing Yard where it would incur 

charges from the BRC. 
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WCL has made a boasting point of the fact that it has no yard in Chicago. 

Booth RVS. Atuchments - (letter of July 25. 1987). presumably bringing it cost savings. If 

WCL did not benefii from using BOCT's Barr Yard, il could - and would - go elsewhere. 

The making of yard facilities available to other rail carrier customers is a function of 

intermediate switching camers. It demonstrates, as the court and agency decisions and 

arbitrator's d. cision referted lo above confirm, ihat BOCT is an intermediate switching 

carrier, mrnishing WCL interchange facilities that it needs and otherwise would have to 

obuin elsewhere. There is no reason for the Board, in this proceeding or otherwise, lo 

dismrb the commercial relations BOCT has esublished between itself and its carrier 

customers. 

f. WCL's Proposed Condiiion That IHB Be 
Dispatched By an Independent Operator is 
Unnecessary and Ifnrelated to the Transiciion. 

Applicants have demonstrated ihat IHB will continue lo operate as a separate 

company, separately m- laged. with responsibilities lo all of its shareholders. Control of IHB 

v ill be spread among three owners. The current minority shareholder. CP/Soo. will no 

longer face a unitary' majority stockholder, the independent Comail. but a Conrail which is 

controlled by two mutual rivals. CSX and NS, The largest economic interest in the IHB will 

be that of CP/Soo, An open agreemeni between CSX and NS will govem how Comail will 

vote as stockholder on certain issues, but the fact remains that control of the IHB w ill be 

diluted, not concentrated, by the Transaciion, 

This demonstration alone suffices lo address WCL's alleged concems. but 

WCL's failure to esublish a nexus berween the relief sought and the Transaction bears some 
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brief additional comment,- Ils complaint (WC-10 at 4) diat die CSX Operating Plan 

describes only die uses CSX will make of die IHB is beside die point. Namrally, die CSX 

Operating Plan discusses CSX operations. To attribute an intent on CSX's part to dominate 

the IHB's operations or to assert dial CSX will attempt to exclude cd̂ er carriers merely from 

die fact dial die CSX Operaiing Plan discusses CSX operations shows how farfetched die 

condition is. 

It must be remembered - as was established in discovery from other cartiers 

having ties to WCL and making sunilar charges, duoug. die same counsel, about CSX's 

intentions - that one effect of the operating plans of CSX will be to diminish congestion in 

the Chicago terminal areas by encouraging pre-blocking and ran-through operations. This 

will redound to die interest of aU carriers and will free-up yard capacity al Bart Yard which 

can be used lo serve the needs of local industries and of the smaller railroads, which may not 

be in a position lo pre-block lo the same extern as the major cartiers, Ortison RVS at 31. 

Just as there is no basis for requiring divestimre of ComaU's 51% slock 

inierest in IHB. there is no basis for separating the power lo govern IHB. including die 

power to select its management and its dispatchers, from its stock ownership. Ownership of 

an enterprise in our system generally cames widi il die power lo manage. The visions of 

abuse of that power by WCL. as by its apparent associates. EJE and I&M. are ran^ 

speculation; that speculation ignores the realities of die divided ownership of IHB (and of 

BRC and ignores die beneficial effects of CSX's plans for Chicago operations. 

2i' This also addresses the concems uf Illinois DOT. IDOT-2 at 2. 
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C. Shortline Railroads. 

1. Ann Arbor Railroad. 

In its Responsive Applic?tion and Request for Conditions in Sub-No. 78, Ann 

Arbor Acquisition Corporation d/b/a Ann Arbor Railroad ("AA") advances an argument for 

the imposition of conditions to keep AA viable and to avoid the loss of essential services. 

AA-5. AA's argument is based upon the ertoneous assumption diat AA will lose 

approximately $3,350,0(X) in revenues as a resuh of the transaction. Additionally, AA 

claims that the Toledo-Chicago rail cortidor is a 2-to-I cortidor, and asks the Board to 

unpose conditions to resolve the alleged loss of competition on dial cortidor. 

The conditions AA requests, if im.posed. would result in a windfall to AA. 

AA will experience bul a fraction of the diversions and revenue loss it contends it will lose. 

At most. AA may experience some reduced revenue, but that circumsunce alone cannot 

support the imposition of conditions. As to the contention diat die To. d̂o to Chicago is a 

"2-10-1" corridor. Applicants demonstrate conclusively that diis is not the case. 

AA asks the Board to require, as a condition of approval of the transaction. (1) 

that NS grant AA limited trackage rights- between Toledo. OH and Chicago, IL via 

Elkhart, IN; and (2) that AA be permitted to interchange iraffic witii CP at Ann Arbor, MI. 

AA's contention that the Transaction will result in bankraptcy for AA is 

withoui merit, and essential services are not threatened by the ttansaction. AA's requests 

should therefore be denied. 

- AA uses the term "limited trackage rights" to refer to overhead trackage rights with 
the right to interchange with all rail cartiers along the route. AA-5 at 5. 
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AA projects dial it will lose approximately $500,000 in annual revenues from 

its participation in a three-cartier movement of sand originating at Yuma. MI and destined to 

Cleveland. OH because die traffic could be diverted post-transaction to TSBY-CSX.^' 

While such a diversion may be possible post-Transaction, it by no means is ceruin. In his 

rebuttal venfied sutemem. Mr. John Williams, who prepared NS's iraffic smdy. explains 

why he believes diis traffic will not be diverted. Williams RVS at 70-71. 

AA also projects it will lose approxmiately $1,750,000 in annual revenue from 

its participation in auiomotive traffic. AA asserts dial it wUl lose revenue for switching 

services perforaied in Toledo for NS and Conrail and for traffic originated by NS in Milan, 

Michigan and switched by NS to AA for movement to Toledo. Mr. V.'illiams. however, 

believes dial none of AA's $1,750,000 in automotive traffic revenue will be lost. Williams 

RVS at 73-75. AA has established us position in the marketplace based upon die reduced 

circuity its lines provide compared with diose of NS. CSX or Comail; its superior switching 

location adjacent to Chrysler's automotive plant in Toledo; and demonstrated shipper 

preference for its winning price/service bids for traffic. Id. at 71-73 The Transaction has 

no effeci on any of diese factors. Accordingly. .AA's claimed revenue losses of $1,750,000 

are not likely to occur, and even if diey did they could not properly be said to result from 

the Transaction. 

AA also argues dial it will lose b.5ro.OOO in annual irackage rights fees from 

reduced CN use of AA between Diann. Michigan and Toledo, based on the misuken belief 

dial CN will have new irackage rights on die ComaU Letroii-Toledo route allocated to NS. 

22' TSBY IS die Tuscola & Saginaw Bay Railway, 
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CN cuTently ha' rights for one train a day on the Conrail Detroit-Toledo route. CN has not 

asked for and. post-Transaction, will not receive expanded rights on this route. Thus if CN 

reroutes any traffic away from AA. that action camiot be said to result from the Transaciion, 

Meador RVS at 3-4, 

AA further contends that it will lose $800,000 in aimual trackage rights fees 

from reduced NS use of AA beiween Milan and Toledo because NS will have a more direct 

route from Toledo to Chicago. While NS agrees that it may divert some traffic from AA's 

lines, this will be the result of NS acquiring the use of a more direci and cost-effective route. 

This will provide shippers with better, more economical rail service. Noubly. however, the 

NS operating plan contemplates reduced use. but not elimination of ils rights on the AA. 

Meador RVS al 5-6 

Even if AA were lo lose the full S800.000 in annual trackage fees from 

reduced NS use of .AA between Milan and Toledo, such a diversion of trackage righis 

revenue - which will result in better, more economical rail service for shippers - would not 

impair AA's financial viability, Williams RVS at 69, Nevertheless, diversions from a 

camer not resulting in the loss of essential services is not a harm that calls for the imposition 

of conditions, as the Board and its predecessor have clearly held, 

A A also points to a $412,000 investmeni il made lo upgrade the Milan to 

Toledo line to accommodate the NS operaiions. As AA's own traff c moves over this 

route.- the entire investment cannot be attributed to NS trackage rights. Moreover. AA's 

operaiions decision to invesi $412.000 in the Milan to Toledo line was a unilateral decision 

— Intenogatory Response. A,A-6 al 6. 
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dut it made withe ut any guarantee by NS that it would continue to use this line al its current 

level. 

In addition to trackage rights between Toledo and Chicago. AA asks the Board 

to grant a condition permitting CP to interchange traffic widi AA at Ann Arboi in order to 

enable AA to further recoup its projected revenue losses. Since most of AA's claimed losses 

will not occur, and the ones that may will not tmeaten essential services, die requested 

condition is not justified. Moreover, as discussed in Mr. Meador's rebutul verified 

sutement, the requested condition is not workable. CP has negotiated a haulage agreement 

widi NS over die Comail line (allocated to NSj from Detroit to Chicago via Ann Arbor. 

Since diis agreement is for overhead righis only, interchange with AA is not allowed CP 

has indicated it intends to use thcaC rights for time-sensitive traffic, which is not conducive to 

intermediate interchanges. Meador RVS at 10. 

Finally. AA's claim that the cortidor beiween Toledo and Chicago will 

become a "2-to 1 cortidor" is false. CSX also operates beiween Toledo and Chicago. AA 

asserts that since NS will operate both Conrail lines connecting with AA, AA customers will 

lose competitive options to die Chiw igo gateway because all odier rail rouies are circuitous. 

However, as Mr Meador explains, the CSX route is not circuitous. It is only 15 miles 

longer than the Comail route from Toledo to Chicago. In addition, most of die CSX route is 

former B&O line, on which CSX is spending $200 million or more in capiul to compete 

with the Comail route. Meador RVS at 2-3. 
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2. R.J. Corman/Wesiera Ohio Line. 

R.J. Corman Railroad/Westera Ohio Lme ("RJCW ") filed a responsive 

application in Sub-No. 63 requesting the Board to require that u be given "acquisition of 

ownership or trackage rights on Comail's line of railroad between approximately milepost 

54.4 and approximately nilepost 52.1 in Lima. OH ...." RJC-6 at 1. That request should 

be denied. RJCW has not shown any compelilive harm as a result of the Transaction; 

indeed, RJCW's competuive posuion will be unchanged. 

RJCW is a Class III ;artier that operates between Glenmore and Lima. OH 

and between Lima and the Indiana/Ohio border. RJC-6 at 3 and Ex. 1. RJCW obtained the 

right to operate over the Glenmore-Lima line on May 10. 1996, ordy a year and a half ago. 

Interrogatory Response. RJCW-7 al 9. That line's only connection at Lima is with Conrail. 

RJC-6 at 6. Traffic moving to or from the Glenmore-Lima line is switched by Conrail to 

CSX and NS. Id, That switching is done pursuant to Comail uriff CR 8(X)1, Interrogatory 

Response. RJCW-7 at 12. In order to reach CSX and NS, RJCW traffic must move over die 

two miles of line (milepost 54,4 'o milepost 52,1) that are the subject of RJCW's responsive 

application, RJC-6 at 6, 

Those two miles of Comail line will be operated by CSX following 

consummation of the Transaction, See CSX/NS-18, Vol. i at 36; see also RJC-6 at 6. 

RJCW w ill be in die .same compeutive position before and after the Transaction. CSX will 

simply step into Comail's shoes at Luna; RJCW will still have one connection there - CSX 

instead of Comail -- and will be able to move traffic to interchange with NS there through a 

switch movement, just as it does today. 
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RJCW contends it will be harmed by the Transaciion because CSX will not 

have the same economic indifference as Comail and will not offer a comparable switch 

charge for RJCW iraffic to reach NS. RJC-6 at 6 It also contendi CSX "will be free to 

either raise line-haul rates, diminish the level and frequency of interchange with RJCW or do 

bodi" if it controls the s»viich movement. I d . -

Those conceras are speculative and unfounded. Applicants have committed to 

mainuining existing Comail switching charges at all points, such as Lima, where they will 

step into Conrail's shoes. See Section XI,E RJCW has offered no basis upon wtuch to 

conclude that CSX will increase its switch rate at some unspecified miure date, nor has it 

shown lhat any potential increa.se would be unreasonable.-

RJCW also has no basis for contending ihat CSX's economic incenuves with 

respect to the Lima switch charge will be different from Conrail s The presumption under 

Board precedent and economic theory is quite to the contrary See Section V^B.; see also 

Kalt RVS at 54-56 

- This arpument is reiterated in uhe verified statement of RJCW's President. M W. 
Grahb. and the venfied statement of Michael M, Fry, General Manager and President of 
Mercer Landmark. Inc. a RJCW shipper, both of which ate attached to RJC-6, 

^ Cenain sutements in die responsive application appeared lo suggest lhat RJCW might 
be making an essential services claim. See RJC-6 at 8, However. RJCV/ s discovery 
responses make clear that there is no essential services claim RJCW admits mat none of its 
shippers will lose rail service if the Primary Application is approved witnout Uie conditions 
sought by RJCW, Interrogatory Response. RJCW-7 at 6 In any event. RJCW's customers 
over the Glemnore-Lima line do have an alternate mode of iransporiaiion - tracks. See. 
e.g.. RJC-6. Fry VS at 2. In fact, no rail service was provided over me Glemnore-Lima line 
from November 1993 until RJCW received operating rights over it in May 1996, See Sub-
Operaiing Agreement between RJCW and Spencerville-Elgin Railroad, inc. RJC-OO-P 
(MMUl (Vol 3). 
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In any event, it is clear that RJCW's requesi to acquire die Lima line is not 

related to the Transaciion, RJCW sought to acquire the same two miles of line from Comail 

before the Application was filed,^ That pnor acquisition effort demonsira'es .^JCV is 

pursuing preexisting commercial interests here, not seeking relief from any el,'ect of the 

Transaciion, Its requesi must accordingly be denied. 

3. Elk River Railroad, 

The Elk River Railroad. Inc, asserts that it is in die process of acquiring the 

necessary right of way to consiracl a 30-mile extension of its lines, lo a connection w ith a 

Comail line at Falling Rock. 10 mUes nordi of Charleston, WV, ELKR-2 at 2. This project 

has been in progress for over five years. Eisenach RVS at 8, Elk River says that, prior lo 

the announcement of the transaciion proposal, it was discussing with Comail the potential 

purchase by Elk River of Conrail trackage from Falling Rock. WV to Charleston. WV, 

which NS will operate and which is currently in need of subsuntial rehabiliuiion. Elk River 

asks the Board to require NS lo negotiate in good faith for the sale of die Falling Rock-lo-

Charlesion line and for reasonable interchange arrangements with NS and CSX for traffic 

moving lo or from points beyond lhat trackage, all allegedly in accordance with Elk River's 

pre-application discussions with Conrail, 

The condition Elk River seeks has nothing to do with the Transaciion and 

therefore should not be granted as a condition to approval of the Application. Id, If the 

Transaciion is approved, NS will simply step into the shoes of Comail 

^ See Inlenogatory Response, RJCW-7 at 5, Those negotiations were put on hold after 
Comail agreed to be acquired. Id, 
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NS is willing to work widi Elk River to esublish an interchange at Falling 

Rock or anodier agreed-to location if Elk River completes the constraction of its proposed 

line extension. NS is also willing to work widi Elk River lo determine die best mix of 

ownership and rehabiliuiion responsibility for die line between Falling Rock and Charleston. 

Eisenach RVS at 8-9. These matters will depend on a variety of considerations, including 

the potential profiubility to NS of die ttaffic Elk River proposes to haul soudi, and die 

feasibility of restoring die out of service tt-ack to reach coal reserves in die area, which is die 

reason Comail has not abandoned the line between Charleston and Falling Rock already. 

However, there is no basis whatsoever for the Board to become involved in those matters in 

this proceeding. 

Elk River also supports, but does not discuss, die request made by die "West 

Virginia Association for Economic Development" to grant CSX shared use of the West 

Virginia Secondary to permil Elk River a southera oudet to CSX. curtendy 57 miles away, 

should Elk River acquire die Conrail line in quesiion to Charleston, WV. Elk River will in 

no way be harmed by NS's operation of the West Virginia Secondary; however, since Elk 

River already connects widi CSX at Gilmer and Buraesville Jet., WV. diose connections are 

not du-eatened by die Transaciion. There is nodiing about die proposed ttansaction to justify 

NS being ordered to grant Elk River an additional outlet to CSX. Eisenach RVS at 7-8. 

Therefore. Elk River's requested condiiions should not be granted. 
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4. Gateway Westem Railway 
and Gateway Eastem Railway. 

Gateway Wesiem Railway and Gateway Ea'tera Railway filed comments (GWWR-

3) relating to the assignability of two trackage rights agreements. As Applicants demonstrate 

in Section VI, 49 U.S.C. § 11321(a) ovemides any anti-assignment clauses that would 

frastrate the use of Conrail s rights and franchises as part of a iransaction authorized by the 

Board. The Gateway railroads' requests must therefore be denied. 

5. Housatonic Railroad. 

Housatonic Railroad ("HRRC") is a Class III cartier that operates 

approximately 161.3 miles of rail lines; its lines ran between Pitt.̂  • d. MA and Danbury, 

CT and from Derby. CT du-ough Danbury to Beacon. NY HRRC-10 at 4. HRRC 

acknowledges that "[tihe Board has traditionally exercised restraint in imposing condiiions." 

Id. at 19. Nonetheless. HRRC seeks three conditions here. 

First. HRRC supports approval of die New England Central Railroad 

("NECR") request for irackage rights between Palmer. MA and Albany. NY for interchange 

with connecting earners,- If those trackage righis are not granted, HRRC asks die Board 

to require CSX to enter info an arrangement pursuant to which CSX would haul HRRC 

iraffic (a) from Pittsfield, MA to the Albany area for interchange with connecting cartiers, 

including NS. CP Rail and Springfield Terminal Railroad, and (b) from Pittsfield to Palmer. 

MA for interchange al Palmer and intermediate points, HRRC-10 al 21-22. 

^ NECR and HRRC have reached an agreemeni in principle under vvhich NECR would 
haul HRRC traffic over these lines, HRRC-10 at 22 n,21, 
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HRRC curtendy interchanges widi only one carrier - Conrail - at one 

location - Pittsfield, HRRC-10 al 6. 10-11. The only change effected by die Transaction 

will be dial HRRC will interchange with CSX raiher dian Conrail al Pittsfield. Id, HRRCs 

position dius will be unchanged. HRRC seeks conditions because it is afraid of NS 

transloading and competing widi HRRC. See HRRC-10 at 12-14. 

HRRCs request for access to Albany tiuough haulage - whedier by CSX or 

under die requested NECR irackage righis -- is plainly designed to enhance rather than 

pteserve HRRCs compelilive position. Through such haulage, HRRC would greatly expand 

die number of cartiers with which il connects, as well as the locations at which such 

connections occur. If dial condiiion were granied, HRRC would go from having one 

connection at Pittsfield to having four in die Albany area (CSX. NS. CP Rail and Springfield 

Tenninal Railroad), as well as two at Pittsfield (CSX and NECR). three al Spnngfield (CSX. 

Springfield Terminal and Connecticut Southera) and two at Palmer (CSX and NECR), See 

HRRC-10 al 22; Interrogatory Response. HRRC-11 at 12. 13,-

As demonstrated in Section XIII,C9. NECR has not established that il is 

entitled lo trackage rights from Palmer to Albany, Nor has HRRC established that the Board 

should impose the allemative condiiion requiring CSX to provide HRRC haulage. 

There is no subsunce to HRRCs claim lhat the Transaciion will have 

anticompetitive effects on shippers and shortiines in New England. HRRC contends il needs 

haulage to Albany because its shippers will not benefit from die increased rail competition 

22 NECR would provide a connection for HRRC at Pittsfield only if the irackage rights 
it seeks were to be granied. 
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dial will be created at die Nordi Jersey Shared Assets Area. HRRC-10 at 10-14. 23-25.-

However. as explained in Secuon VIII. the fact that new competition will be introduced at 

other loca;ions does not constimte competitive harm wartanting the imposition of conditions. 

In addition, there are sound policy reasons for refusing to grant conditions in these 

circumsunces. See Kalt RVS at 12.^' 

Nor is there any merit to HRRCs claim that such haulage is necessary to 

prevent a loss of essenf al services. See HRRC-10 at 33. HRRC admits dial none of its 

shippers will lose service as a result of the proposed transaction unless "HRRC goes out of 

business in which case all shippers will lose rail service," Intertogatory Response. HRRC-11 

at 7. HRRCs essential services clauns are unfounded and entirely speculative.-

The second condition HRRC seeks is that the Board require NS to chargv* CSX 

a "reasonable" switching charge for switching cars between Cleveland, OH and Gypsum, OH 

for existing limestone traffic originating on HRRC that is interchanged with CSX and 

- Exhibit 8 to HRjiC-lO conuins the verified sutements of five shippers raising this 
same claim 

- HRRC also fails to recognize the extent to which shippers outside Shared Assets 
Areas will also benefit from their existence. See KaU RVS at 13-17, 

- HRRC alleges that even the loss of a small amouni of ils iraffic "has the potential of 
jeopardizing (its) financial health," HRRC-10 at 33, It suggests that if it lost limestone 
traffic from .Specialty Minerals. Inc. its financial viability might be threatened. Id, at 16-17. 
As described below. however, that limestone traffic is unlUcely to be affected by this 
Transaction HRRC has failed to offer any evidence that it would lose other business. 

In response lo discovery. HRRC claimed that it will lose a portion of ils bii<!jne<ts 
from nine customers as a result of the merger, but suted that it cannot determine specific 
volumes of traffic loss "withoui a more deuiled operating plan than Applicants have 
submitted and without projected pricing and odier policies of Applicants which .have not been 
di.sclo.sed," Interrogatory Response. HRRC-11 at 8-9. That response is not sufficient to 
demonstrate any potential traffic loss by HRRC, 
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terminaies at Gypsum, OH HRRC does not sute what it would consider to be a 

"reasonable" switching charge for such movements, nor does u suggest any standard or 

metiiodology for determining one. Id, at 27 28. Nor does HRRC explain why die existing 

charge is inappropriate or why private negotiation of such a charge - as favored by Board 

precedent and die national transportation policy - should not be preferable. See Section 

XI.F.2. 

HRRC claims diis condition is necessary because the Specialty Minends 

limestone traffic will go from being a two carrier movement (HRRC-CRC) to a three canier 

movemem (HRRC-CSX-NS) See HRRC-10 at iS-17. 27-28; HRRC-10. Exhibit 6.̂ ^ 

HRRC contends this will cause service to deteriorate and rates lo increase HRRC-10 at 15-

16. However, die change from a two-carrier to tiiree-canier moveinent does not wan-L-nt 

Board prescription of a switch charge. That change involves no reduction in compelilion 

icause the movement will have the same number of rail options at origin and destination as 

u did prior lo th.' Transaciion. 

In any event, there is no reason lo assume HRRC shippers will be harmed by 

having a CSX-NS movement replace one on Conrail; CSX and NS have worked effectively 

together in the past in providing efficient joini-line service, and are conunitted to doing so m 

die ftimre. See Orrison RVS at 120 See Section XVl.i^ Moreover, if HRRCs shipper 

i2 The traffic originates in Canaan. CT. where Speciaitv Minerals owns a mine and 
manufacturing facility, and terminates at the I S, Gypsum Company at Gypsum. OH, 
HRRC-10. Exhibit 6 Post-Transaction, th^ traffic would move from HRRC to CSX at 
Pittsfield. MA to NS nt Cleveland, Id, 

^ ' HR.IC also asserts that ils essentia! services claun supports the switch charge 
(continued,,,) 
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has a contract with Comail. the contract and its terms will remain in place even though die 

rr.nvement becomes a joint-line over CSX and NS. See Section IX. A. 

The diird condiiion HRRC requests is thai die Boa.rd require CSX to mainuin 

through class and commodity rates to HRRC Connecticut and Westem Massachusetts sutions 

for plastic lumber and other forest products at levels no higher than CSX mainuins to 

fomier Conrail sutions at diose points. HRRC-10 at 29-30. HRRC also asks die Board to 

require CSX to mainuin die same revenue divisions widi HRRC as it curtently has with 

Conrail, Id, 

HRRC has failed to establish that any transaction-related harm would result if 

this condition is not imposed. HRRC claims dial "CSX will in the mmre ... be able to harm 

the competitive position of HRRC and HRRCs lumber customers and to divert lumber and 

certain odier commodity iraffic from HRRC sutions to CSX stations by maintaining lower 

through rates to CS.X sutions than are maintained to HRRC stations," HRRC-10 at 30, It 

also claims that Conrail generally equalized rates between HRRC stations and Comail 

stations. Id, 

HRRCs effort to lock in a special protected posiiion for plastic and forest 

product movements on its lines must be rejected. Imposing conditions of this sort prevents 

railroads from adapting to change and implementing beneficial service innovation.̂  Kalt 

RVS at 56, If rail carriers are prevented by regulatory order from adapting as markets 

change, inefficiencies are bound to result. Id, 

- (,,,conlinued) 
condition. See HRRC-10 at 33-34, As demonstrated above, however, there is no evidence 
that any es.sential rail service will be lost. 
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HRRCs ancillary request that its existing divisions with Comail be frozen 

should also be denied CSX will be assuming Conrail's existing agreements with HRRC, 

including us agreements regarding divisions, and will honor such existing contracts for the 

remainder of their temi. See HRRC 10 at 32 (quoting CSX discovery response). Upon 

expiration of those agreements. CSX and HRRC should be allowed lo negotiate new ones 

based on commercial conditions at that time If fumre negotiations are not successful, there 

are sumtory remedies See 49 U S C § 107^^ There is no need for the Board to 

anticipate such issues now -

Specific 

Indiana 6i Ohio RaUway ( IORY ), a class III railroad that provides service 

, Ml Sub .No, 77 seeking trackage rights 

seumenis Uiat would add an additional 339 miles, lORV-4 at 13-14, 

overhead trackage rights between East .Norwood. OH and 
VNashingion Court Houv o f i n.-r the rail line cunently owned 
bv CSX;i^ 

ioeai trackage rights between Monroe. OH and Middletown, OH 
^ •' 'b- r,!il line cunentlv- owned b\ ("P<̂  <; • he operated by 

;'iument lu-

H)K\ ii.,-.. ............. iiii!.' . ..u:.iCi.., 

! iiA wnh lORY s Greenfield branch ' IORV-4 at 2 n,3 

.; [ on this coru'llion as well 

, i.;hi to comiect at Midland 

- lOR'̂  defines "local ' trackage rights .r- luJin^ • i ̂  Uî  u^hi !• • j^^iaie trains over 
the lines described, (2) the right to interchange with all cartiers (including shoni nes) at all 

(continued,.,) 
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3. local trackage rights between Sidney. OH and Quincy. OH over 
the rail line curremly owned by CRC (to be operated by CSX); 

4. local irackage rights between Sharonville, OH and Columbus, 
OH over the rail line currently owned by CRC (to be operated 
by NS); 

5. local trackag*? rights between Quincy. OH and Marion. OH over 
the rail line currently owned by CRC (to be operated by CSX); 

6. local irackage rights between Lima, OH and Fort Wayne. IN 
over the rail line currently owned by CRC (to be operated by 
CSX); 

7. local trackage rights over CRC's Erie ttack in Luna. OH (to be 
operated by CSX); and 

8. local trackage rights between Quincy, OH and Marysville, OH 
over the rail line cumently owned by CRC (to be operated by 
CSX) 

IORY-4 at 2-3.^' 

IORY claims the Board shoi ld grant these extensive trackage rights lo 

ameliorate various alleged harms. However. IORY has not esublished any harm resulting 

from the Transaciion that could justifv such relief Moreover, some of the requested rights 

would create serious operating problems for Applicants. 

-(...continued) 
junctions on the lines described; and (3) the right to serve all shippers, siding? and leam 
tracks located on the lines described, IORY-4 at 3-4, 

— In comments dated October 17. 1997. the City of Cincinnati opposed an anucipated 
IORY request for trackage rights over die NS Riverfront Running Track that had been listed 
in lORY's Augast 21 notice of ir-, aniicipated responsive application. However, IORY did 
not seek those particular rights in ils responsive application, and the City's comments are 
'herefore moot, 
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IORY and ihree affiliates ar̂  operated as the I&O Rail System,- That 

sysiem has grown dramatically in the last year. When the I&O Rail System was acquired by 

RailTex in June 1996. it included only 230 miles of line, IORY-4, Burkart VS at 3, By 

October 1997, the I&O Rail System had more dian doubled, to its curtent 475 miles. Id, al 

2. Much of this expansion came in Febraary 1997. when IORY purchased a portion of die 

former Detroit, Toledo & Ironton Railroad ("DT&I") lines from CN. Id, at 3. 

IORY seeks to use this transaction as an oppormnity to link the unconnected 

shortline carriers dial it acquired in June 1996; to expand its reach still further; and to 

enhance its competitive posiiion. It has no valid basis for doing so. and the Board should 

deny the condiiions it requests, 

a. lORY's Speculative Claims Do Not Justify 
Granting Trackage Rights over CSX s Lme 
from East Norwood to Washington Court House, 

IORY requests that the Board grant il overhead trackage rights on CSX's line 

between East Norwood and Washington Court House, with die right to connect at Midland 

City with lORY s Greenfield branch IORV-4 at 2 & n 3 With those rights. IORY could 

comiect Its previously isolated Greenfield branch to other IORY operations for the first time. 

IORY slates il will use the.se rights as "an alternate route to CRC's highly 

congested Cmcinnati-Springfield line over which IORY operates today pursuani lo trackage 

rights " Id. at 4 However, it is clear dial what IORY is seeking to remedy is a preexisting 

condition IORY cunently has trackage rights over the Springfield-Cincinnati line, and all 

lORY s affiliates are Indiana and Ohio Railroad, Inc, ("INOH"), Indiana & Ohio 
Central Railroad. Inc ("lOCR") and Cinciiuiati Terminal Railway Company ("CTER"). 
IORY-4, Burkart VS at 2, 
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that the Transaction will change will be to make NS its landlord rather than Conrail. See 

Section IX.A 

IORY nonetheless contends two harms will result from the Transaction that 

allegedly justify this condiiion. First, it asserts that the Transaciion will exacerbate curtent 

delays on Conrail's Cincinnati-Springfield line, "jeopardizing [lORY's] ability to reuin its 

time-sensitive traffic." Id, at 5; IORY-4, Burkart VS at 4. Second, it claimi lhat CSX and 

NS will "have a strong incentive to delay IORY schedules, since they will be the 

beneficiaries of a shift of this iraffic from IORY.' lORY-4. Burkart VS at 4. Neither claim 

has merit. 

To begin widi, IORY overstates die risk to its "tir.ic-sensitive traffic." There 

are multiple strong incentives - none of which IORY disclosed to die Board - that should 

keep such traffic moving over lORY's Unes.-

50.' [[[ 

111 

Moreover, the "time sensuive" traffic referted to by IORY is predominantly NS/GTW 
traffic handled m accordance with an lORY/GTW haulage artangement. Contrary to lORY's 
assertion that NS will have an incentive to disadvamag;. lORY's traffic (iORY-4 at 10 & 
Burkart VS at 4-5). [[[ 

]]] As .NS participates in this traffic south of Cincinnati. NS acmally has a greater 
incentive to provide U with timely handlmg lhan does IORY. Moon RVS at 14. 
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lORY's clauns regarding existing and potential delays also are unfounded. 

IORY contends die Transaction will cause subsuntial delays on the Cincinnati-Springfield 

line because NS will add 7.2 trains to a line dial is already subject to delays. IORY-4 at 5. 

However, IORY and its predecessors GTW and DTI have successftilly employed these 

trackage rights since Comail was formed in 1976. NS is also a trackage rights tenant on the 

presem Conrail Cincmnati Line. The Springfield-Cincirmati portion of Conrail's Cincinnau 

Line will accommodate lORY's movements in the ftimre in the same manner as today. The 

additional trains projected by NS (IORY-4 at 5) equate to one train every 3.5 hours. The 

Cincinnati Line is equipped widi sufficiem sidings and/or second main track to handle diis 

increase. Moon RVS at 14. 

Today, NS trains as well as those of Comail and IORY experience soudibound 

congestion imo Cincinnati and into CSX's Queensgate Yard IORY-4 al 5 & Burkart VS at 

4-5. That congestion will not change as a result of NS acquiring Comail's line, nor will die 

creation of an "alteraative route" eliminate it. The reason for die congestion is die area's 

geography, Cincinnati is a city of hilis. All north-south railroads, including bodi die CSX 

and Comail lines lo Columbus, operate through an "hour glass" between East Norwood/NA 

Tower/Winion Place to die north and RH Tower/Hopple Street to die soudi, a disunce of 

approximately 3,5 miles, 

Comail. whose line is die only one in the area affected by die Transaction, has 

no ownership south of NA Tower. CSX's East Norwood line and Conrail's Cincinnati Line 

meet at NA Tower - die north end of die "hour glass" - and soudibound trains from eidier 
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are subject to the same potential for delays.- Entrance to the area of congestion, which 

affects the landlord as well as the tenant carriers, is owned by CSX. However, CSX's 

Operaiing Plan anticipates that trains in this area will experience less delay following the 

Transaction, due to die fumre availability of routing allematives dial do not include 

Cincinnati. Moon RVS at 15 Indeed, through reroulings and new blockings that will be 

made possible by the Transaciion. CSX projects that it will handle approxunately 400 fewer 

cars per day at (Jueensgate Yard post-Transaction CSX/NS-20. Vol 3A at 209, 

IORY also cites delays accessing Queensgate Yard in Cincinnati - which is a 

CSX yard, not a Comail facility. IORY-4 at 5; Burkart VS at 4 Any alleged problems at 

Queensgate Yard are antecedent and umelated lo the control and (-peration of Conrail 

pursuant to the Transaction, Moreover. lORY's claims of delays there are highly 

misleading The basis for them is a survey conducted during September 1997, IORY-4 at 5; 

IORY-4, Burkart VS at 4 However. September 1997 was not representative because CSX's 

Queensgate Yard control sysiem was disabled in August 1997 by a lightening strike during an 

electrical storm, Onison RVS al 44-45, AJJ traffic using lhe yard -- not just lORY's -

experienced uncharacteristic delays for six to eight weeks while a new control sysiem was 

insulled and validated, .See id at 45,-

- See also CSX/NS-20. Vol, 3A. Omson VS al 20-21 & Fig. JWO-5 (describing and 
depicting "Cr -innati Hourglass" in pre-Transaction CSX systeni;. 

^' Moreover. IORY itself was experiencing equipnient and crew shortages in September 
1997. as well as upgrading a major portion of its line. a:,d sustained major delays in reaching 
Cin< innaii as a result, Omson RV?' >' 44 lORY's own lelays caused its trains lo reach 
Queensgate Yard off schedule and outside the normal wimlow for making connections there 
with CSX, Id, As explained below , when sueh coniiectio.is are missed, an additional CSX 
train must be ran or die iraffic must be held in the yard for the next day's connection, 
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An analysis of November 1997 train delays provides a more recent and more 

represenutive picmre. That analysis shows dut IORY experienced only minknal delays due 

to problems in accepting its traffic on arrival at Queensgate Yard, See jd. Moreover, as 

explained below CSX lias strong incentives not to delay lORY's trains. Id, IORY also fails 

to Uke any account of die fact fhat one of die major objectives of die CSX Operating Plan is 

to reduce congestion at Cuiciiuiati. See CSX/NS-20, Vol. 3A at 208-09, Onison VS at 20-

22 & Fig JWO-6, 

Moreover, with respect to trains it operates in conjunciion with CSX. IORY 

itself has been a major source of delays over Comail's Springfield-Cincinnati line. As 

descnbed above. IORY doubled us size between June 1996 and October 1997, IORY began 

using die Springfield-Cincinnati line in Febraary 1997. when it began operating over die 

former DT&I lines Intenogatory Response. IORY-6 at 10-12, IORY has had difficulty 

integrating the newly-acquired lines into its system. Orti:'.on RVS at 42. 44. Its problems 

have included equipment and crew shortages, which in mra have caused delays m its 

operations over the Conrail line. See id. Indeed, at the request of automotive customers 

CSX moved empty auto racks and took other actions at its own expense in order to assist 

lORV as it straggled to absorb the DT&I lines. Id, at 42. 

In any event, die alieraaie CSX route over which IORY seeks traffic rights 

would not eliminate delays for lORV traffic moving to or from Cincinnati. That route - via 

Washington Court House - is longer, more circuitous and has a lower track speed than 
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Conrail's Springfield-Cincinnati line. See id, at 45-46.- Using it would increase rather 

than decrease lORY's transit time. Id, The additional tune consumed in using diis route -

approximately 4 hours - would be unaccepuble to automotive customers, lORY's principal 

focus of concera.-

lORY's argument dial NS and CSX have incentives to delay tune-sensitive 

IORY traffic so it will be diverted to dieir lines (IORY-4. Burkart VS at 4) is completely 

unfounded. That claim not only is speculative but also ignores the fact that lORY's use of 

the Springfield-Cincinnati line is govemed by a trackage rights agreement that NS will be 

assuming as part of the Transaction. See Section IX, A, To the extent IORY might have any 

concems in the mmre regarding dispatching of its trains on the Springfield-Cincinnati line, it 

can raise diem with NS and address them in the context of the irackage rights agreement. 

No Board action is required. 

Nor does CSX have any inc ntive to delay lORY's trains at Queensgate Yard, 

If IORY trains are late getting into Queensgate Yard, connections with CSX's scheduled 

deparmres may be missed. CSX then must either ran additional trains, at additional expense, 

or hold the IORY cars in the yarĉ  until the next scheduled train to the iestinalion. lieing up 

track space and reducing the yard's operating flexibility. In short, it is very much in CSX's 

- Due to track conditions, the track speed on lORY's line from Springfield to 
Washington Couri House is 25 mph Orrison RVS al 45-46. While the track speed on 
CSX's fine from Washington Coun House to Midland City is 40 mph. that line includes a 
number of segments on which there are 10. 15. or 25 mph restrictions. Id, 

^ The line is also physically unsuitable for automotive traffic, in that there are no 
sidings oetween Washington Court House and Cincinnati that can accommodate length of 
lORY's multilevel automotive trains. Orrison RVS at 44-45. 
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own interf st to bring lORY's trains into Queensgate Yard on a timely basis, not to delay 

them. 

Granting IORY trackage rights over the East Norwood-Washingtor. Court 

House Ime would creaie operating problems for CSX. Contrary to lORY's clauns, the track 

would need to be upgraded to carry die multilevel trains IORY seeks to ran over die lines. 

See Ortison RVS at 45-46. 

Finally, granting IORY these unnecessary trackage rights would clearly give it 

a windfall, lORY's Greenfield branch is a former CSX line dial in 1988 was purchased 

from CSX by the City of Greenfield and leased by the City to lORY's affiliate. lOCR,^ 

That transaction necessarily contemplated that all traffic from the branch would be 

interchanged with CSX at Midland City, where it connects with the CSX Line between 

Washington Coun House and Cincinnati CSX thus reuined the revenues associated with 

moving the branch's traffic beyond Midland City, Giving lORY(IOCR) the opportunity lo 

deprive CSX of those revenues by obuining trackage nghts from M'dland City to Cincinnati 

(F:ast Norwood) and Washington Coun House would be precisely the sort of "windfall" that 

the Board's conditioning power should not be used to bestow, See. eg,. BN/Frisco al 951-

52 & n lOl ("we do not favor conditions which result in a windfall to raiUoads").-

- See Indiana & Ohio Central Railroad, lnc - Modified Rail Certificate. ICC Finance 
Dockei No, 31319 (served Nov 18. i988): CSX Transportation. In: - Abandonment in 
Clinton and Ross Counties. OH. ICC Docket No, AB-55 (Sub-No, 243) (served May 31. 
1988; conected June 24. 1988), As those decisions make clear, dial was a unified 
transaction in which lORY's lease of die line was integral to die City's purchase of il, 

55' While that windfall is somewhat indirect in the context of a lease, it is no less real. 
If ownership of the branch prov ided access lo carriers other dian CSX. IORY presumably 

(continued...) 
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b. lORY's Claims Regarding Delays Cannot Support 
Trackage Rights Between Monroe and Middletown. 

IORY seeks local access trackage rights beiween Middletown and Momoe, OH 

over Conrail's branch line, based upon a claim that the Transaciion will further delay traffic 

from Cincinnati to lORY's Mason to Momoe line. IORY-4 at 6. This line junctions die 

Springfield-Cincinnati main line at Middletown. IORY alleges dial increased traffic over the 

Comaii main line will further exacerbate die delivery delays to Reed Yard. IORY-4. Burkart 

VS at 6. IORY contends dial die requested condiiion is necessary to reduce cumeni transit 

limes from Cincinnati to Reed Yard by 4 to 5 days. IORY-4 al 6, This requesi should be 

denied. 

After the transaciion. NS will simply step into the shoes of Conrail. There 

will be no increase m traffic on the Middletown lO Momoe line, and IORY alleges none. 

Curiously. IORY alleges traffic increases on the Cincinnati to Springfield line to support its 

request for trackage rights on die Middletown to Momoe line. See IORY-4, Burkart VS at 

6 Simply put. IORY will not suffer any compeutive harm lORY's requested condition is 

not only an attempt to change a preexisting condiiion that obviously displeases IORY. but 

also an attempt to gain access to .AK Steel, an industry IORY does not serve today Moon 

RVS at 16-17. 

•5( .continued) 
wouid have been required to pay the City a higher rental under its lease ui anticipation of die 
auded revenues. 
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c. There Will Be Adequate Two Cartier Access 
at Sidney. OH, and IORY is Not Entitled to 
Trackage Rights Beiween Sidnev and Quincy. 

lORY's diird request is for trackage rights between Sidney and Quincy, OH 

over a Conrail line to be operated by CSX. lORY-4 at 3. IORY claims diis conduion is 

necessary to remedy die 2-io-l simation at Sidney. Id, at 6. IORY claims diat die remedy 

Applicants have proposed - granting NS trackage or haulage rights - is inadequate to 

provide competuion for CSX at Sidney because NS allegedly would have to operate over a 

circuitous route. Id, at 6, 7. 

As explained in Section IV.D.2 , die Board should deny lORY's request, 

which is simply designed to enhance lORY's competitive position. No Sidney. OH shippers 

have raised such conceras. The NS access to Sidney provided for as part of die Transaction 

is fully adequate, and bodi the CSX and NS operaiing plans demonstrate dieir intent to serve 

3id.iey, See Omson RVS at 46; Mohan RVS at 77, Indeed, more snippers will have a 

competitive choice at Sidney post-transaction lhan do today Onison RVS at 46. 

Moreover, granting IORY trackage rights on die Sidney- Quincy line viould 

create significant operaiing problems The Sidney line will be an imporunt one in CSX's 

post-Transaction operations. Id, al 46, Inserting a local cartier - which is already 

experiencing integration problems - on diis line would dramatically increase die likelUiood of 

operating problems. Id, 
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